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Danica May Camacho, the world’s seven billionth person. 
(Getty Images)



‘There will be no sustainable world without 
sustainable cities.’1 Herbert Giradet

10,000,000,000
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On 31 October 2011, the United Nations awarded newborn Danica May Camacho of the 
Philippines the somewhat dubious honour of being the seven billionth human being. Like 
the majority of the world’s population in the 21st century, Danica May Camacho will in all 
likelihood live out her life in a big city aspiring to better material conditions. She will be part of 
the greatest surge of urbanisation ever to occur in human history: every year, 13 cities of over 
five million citizens each will need to built to absorb the flow.2 By the time Danica celebrates 
her 40th birthday in 2051, the global population will have reached nine billion, and 10 billion 
as she celebrates her 80th.3 Shortly thereafter however the global population is expected to 
stabilise. Why?

Because of cities. 
By this century’s end as the majority of the world’s population comes to live in cities –  

gaining greater access to education and experiencing congestion, competition and 
consumerism – overall population growth is expected to stagnate and thereafter decline. The 
population boom that was incubated in the first settlements of the agricultural revolution in 
10th century BC will come to a close in 21st century AD.

Typically, this phenomenon is seen in one of two ways: either humanity has triumphed over 
adversity, or humanity is creating the conditions of its own demise. Both are partially true and 
interconnected. To wit: before we were here, cyanobacteria covered the planet for two billion 
years, blissfully unaware that the oxygen they were emitting as a toxic waste product would 
render their world uninhabitable. The parallel with humanity is obvious as we increasingly spew 
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere – clever enough to count every molecule, but not clever 
enough to stop it. At least not yet. 

It is, however, the knowledge that we are causal to the ecological crisis that, to some 
degree at least, distinguishes us from other species that have over-exploited their habitat. 
Optimistically, then, we can see a stabilised global population of circa 10 billion as the 
natural outcome of a self-aware species that has the intellect and practical ability to make 
its own world and rationally engineer a sustainable long-term future for all its citizens. 
The positive teleology is this: the period of Malthusian growth is over – the period of 
sustainable development can now begin.

Because cities tend to restrain population growth, their development is in the best 
ecological interests of the planet, but we must also acknowledge that cities radically expand 
the ecological footprint of their citizens. For example, the average Australian, living in what are 
generally considered to be the world’s most liveable cities, requires 7.7 ha of global land to 

1 Girardet, H., Creating Sustainable 
Cities, Green Books, Devon, 2006.

2 Lynas, M., (Jan 2012) The Smart Way 
to Play God with Earth’s Limited Land, 
Scientific American, p. 5. <http://
www.scientificamerican.com/article.
cfm?id=smart-way-to-play-god-with-
limited-land>.

3  United Nations, Department of 
economic and social affairs, World 
population prospects, <http://esa.
un.org/unpd/wpp/Other-Information/
faq.htm#q1>. The UN’s latest figures 
(2010 Revision) indicate a total 
population of 9.3 billion in 2050 and 
10 billion in 2083, see press release: 
<http://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/
Documentation/pdf/WPP2010_Press_
Release.pdf>.



sustain their lifestyle, whereas the rural, sub-Saharan African requires only 2.5.4 Australia is 
only a nation of 22 million people but from the earth’s perspective it might as well be a nation 
of 70 million sub-Saharan Africans. To put it another way, if the Chinese, the South Americans, 
the Indians and the Africans lived the lifestyle Australians take for granted (and who is to 
tell them they shouldn’t?) then we would need three earths to plunder. How to lift billions of 
people out of poverty and do so with just one earth is the central challenge of this century and 
probably for several centuries to come. 

The symmetry of our dilemma is that while urbanisation is taking us collectively toward 
population stability, it is doing so in a manner that will deepen the ecological crisis. It is from 
this very tension that the importance of 21st century creativity will emerge. As Herbert Giradet 
rightly says, it is in cities that ‘human destiny will be played out and where the future of the 
biosphere will be determined. There will be no sustainable world without sustainable cities.’5 
Of course humans are rat-cunning and will survive almost anything, but survival at the species 
level is not what this is about. The 21st century of urbanisation questions whether we can 
design cities that provide not only sustainable, but also equitable systems of food, water, 
energy, housing and employment for the 70 per cent of the global population that will inhabit 
them by 2050 and beyond.6 

Most of the world’s current population, however, lives far from the good city. Over a billion 
people live in slums, a billion are malnourished and it is predicted that two billion will not have 
access to potable water by 2050.7 As global temperatures increase and waters rise, resource 
wars are expected, not least of all in the catchments of the great world rivers – the Nile, the 
Indus, the Tigris and the Euphrates – rivers that once flowed from Eden, rivers that layered the 
rich silts from which cities arose in the first place. Climate-change refugees will be on the move. 

In addition to climate change, cities in the 21st century will feel pressure from the 
imminent exhaustion of non-renewable resources upon which they currently depend. Nearly 
all the fundamental materials that make our current cities and their associated agricultural 
lands work will be exhausted some time this century. According to British Petroleum and the 
British Geological Survey of 2005, we will run out of oil in 42 years, natural gas in 60, uranium 
in 97 and coal – unfortunately the highest Co2 emitter of all, in 133.8 The ‘world city’ will 
therefore have to switch to entirely new energy sources in the next century. The infrastructure of 
urbanity as we know it will have to be reconceived, redesigned and reconstructed accordingly. 
As Steven Kenway explains we will have to transition our cities from industrial mechanistic 
systems to postindustrial metabolic systems. 
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Not only will the infrastructure of our cities need to be redesigned and reconstructed, so 
too will the vast lands upon which they depend. In order to feed the 10 billion people of the 
late 21st century, without deforestation, we will need to increase the yield from already strained 
lands twofold.9 Our cities and agricultural lands will need to develop greater synergies, not 
least to recycle naturally occurring phosphorous, quantities of which will also be exhausted by 
century’s end.10 The ecological land systems (habitat corridors and riparian zones), which gird 
the longevity and productivity of agricultural lands, will also increasingly need to be managed 
and, as Simon Kilbane illustrates, reconstructed on a large scale.11

In this regard it is neither accurate nor helpful to continue to view cities as cultural objects 
set against and separate from natural backdrops. The nature and culture binary no longer 
exists: there is only a hybridised, denatured, coevolving world of our own making.12 Cities and 
their infrastructure have colonised and in some way altered every square metre of the planet. 
The city is everywhere. 

But this book is not about the challenges of the world city – this book is about one nation 
and its cities within that global context. Fittingly, it is one of the world’s most (sub)urbanised 
nations: Australia.13

9 Evans, L., Feeding the Ten Billion: Plants 
and Population Growth, Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 1998. 

10 The Global Phosphate Research 
Initiative reports that mined 
phosphate supplies, essential to 
food production will be exhausted 
some time this century. Sustainable 
Phosphorus Futures, <http://
phosphorusfutures.net/>.

11 For a compilation of current large scale 
landscape restoration initiatives in 
Australia see the recent CSIRO report 
‘A compendium of existing and planned 
Australian wildlife corridor projects and 
initiatives, and case study analysis 
of operational experience’: <http://
www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/
wildlife-corridors/publications/pubs/
compendium.pdf>. 

12 This is something the visionary James 
Lovelock has been trying to explain 
to us since ‘The Gaia Hypothesis’ was 
first published in the 1970s. See most 
recently, Lovelock, J., The vanishing face 
of Gaia: a final warning, Basic Books, New 
York, 2009.

13 Eighty-seven per cent of Australians 
live in urban areas. Major Cities Unit, 
Infrastructure Australia, State of Australian 
Cities 2010, Department of Infrastructure 
and Transport, 2010, Canberra. 

4 Australian Government, Department 
of Sustainability, Environment, Water, 
Population and Communities <http://
www.environment.gov.au/soe/2006/
publications/drs/indicator/434/index.
html>. Global Footprint Network <http://
www.footprintnetwork.org/en/index.
php/GFN/page/trends/australia/>.

5 Girardet, H., (1999) Creating 
Sustainable Cities, Dartington, UK, p. 17. 

6 United Nations, World Urbanization 
Prospects: The 2007 Revision. 
<http://www.un.org/esa/population/
meetings/EGM_PopDist/Heilig.pdf>. 

7 UN Water, <http://www.unwater.org/
statistics_sec.html>.

8 Smith, L., (2010) The World in 2050. 
Four Forces Shaping Civilization’s 
Northern Future, New York, USA: 
Dutton (Penguin group). p. 55. The 
timelines of non-renewable resource 
depletion vary according to source 
and are also subject to change derived 
from further discovery or technological 
developments. For example, according 
to the international Energy Agency 
the recently developed practice of 
‘fracking’ could extend natural gas 
supplies to 250 years.



Projected population increase to 2056
Map shows the projected (Series A) population increase for major centres. The red circle indicates the percentage population 
increase relative to their current population.1 This is as far forward as the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) is prepared to 
go in regard to Australia’s major cities.
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On 30 October 2012 the resident population of Australia was 22,797,585. Australia’s 
population is currently increasing at the rate of one person every 1.47 minutes.2 The Australian 
Bureau of Statistics (ABS) forecasts that by 2101 the population of Australia could reach 
62.2 million people.3 As illustrated on page 21, this means we would need to build nine 
Sydneys, 10 Melbournes, 20 Brisbanes, 24 Perths or 115 Canberras in the next 87 years. 

While there is no overarching strategic plan for this growth, the subjects of urban planning 
and urban design are receiving increasing attention in Australia. For example, a panel from the 
Council of Australian Governments (COAG) recently reviewed Australia’s capital city planning 
schemes and declared at the outset of its report that: 

Australia is at a watershed point for its capital cities and their strategic planning. 
Population growth, demographic change, increasing energy costs and the shift to a 
knowledge economy have changed the assumptions underpinning the shape and 
development of Australian cities…this must also include reconsideration of Australia’s 
settlement patterns.4

Despite opposition from some prominent Australians and the Stable Population Party,5 
most commentators recognise that Australia needs growth to supply the nation’s labour 
market and bolster its economy against an aging population. The anti-growth lobby argues 
that economic rationalism overlooks environmental, social and infrastructural pressures 
associated with population growth. But those who wish to stop the growth are obliged to 
explain how an economy such as Australia’s will function in relative stasis. 

On a recent visit to Australia, eminent population biologist Professor Paul Ehrlich 
of Stanford University claimed, ‘What’s crystal clear is Australia should have a shrinking 
population. Australia’s already in deep trouble, way beyond its carrying capacity and I’m afraid 
that not only are we not going to see 40 million or 100 million Australians, we are likely to see 
many fewer than 20 million and many may have to evacuate.’6 In contrast, the developer Harry 
‘high-rise’ Triguboff has urged that Australia should become a nation of 100 million and its 
wayward rivers should be re-engineered to ensure food supplies.7 And so it goes: both views 
are inflammatory. 

If the notion of an Australia of 62 million in 2101 is hard to imagine, consider the situation 
in reverse. In 1913 Australia’s population was a mere five million. In the 20th century the 
nation’s population quadrupled, whereas in the 21st it will probably only triple. Despite 

1 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 
“Population Projections, Australia, 
2006 to 2101.” Australian Bureau of 
Statistics, http://www.abs.gov.au/
Ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/3222.0.

2 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 
<http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/
abs@.nsf/0/1647509ef7e25faaca256
8a900154b63?OpenDocument>.

3 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 
<http://www.abs.gov.au/Ausstats/
abs@.nsf/mf/3222.0>.

4 COAG Reform Council Report, 
Overview, Review of Capital City 
Strategic Planning Systems, <http://
www.coagreformcouncil.gov.au/
reports/cities.cfm.> p. 2.

5 Stable Population Party of Australia, 
<http://www.populationparty.org.au/>.

6 Today Tonight, news article, <http://
au.news.yahoo.com/today-tonight/
latest/article/-/6076863/
population-explosion/>.

7 Triguboff, (25 Jan 2010), ‘Population to 
Hit 55m by 2050’, The Sydney Morning 
Herald <www.smh.com.au>.

Darwin 0.11–0.33 million

Adelaide 1.2–1.8 million

Melbourne 4–7.9 million

Hobart 0.21–0.36 million

Canberra 0.34–0.68 million

Sydney 4.6–7.6 million

SEQ 3.1–5.7 million

Perth 1.7–4.2 million



population growth being the historical norm for Australia, it is now couched in terms of crisis. 
Instead of population growth and immigration being cast as a creative opportunity for nation-
building (as it was for the United States in the early 20th century) it is generally portrayed as 
a threat to Australia’s suburban bliss and its natural environment. 

It is both ironic and tragic, that the white settlement of this country began in 1788 with the 
slogan ‘terra nullius’ – the false notion of a land devoid of people; and now, for some at least, 
it greets the early 21st century with the bumper sticker: ‘fuck off we’re full’ emblazoned over a 
map of Australia. Australian xenophobia or heartfelt nationalism, as the case may be, is in part 
a consequence of the nation being a relatively unpopulated resource-rich island just south of 
Asia but it is also a reaction to Australia’s increasingly congested cities.

Anti-growth sentiment gains greater legitimacy through reference to the nation’s 
environmental carrying capacity. Many have tried to determine Australia’s ultimate population 
in this manner. In 1921 Griffith Taylor, Foundation Professor of Geography at Sydney University, 
foresaw a nation of 65 million, a figure he later revised to 20 million.8 In 1975, using agricultural 
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‘I’d like to see 100 million, because 
I believe we will have many things 
to do here besides drilling holes 
and selling coal. Our agriculture has 
to be huge. Our desalination must 
be fantastic. Our rivers must flow 
the right way. It will all have to be 
developed.’ Harry Triguboff

8 Maude, A. (2012) ‘A Century of Debate 
about Population and the Environment. 
Key Issues’ A Greater Australia: 
Population, policies and governance. 
J. Incus & G. Hugo, (eds.), CEDA, 
Melbourne, p. 27. 

‘What’s crystal clear is Australia should have a 
shrinking population. Australia’s already in deep 
trouble, way beyond its carrying capacity and I’m 
afraid that not only are we not going to see 40 
million or 100 million Australians, we are likely to 
see many fewer than 20 million and many may 
have to evacuate.’ Professor Paul Erlich

The ghost town of Gwalia in the West Austalian Goldfields. 
(Photo courtesy of Antoinette Carrier) 
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9 Australian Bureau of Statistics, http://
www.abs.gov.au/Ausstats/abs@.nsf/
mf/3222.0.

ABS population projections by Australian city to 20569

Capital city/balance of state
 

AT 30 JUNE [‘000] AT 30 JUNE 2026 [‘000] AT 30 JUNE 2056 [‘000]

2006 (a) 2007 (b)

Observed Series A Series B Series C Series A Series B Series C 

Sydney 4 282.0 4 334.0 5 487.2 5 426.3 5 358.2 7 649.0 6 976.8 6 565.2 

Balance of New South Wales 2 534.1 2 554.0 3 189.9 2 968.8 2 780.2 4 140.1 3 233.4 2 646.1 

Total New South Wales 6 816.1 6 888.0 8 677.0 8 395.1 8 138.5 11 789.1 10 210.2 9 211.3 

Melbourne 3 743.0 3 805.8 5 272.3 5 038.1 4 861.7 7 970.7 6 789.2 6 100.9 

Balance of Victoria 1 383.5 1 399.1 1 626.1 1 624.1 1 636.3 1 879.6 1 749.1 1 742.9 

Total Victoria 5 126.5 5 204.8 6 898.3 6 662.2 6 498.0 9 850.3 8 538.3 7 843.8 

Brisbane 1 819.8 1 857.0 2 908.0 2 681.1 2 465.6 4 955.1 3 979.3 3 237.0 

Balance of Queensland 2 271.1 2 324.5 3 645.4 3 356.9 3 129.7 5 966.3 4 759.6 3 998.2 

Total Queensland 4 090.9 4 181.4 6 553.3 6 038.0 5 595.2 10 921.3 8 738.9 7 235.2 

Adelaide 1 145.8 1 158.0 1 410.8 1 384.5 1 391.8 1 848.5 1 651.8 1 623.7 

Balance of South Australia 422.1 426.2 531.5 499.8 451 691.4 552.7 406.7

Total South Australia 1 567.9 1 584.2 1 942.3 1 884.4 1 842.9 2 539.9 2 204.5 2 030.4 

Perth 1 518.7 1 554.1 2 455.2 2 267.6 2 112.1 4 164.4 3 358.4 2 815.5 

Balance of Western Australia 540.6 552 796.8 732.9 660.5 1 207.6 935 702.3

Total Western Australia 2 059.4 2 106.1 3 252.0 3 000.5 2 772.7 5 372.0 4 293.4 3 517.7 

Hobart 205.5 207.4 266.8 245.3 228.2 367.2 279.7 224

Balance of Tasmania 284.5 286 338.5 307 277.5 411.1 291.2 202.6

Total Tasmania 490 493.4 605.3 552.3 505.7 778.3 571 426.6

Darwin 114.4 117.4 189.3 165.2 142.4 334.9 243 169.2

Balance of Northern Territory 96.3 97.5 140.1 119.8 100.8 238.1 158.6 94.9

Total Northern Territory 210.6 214.9 329.4 285 243.3 573 401.6 264.2

Total Australian Capital Territory 334.1 339.8 462.5 416.5 373 683.2 509.3 374.2

Total capital cities (c) 13 163.3 13 373.4 18 452.0 17 624.7 16 933.0 27 973.0 23 787.5 21 109.6 

Total balance of states 7 532.2 7 639.3 10 268.2 9 609.2 9 036.1 14 534.2 11 679.6 9 793.7 

Australia (d) 20 697.9 21 015.0 28 723.0 27 236.7 25 971.9 42 510.4 35 470.0 30 906.1

An extra 39,402,415 people =

115 Canberras

or 24 Perths

or 20 Brisbanes

or 10 Melbournes

or 9 Sydneys

ABS national population projections to 21019

ASSUMPTIONS PROJECTED POPULATION

Total fertility 
rate (b) [babies 
per woman] 

Net overseas 
migration (c) 
[persons] 

Life expectancy at birth (a) 2056
[million, by 
June 30] 

2101
[million, by 
June 30] 

Males 
[years] 

Females 
[years]

Series A 2 220 000 93.9 96.1 42.5 62.2

Series B 1.8 180 000 85 88 35.5 44.7

Series C 1.6 140 000 85 88 30.9 33.7
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productivity as the determinant, Roger Gifford and his colleagues at the Commonwealth 
Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) concluded Australia could support 80 
million people with a low-protein diet. Other agricultural scientists have since reached figures 
ranging anywhere from 96 to 206 million.10 Professor Tim Flannery, the first to bring a deep 
ecological perspective to the calculation, weighed in to the debate in 1994 arguing that the 
fragile Australian land could only support between 8 and 12 million. Flannery then retracted 
and eventually fell into line with the Australian Academy of Sciences, agreeing that an Australia 
of 23 million was about right.11 This figure has since been adopted by the Stable Population 
Party and will be reached within two years.

Determining the carrying capacity of a given environment is further complicated and to an 
extent effaced by globalisation. So long as its supply chains are cheaply fuelled, the ‘world-
city’ is now liberated from place. Flows of capital can now sprout instant cities in deserts. Be 
that as it may, the resilient cities of the 21st century will be those which are both globally well 
connected and attuned to their local ecological conditions. 

Australia appears to be a big underdeveloped country but its land is notoriously deceptive. 
Only six per cent of the Australian landmass is arable and its cycles of flood and drought are 
unforgiving.12 Sixty-one per cent of the continent is grazed and this, in combination with its 
various broadacre food bowls, yields a 26 billion dollar agricultural export industry. Australia 
currently produces enough food for 60 million people. To the detriment of the nation’s waterways, 
this productivity is only made possible by the addition of 200 million tons of fertiliser to the 
nation’s poor soils per annum. The over-allocation of water in the nation’s southeastern food 
bowl has put the ecosystem of the Murray-Darling River in a state of palliative care. Similarly, 
the Western Australian wheatbelt (some 154,000 km2 of cropland) is clotted with salt due to 
vegetation loss. On a per capita basis Australia is not water-stressed, but much of the water is in 
the wild north whereas the big cities are in the south. The diagram on page 46 includes, among 
other things, a history of schemes and pipedreams to join the two. 

The intertwined issues of population growth and urban planning periodically flare up in 
the media but debate is superficial and state and federal governments have largely swept 
the issues under the carpet. Notable exceptions include a 1994 report from the House of 
Representatives Standing Committee for Long Term Strategies, which concluded that a high 
growth rate of between 30 and 50 million by 2045 was ‘reasonable’.13 The committee stressed 
that ‘[t]he single most important management decision associated with that growth relates 
to settlement patterns’.14 Then, in 2002 CSIRO found that there is enough land, water and 

10 ibid. 

11 Australian Academy of Science, 
<http://www.science.org.au/events/
sats/sats1994/Population2040-
section4.pdf>. Flannery’s original figure 
was set out in The Future Eaters: An 
Ecological History of the Australasian 
Lands and People, Reed Books 
Australia, Australia, 1994. His second 
estimate can be found in Flannery, 
T. F., ‘Biological Considerations in 
Determining an Optimum Human 
Population for Australia’ in Population 
2040: Australia’s Choice, Australian 
Accadamy of Science, Canberra, 1995.

12 Australian Government, Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade, <http://www.
dfat.gov.au/facts/env_glance.html>.

13 House of Representatives Standing 
Committee for Long Term Strategies, 
(1994) Australia’s Population Carrying 
Capacity: One Nation – Two Ecologies, 
Australian Government Publishing 
Service, Canberra

14 ibid.
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energy in Australia to provide a ‘moderate’ lifestyle for 50 million people up to 2100.16 What 
exactly constitutes a ‘moderate’ lifestyle is not explained. Apart from noting that Sydney and 
Melbourne might become megacities of 10 million people there is no discussion of where or 
how the extra millions of people could sustainably be accommodated. 

In 2010 the then prime minister of Australia Kevin Rudd famously said that climate 
change represented the greatest moral challenge of our times. In almost the same breath he 
declared his enthusiasm for a ‘big Australia’:

Australia’s rapid population growth will have profound implications for our destiny as a 
nation. The century ahead stands to be the greatest century of economic growth and 
nation-building in Australian history. I have said before that I believe in a big Australia. This 
is good for our national security. Good for our long-term prosperity. Good in enhancing our 
role in the region and the world. The time to prepare for this big Australia is now.17

Rudd’s ‘big Australia’ was based on the ABS (Series B) figure of 35 million people by mid-
century. In response, the then treasury secretary Dr Ken Henry asked, ‘Where will these [extra 
13 million] people live – in our current major cities and regional centres, or in cities we haven’t 
even started to build?’18 

The answer is: all of the above. The expansion of Australia’s existing towns and cities 
will have to be carefully planned and designed but, as we explain in chapter 3, Australia 
should also actively explore the possibility of new cities. We argue that Australia’s existing 
cities should not become megacities of 10 million or more citizens: alternatively, new urban 
development should be distributed through south-eastern and south-western megaregions. 

To its credit the Rudd government moved quickly to establish a federal understanding of and 
some control over Australia’s rapid urban growth. Through COAG and the newly formed agency 
Infrastructure Australia, urban planning is on the agenda. COAG has mandated that all Australian 
cities have ‘robust, transparent, long-term planning systems in place to manage population 
and economic growth, address climate change, improve housing affordability and tackle urban 
congestion’.19 We review the urban growth policy settings of these planning systems in chapter 2. 

Infrastructure Australia has been putting together a national perspective on water, energy, 
freight, ports, telecommunications and Indigenous development20 and distributing funds for 
specific infrastructural projects on the condition that applicants meet specified federal criteria. 
Simultaneously, Infrastructure Australia’s subsidiary, The Major Cities Unit – represented in this 

15 Department of Sustainability, 
Environment, Water, Population and 
Communities. “Australian Actions 
to Combat Desertification and 
Land Degradation.” Department of 
Sustainability, Environment, Water, 
Population and Communities, http://
www.environment.gov.au/land/
publications/actions/domestic1.html.

16 Foran, B. & F. Poldy, (2002) Dilemmas 
Distilled: A Summary Guide to the 
CSIRO Technical Report ‘ Future 
Dilemmas: Options to 2050 for 
Australia’s population, technology, 
resources and environment’, DIMIA, 
Canberra, p. 8.

17 Rudd, K., (27 Oct 2009), Building a Big 
Australia: Future Planning needs of our 
major cities, Address to the Business 
Council of Australia.

18 Henry, K., (22 Oct 2009) The Shape 
of Things to Come: Long Run Forces 
Affecting the Australian Economy 
in Coming Decades. Address to the 
Queensland University of Technology 
Business leader’s Forum. 

19 Australian Government, Our Cities 
discussion paper 2010: A national 
strategy for the future of Australian 
cities, p. 61. 

20 See for example: Australian Government 
National Infrastructure Priorities: 
Infrastructure for an Economically, 
Socially, and Environmentally 
Sustainable Future (2009), and 
Communicating the Imperative for 
Action: A Report to the Council of 
Australian Governments (2011).

Arable land as a percentage of total landmass15

6%
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book by Sara Stace and Dorte Ekelund – has been building a national urban design policy. 
The unit has issued several reports about the sustainability and liveability of Australian cities 
including an urban design protocol intended to help set basic design standards across the 
nation.21 Important as these initiatives are, they all lack spatial planning. Apart from listing the 
top 18 growth centres (cities over 100,000 people), the recent reports related to Australia’s 
urban growth lack scenarios for where and how extra millions of Australians can live.22

Reference to settlement patterns is also conspicuously absent from the Government’s 
much anticipated 2011 ‘Sustainable Population Strategy for Australia’ report.23 There is 
currently no nationally coordinated research into the fundamental question of what Australia’s 
most ‘sustainable’ and productive 21st century settlement patterns might be.24 Without a 
national spatial plan of some description, Infrastructure Australia’s efforts remain fragmented 
and rely on each Australian state to develop its own forward planning.

21 The State of Australian Cities Reports 
for 2010 and 2011. Our Cities, Our 
Future – A National Urban Policy for 
a productive, sustainable and livable 
future (2011), ‘Our Cities: The Challenge 
of Change’ (2010), and Creating Places 
for People: an urban design protocol 
(2011), <http://www.infrastructure.gov.
au/infrastructure/mcu/index.aspx>.

22 Australia’s 18 major cities are: 
Launceston, Wollongong, Adelaide, 
Hobart, Albury Wodonga, Newcastle, 
Sydney, Geelong, Canberra-
Queanbeyan, Melbourne, Toowoomba, 
Brisbane, Perth, Darwin, Sunshine 
Coast, Townsville, Gold Coast-Tweed 
Heads and Cairns.

23 Australian Government, Department 
of Sustainability, Environment, Water, 
Population and Communities, <http://
www.environment.gov.au/sustainability/
population/publications/strategy.html>.

24 Prime Minister Rudd’s announcement of 
a Big Australia coincided with calls for 
national strategic planning from various 
organisations. In 2009, the Australian 
Council of Built Environment Design 
Professions (no longer in existence) 
drafted the basic principles of a National 
Sustainable Settlement Policy and in 
2010 the Australian Sustainable Built 
Environment Council published its ‘Cities 
for the Future Report’, which mainly 
focused on transport issues. <http://
www.asbec.asn.au/news/cities_for_the_
future_report>.

‘Australia’s rapid population growth will have 
profound implications for our destiny as a 
nation. The century ahead stands to be the 
greatest century of economic growth and nation-
building in Australian history. I have said before 
that I believe in a big Australia. This is good for 
our national security. Good for our long-term 
prosperity. Good in enhancing our role in the 
region and the world. The time to prepare for this 
big Australia is now.’ Kevin Rudd

Suburban growth on Canberra’s northern fringe.



Historical progression
 Settlement
 Abandoned settlement

MELBOURNE 1835, centre for pastoral country

CANBERRA 1912, federal capital city

BRISBANE 1825, penal colony

HOBART 1804, administrative outpost for Sydney

Geraldton 1850, agriculture

Augusta 1830, timber

Albany 1827, whaling

Kalgoorlie 1890, gold

Mt Isa 1923, mining

Alice Springs 1871

Cairns 1876, gold exports

Broken Hill 1883, mining

Toowoomba 1842, pastoral

Townsville 1866, agriculture

Mackay 1862, pastoral

Rockhampton, mining

Bendigo 1850
Ballarat 1850

Port Macquarie 1821, first penal settlement

Bathurst 1815, gold 

ADELAIDE 1836, convict and unregulated free settlement

PERTH 1829, first free British colony

DARWIN 1869, South Australia's outpost

First fleet from BritainInitiated by Britain

Initiated by Britain

Carnarvon 1883, agriculture

Karratha 1960, mining
Port Hedland 1880, mining exports

Broome1883, pearling

Weipa 1957, mining

SYDNEY, 1788

Darling’s 19 original counties, 1829
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Although Australian cities have the potential to advantageously increase their populations, 
there comes a point when liveability is negatively impacted by population growth. As Jago 
Dodson of Griffith University declares: ‘We’re at risk of seeing increasingly dysfunctional cities 
and in some Australian cities like Sydney, for example, or say Melbourne, we’re starting to see 
[the] sort of fragmentation and breakdown of the transport systems and increasing frustration 
for the residents of those cities trying to get around.’1 We argue that Australia’s major cities will 
have reached capacity by mid-century, if not well before, and it is in anticipation of this that 
the subject of new cities needs to be taken seriously. 

Given our history, Australians shouldn’t be averse to building new cities. Australian cities are 
now some of the most liveable on earth and yet they began as remote, impoverished penal camps. 
Since 1788 Australians have built well over 2,500 towns in harsh locations, only a fraction of which 
are now ghost towns – prophetically, those associated with mining. The nation’s capital, Canberra, 
was carved out of a remote sheep farm and is now home to over 345,000 people, and growing. 

But there have been a few flops; in the 1970s, buoyed by a report from the Australian 
Institute of Urban Studies urging 15 new cities by the year 2000, the Whitlam government 
tried to jump-start Albury–Wodonga on the border between Victoria and New South Wales. 
Planned for a population of 300,000 it only reached 100,000 as subsequent governments 
lost interest. Today, it is a pleasant town but by no means a city of consequence.2 Then, 
in 1987 a joint venture between the Japanese and Australian governments proposed the 
futuristic Multi-Function Polis. Concocted as a science and innovation incubator, the project 
became known as the ‘Jap city’, a racial slur from which it would never recover.3 In 1998 the 
idea was abandoned and the site has since become a suburb of Adelaide.4

More pragmatic is the Western Australian government’s current efforts to pump-prime a 
swag of southwestern townships. Struggling rural towns such as Katanning, Boddington, Collie, 
Esperance, Jurien Bay, Manjimup, Margaret River, Northam and Morawa have been rebranded 
as ‘supertowns’. While the initiative holds real meaning for the communities receiving the 
splash of funds, the infrastructure upgrades on offer and the population growth to be facilitated 
are minor in the national scheme of things. These towns are proud but small agricultural 
hubs, variously struggling to reinvent themselves in accordance with the corporatisation of 
farming, ageing populations and brain drain to the big cities. Whether cultural historians and 
locals like it or not, Australians are decamping from small inland towns to the major coastal 
cities. However, if large numbers of people do disperse throughout coastal megaregions as we 
suggest they should, then many existing small regional towns could benefit. 

1 Dodson, J., (26 Jan 2010) The 
Population Debate, 7.30 Report, 
Reporter: Matt Peacock, ABC 
Broadcasting. 

2 Australian Institute of Urban Studies, 
(1972) First Report of the Task 
Force on New Cities for Australia: 
Efficient and Humane Alternatives to 
Overconcentrated Growth, Union Offset 
Co., Canberra. 

3 Winchester, H. & B. Chalkley, The 
Japanese-Australian Multifunction 
Polis: Context and Issues, Urban 
Studies, vol 27, no 2, pp. 273–282. 

4 Mawson Lakes, <http://www.
mawsonlakes.com.au/>.

Map reproduced courtesy of Ikumi Nakanishi.
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Billions of dollars are now being funnelled into new ‘city’ initiatives in the Pilbara region of 
northwestern Australia in a bid to convert mining towns into larger and more permanent 
communities. Small jerry-built towns such as Karratha, Port Hedland, Newman, Onslow, 
Dampier and Tom Price are being reconstructed to entice and anchor some of the nation’s 
200,000-strong fly in fly out (FIFO) workforce. For example, Karratha is being planned to 
grow from a town of 12,000 permanent residents to a town of 50,000. Whilst it has very 
little water and no local food supplies, Karratha is the hub of Western Australia’s booming 
resource economy. Sending a clear message of intent, the government has helped build a 
nine-storey ‘high-rise’ in the centre of town. For Karratha this building is stratospheric, and 
journalistic comparisons with Dubai are only partially tongue-in-cheek. Currently, however, 
mining companies and their workers seem happy to fly in and fly out (some from as far away 
as New Zealand). Whether swimming pools, golf courses, schools and the odd nine-storey 
tower can dissuade them from doing so is yet to be seen.

In Australia no one wants to talk about what will happen when the iron ore, the offshore 
gas fields and the coal seams are exhausted. Presumably, toward the end of this century 
there will be a few more ghost towns and some very big holes. Or will the singularity of 
the commodities market over the next few decades be enough to serve as a catalyst for 
infrastructure so that an enduring city can really take root in the hostile landscape of the 
northwest? Could there be, somewhere along the conduits of the extraordinary wealth that is 
flowing from this region, the seed-bed of a major city: a good city that attracts and is built by 
new Australians, a city that fosters new industries, a city that links to Asian markets, that has 
education, innovation and opportunity at its core; a green city that harvests water, grows food, 
and draws energy from renewables? 

Such a vision splendid was the subject of the Australian pavilion at the 2010 Venice 
Architecture Biennale. Curated by John Gollings and Ivan Rijavec the exhibition titled ‘Now and 
When’ involved a team of selected Australian architects who produced spectacular images 
of future Australian cities. There were cities that flowered, cities that floated and cities that 
levitated – all suspended in their own glorious 3D animation. What was missing, however, 
was a city that the public, back in suburban Australia, could take seriously. For architects the 
idea of a new city is eternally compelling and this is as it should be, but for the no-bullshit 
Australian electorate, utopian images are not to be trusted. This is also as it should be.

Antipathy toward utopia stems naturally from the suburban paradise that Australia 
is. Despite having constructed one of the world’s most urbanised nations in just over two 

Karratha is often compared to Dubai.  
(Background photo courtesy of Julia Morgan)
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centuries, Australians don’t see themselves as great city builders. This is because outside their 
small CBDs, Australian cities lack gravitas; they are thin accretions of lightweight materials 
held in place with glue and bitumen – a form of urbanism known pejoratively as sprawl. 
Australians don’t perceive themselves living in big cities because they live in big suburbs. And 
in those suburbs a fear of heights and crowds prevails.

It is not just that Australians aren’t great city builders in the classical sense, it is also 
that the Australian landscape, beyond its few fertile clefts, tends to mock the very idea 
of settlement. There is good reason why Indigenous Australians avoided the agricultural 
revolution and kept moving. Australian maps are littered with telling references to the 
land’s hostility: Lake Disappointment, Mt Buggery, Foul Bay, Point Torment, Useless Loop, 
Devils Marbles and Hells Gate are but a few. Australia’s greatest literary character, ‘Voss’ 
by Patrick White is not a city builder; he is a displaced European soul who literally walks 
away from the coast and into oblivion. 

Alternatively, where Australians have built their cities (generally on the coast where there 
was a good supply of potable water) the landscape can be of such beauty that the city itself, 
evidently, needn’t be. At least that’s one excuse for what the architect Robin Boyd (1919–
1971) infamously referred to as the ‘Australian Ugliness’, the cultural cringe into which Ivan 
Rijavec puts the final nail with his study of Melbourne streetscapes in chapter 5. 

Nowhere does the difference between urban visions and reality become more pronounced 
than in the far north of Australia. Although the spectre of Asian hordes migrating and developing 
the region is part of the national psyche, there are reasons why the north remains essentially 
wild. The tidal fluctuation across a shallow coast is treacherous and deep ports are rare. The 
weather swings from hot and dry to cyclonic and very wet. When the rains come they come 
all at once and water can’t easily be retained. The soil is poor and, while beef production 
is substantial, very few crops perform reliably well. The landscape is severed by precipitous 
gorges and the labyrthine wetlands are crawling with crocodiles and plague proportions of 
disease-laden insects. There is scant infrastructure and any industry that does exist is based 
on resource extraction in remote locations serviced by FIFOs. And, finally, the notion that 
the landscape is empty and just awaiting development is false. The north of Australia is an 
enduring and complicated mosaic of Indigenous culture and one of the world’s last great 
wilderness areas. 

Nevertheless, the region’s vast horizons and relentless heat can fire the imagination. One 
of the most extraordinary cases was in 1939 when Dr Isaac Nathan Steinberg, representing 

Explorers’ routes 1699–18825
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‘What could not Jewish colonists achieve here! 
[Only t]hree things must be brought in on a large 
scale if the Kimberleys are to flower in wealth and 
glory: men, money and inspiration.’
Dr Isaac Nathan Steinberg representing the Freeland League for Jewish Territorial Colonisation
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the Freeland League for Jewish Territorial Colonisation, imagined a new Jewish homeland in 
the Kimberley. As he surveyed the region for a site to transplant an initial 75,000 settlers 
he exclaimed: ‘What could not Jewish colonists achieve here! [Only t]hree things must be 
brought in on a large scale if the Kimberleys are to flower in wealth and glory: men, money 
and inspiration.’5 Remarkably, the Western Australian Parliament agreed to the scheme, only 
for it to be stymied at the federal level in 1944. 

Some four decades later, but no less fantastic, was Lord Alistair McAlpine’s vision of 
the tiny tourist town of Broome as the next Singapore. When not in London working as 
Treasurer to the Thatcher government McAlpine was in Broome saving its heritage with 
one hand and planning its growth with the other. McAlpine’s Singaporean mirage is today 
a small resort town. Most recently Bernard Salt, demographer and commentator on all 
things urban urged Broome to become a major city. But what Salt and McAlpine before 
him overlooked is not only the harshness of the land, but the local resistance to change. 

Other visionaries see cities magically emerging from the massive fresh-water supply of 
Lake Argyle, created by the damming of the Ord River near Kununurra in the 1970s. The 
lake holds an extraordinary 35 million megalitres of water – or the equivalent of 18 Sydney 
Harbours – and while it is sublimely beautiful, the land around it is a rocky inferno. Wildfires 
burn unchecked for years, not days. Bedevilled by pests and poor yields, the Ord River Irrigation 
Scheme has fallen well short of becoming the replacement for the ailing Murray-Darling Basin 
in the southeast, let alone the new food bowl of Asia as was originally hoped. 

The mere 12,000 hectares of arable land currently in production around Kununurra makes 
a mockery of the massive dam. Today, these subsidised farms produce melons, pumpkins, 
chickpeas and sandalwood: hardly the dietary diversity to underpin a sustainable city of the 
21st century. These humble products struggle to find their way out through the north or are 
trucked 2,300 kilometres south to Adelaide, and on to the cities in the east or the west. 

It was Jack ‘the Texan’ Fletcher who, in 1965, first recognised the Kimberley as a future 
global food bowl. But Fletcher argued for damming the Fitzroy, not the Ord and he still does.6 
The Fitzroy’s water (enough to supply Perth’s annual drinking water in three hours) would 
according to Fletcher’s vision irrigate crops for feedlots servicing global beef markets through 
a deep-water port at Broome. On behalf of his investors, Fletcher amassed over 1.7 million ha 
of land and built a 10 km barrage across the Fitzroy in a personal attempt to control the wild 
waters of the north only for his vision to dissolve in a mire of local politics. His business card 
today depicts Australia as an enormous hole over which is written ‘The mining boom is over…
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What do we do now?’ As he says, ‘we have lots of land, lots of water and just to our north are 
a lot of hungry people’.7

While the recent release of 7,500 ha of newly irrigated land bodes well for Kununurra’s 
productivity, the Northern Australia Land and Water Taskforce’s 2010 conclusions regarding 
the long-term future of Northern Australia are uninspiring. Australia currently has 4.1 
million km2 of land in food production and ‘The Sustainable Development of Northern 
Australia’ report estimates that from Cooktown on the east coast to Broome on the west, 
only a measly 20–40,000 ha more could be sustainable.8 When pressed on the matter Dr 
Stuart Blanch, one of the report’s authors said, ‘Old dreams die hard…the north can never 
be the food bowl of Asia’.9 

Former head of the Northern Land and Water Task Force, Senator Bill Heffernan, criticised 
the ‘Sustainable Development of Northern Australia’ report for only considering the agricultural 
capacity of groundwater, not the ‘million billion litres’ of monsoonal rain that falls annually.10 
Heffernan takes a global humanitarian view and argues passionately for the development 
of the north so that Australia can enlarge its contribution to the global food crisis. Instead 
of food production the Northern Land and Water Task Force emphasise Indigenous health 
and prosperity, sustainable tourism, river protection and ecosystems services in a global 
carbon market as the keys to Australia’s northern future. The Task Force makes no mention of 
population growth or future settlement patterns for Australia’s north. It makes no mention of 
providing much-needed water for southern farms and cities.

5 ibid.

6 Favenc, Ernest. The Explorers 
of Australia and Their Life Work. 
Melbourne and London: Whitcombe 
and Tombs Limited, 1908. 

7 Weller, R. in conversation with Jack 
Fletcher, 24 August 2012.

8 Northern Australia: Land and Water 
Task Force. Sustainable Development 
of Northern Australia. Final Report 
<http://www.nalwt.gov.au/files/NLAW.
pdf> 2010.

9 Mark, D. (8 Feb 2010), AM ABC Radio, 
‘Report Kills Northern food bowl dream’, 
<http://www.abc.net.au/news/2010-
02-08/report-kills-northern-food-bowl-
dream/2572856>.

10 Bill Heffernan, Liberal Senator for 
NSW <http://www.billheffernan.com.
au/Media/LatestNews/tabid/87/
articleType/ArticleView/articleId/104/
Food-bowl-taskforce-attacked-by-
former-chief.aspx>.
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Lake Argyle.

‘Old dreams die hard…the north can never be the 
food bowl of Asia.’ Dr Stuart Blanch
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‘We have lots of land, lots of water and just to our 
north are a lot of hungry people’.11

Jack Fletcher

11 Weller, R. in conversation with Jack 
Fletcher, 24 August 2012.

Jack Fletcher with 20 Steiger tractors just prior to planting grain 
sorghum across 61,600 acres at the Australian Land and Cattle 
Company’s Camballin Farm, West Kimberley.  
(Photo by Shepherd and Baker, courtesy Jack Fletcher)
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The Ord River irrigation area down stream from Lake Argyle, Kimberley, Western Australia.
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If the gleaming city of the future and its attendant food bowl has not manifested itself in the 
Australian landscape then infrastructure, particularly that which transcends distance, has. The 
overland telegraph, completed in 1872, linked Adelaide to Darwin and, in turn, the world. This 
was definitely the stuff of nation building. Similar long-distance conduits such as the 1530 
km Dampier to Bunbury gas pipeline completed in 1984, and which now fuels Perth, are also 
revered. And although he was criticised at the time, resulting in his suicide, Western Australians 
are now proud of the engineer C. Y. O’Connor (1843–1902) who designed the 530 km water 
pipeline from Perth to the gold mining town of Kalgoorlie. Other linear structures such as the 
Dingo Fence (5,320 km of wire-mesh built in the 1880s to stop wild dogs moving east) and 
the 3253 km Rabbit Proof Fence (competed in 1907) also enjoy folkloric status. 

And yet in 2005 when Colin Barnett (now Premier of Western Australia) heroically proposed 
a 3,500 km canal (disparagingly named ‘Colin’s canal’ and ‘the cane-toad highway’) from the 
Kimberley to Perth he was ridiculed and subsequently lost that year’s election. If not a canal 
then surely there is some sense in running a pipeline from north to south? Certainly this 
would guarantee the Swan coastal plain’s (Geraldton to Busselton) water supply and boost 
its agricultural productivity. But each time this engineering approach has been tested, it hasn’t 
added up.1 There is a 400 m level difference between the Kimberley and Perth, so to deliver 
water to the city in this manner would end up five times as expensive as water from local 
desalination plants. Accordingly Perth now has two ‘desal’ plants to render its parks green.

Big bold ideas flourish in the west. Mining magnate Lang Hancock once proposed 
using hydrogen bombs to make new deep-water ports to service his iron ore mines. He also 
proposed detonating the Great Australian Bight so the Southern Ocean could push deeper 
into the nation’s arid interior, ostensibly enabling evaporation to create more rain and, once 
and for all, green the desert. And he wasn’t joking. 

If we now know better than to treat nature as a mere impediment to our will then it is because 
so much 20th century engineering has led to negative downstream consequences. For example, 
the Snowy Mountain River (hydro-electric and irrigation) Scheme (built largely by migrants 
between 1949 and 1974 involving 16 dams, 145 km of trans-mountain tunnels and 80 km of 
aqueducts) is now being undone so as to restore 28 per cent of the original environmental flows. 
Many Australians have been appalled by the reduction of the mighty Murray–Darling river system 
– the lifeline of the nation’s biggest food bowl – to a fetid trickle that can barely reach the coast.

Australia, as elsewhere, faces fundamental issues related to energy and water. What will 
replace our current fossil fuel dependent systems? Because Australia has ample supplies of 

1 Options for Bringing Water from the 
Kimberley to Perth: An Independent 
Review, (2006) Department of Premier 
and Cabinet, Government of Western 
Australia. <http://www.water.wa.gov.
au/PublicationStore/first/64772.pdf>. 

The C Y O’connor pipeline which connects the dams in Perth’s hills to Kalgoorlie.
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coal it can literally buy time before making the transition to different energy sources; however, 
its poor carbon rating discredits a reliance on coal. Against this backdrop, new post-fossil fuel 
infrastructure – such as solar arrays, wind farms, tidal power plants and thermal energy along 
with new biofuels, water recycling, and urban food production – are increasingly attractive. 
Despite their current inability to provide consistent base-load power or to feed burgeoning 
populations, the emerging infrastructure of renewable resources surely points to the next 
major phase in the historical evolution of the city. In the interim, however, nuclear energy 
reappears as a relatively clean and extremely powerful energy source.

Although it is uranium-rich and home to the world’s biggest uranium mine (Olympic 
Dam in South Australia), Australia has no nuclear power plants. According to Professor Barry 
Brook we would need 50 nuclear power plants to replace Australia’s current coal-fired power 
stations.2 Carbon neutrality notwithstanding, it is hard to imagine an electorate in this country 
that would accept a reactor in their locale. And even if they did, reactors are very expensive: 
they use vast quantities of water, the waste product is toxic and uranium supplies also have 
a 21st century expiry date. 

The evolution of urban systems toward renewable energy sources is likely to involve a shift in 
scale and location of energy creation and distribution. Enormous amounts of energy are wasted 
in our current centralised energy systems, irrespective of whether the energy comes from burning 
fossil fuels or catching sunlight. Neil Chambers supports the emerging view that the problems of 
big centralised technology can’t be solved with more big centralised technology. Chambers also 
argues that Smart Grids won’t radically improve the situation; rather, he says we must approach 
the problem from the other end of the supply chain. It is at the level of individual buildings in 
specific micro-climatic situations that we should harvest energy with bespoke, decentralised 
micro-solutions: combinations of solar, wind and hydrogen-fed fuel cells.3 This doesn’t just 
mean appending solar panels to buildings; it means a reconceptualisation of architecture. An 
ecological conceptualisation of architecture is as attentive to the global materials that flow in 
and out of buildings as it is with the object of the building itself. 

In a similar vein to Chambers, John Thackara takes the emerging discourse of 
decentralisation to new levels, arguing that modernity’s obsession with faster movement of 
more materials over greater distances needs to be systematically re-localised.4 In what he 
refers to as ‘low entropy urbanism’, Thackara argues that the localisation of food, energy and 
water production, and distribution at the city-region scale, coupled with an emphasis on access 
to rather than exclusive ownership of goods, are key to sustainability. These emerging concepts 

2 Knox, M. (May 2010) ‘Nuclear Dawn’, 
The Monthly, p. 28. 

3 Chambers, N., (2011) Urban Green, 
Architecture for the Future, Palgrave 
Macmillan, New York.

4 Thackara, J., (2010) Low Entropy 
Urbanism: In Mega Cities Exploring a 
Sustainable Future, 010 Publishers 
Rotterdam, pp. 130–150. 

Pipe dreams
Proposals for re-engineering Australia at a continental scale.
Built
Unbuilt
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suggest design principles for new forms of urbanism, as evidenced in the trend towards ‘Water 
Sensitive Urban Design’ (WSUD).

Water supply to Australian cities is based on 19th century engineering. The system is 
centralised and getting potable water in, and grey and black water out, requires large amounts 
of energy. Lots of energy and lots of water is wasted. For example, Australian cities still flush 
enormous amounts of otherwise valuable water out through their stormwater systems into 
the ocean, only for it to be sucked back in by the desalination plants, which in turn are 
energy intensive. The engineered hydrological reality of our cities is largely invisible and so 
the consumer, apart from turning on the tap and finding water, is disconnected from the 
true ecological order of things. As Tony Wong describes, one of the main projects of the 21st 
century is to redesign these systems and retrofit entire cities and catchments so that they 
become both scientifically and aesthetically ‘water sensitive’. 

In his essay ‘Infrastructure: Now and Then’, Stephen Alchin describes how previous state 
and federal governments have neglected infrastructure. Infrastructure Australia is now charged 
with rectifying the situation. The agency has conducted a national audit of infrastructure, 
issued policies in regard to national logistics and public private partnerships, and prioritised 
key projects around the nation.5 It is also working to correlate infrastructure planning with the 
Major Cities Unit’s ‘National Urban Policy’,6 which endorses public transport, increased urban 
density and a triple bottom-line approach to infrastructure and planning with regard to climate 
change and social disadvantage. 

The biggest infrastructural project in Australia right now is the $35.9 billion roll-out of 
the National Broadband Network promising high-speed telecommunications to every home. 
This, in combination with High Speed Rail (HSR), are binding threads that could weave the 
nation’s emerging 21st settlement patterns together. 7 HSR, on both the east and the west 
coasts, probably represents the best way of decentralising population from heaving capital 
cities while still actively incorporating that population in the economy. HSR is the conduit 
along which megaregions – described by Richard Florida as the ‘fundamental economic unit 
of our time’ – can be created in anticipation of population growth.8 HSR, in combination with 
broadband telecommunications, could allow millions of Australians to maintain productive 
lives in attractive locations throughout the 21st century and beyond. 

Before exploring that possibility, in the next chapter we document the current state 
of Australian cities with regard to their planning policies and survey how they will absorb 
population growth toward the middle of the 21st century.

5 Australian Government, Infrastructure 
Australia, (June 2011), Communicating 
the Imperative for Action; A Report to the 
Councils of Australian Government. 

6 Australian Government, Department 
of Infrastructure and Transport, 
<http://www.infrastructure.gov.au/
infrastructure/mcu/urbanpolicy/
index.aspx>.

7 Florida, R. (2011) The Great Reset: How 
the post crash economy will change the 
way we live and work, Harper, New York, 
p. 152. 

8 Florida, R. (2008) Who’s Your City: How 
the Creative Economy is Making where 
to Live the Most Important Decision of 
Your Life, Basic Books, New York, p. 41.

A high speed train in Shanghai, China.

High-speed rail and broadband 
telecommunications are the binding threads 
that could weave the nation’s emerging 21st 
century settlement patterns together.
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Across all Australian cities the average target is for 
40% greenfield development.
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Alexandria, Sydney.

Across all Australian cities the average target is for 
60% infill development.



At the beginning of the 21st century, with a national economy locked into population 
growth for the foreseeable future, all of Australia’s cities are struggling with the issue 
of how to absorb more people in a manner that doesn’t compromise their liveability 
and overload their infrastructure. In this chapter we summarise the ways in which each 
Australian capital city is attempting to do this through the policy settings enshrined in 
their overarching strategic plans, with a particular focus on Activity Centres (designated 
areas for infill development around public transport and retail hubs). Theoretically, across 
the nation some 60 per cent of all future development is – according to the various state 
and territory planning policies – supposed to be infill development and ideally most of this 
would occur in Activity Centres. In reality, only 30 per cent infill has typically been achieved 
across the nation and much of this is in the form of small-scale suburban conversions 
of ‘quarter acre’ blocks in ‘greyfield’ (inner ring) suburbia into configurations of two to 
six homes. From a professional urban design and architectural perspective much of this 
development is of poor quality and has little social or environmental merit. 

For the purposes of illustrating the scale of development currently proposed in Australia’s 
planning policies we will ignore the fact that infill piecemeal development in greyfield suburbs 
will continue to occur. There are two reasons for this: firstly, we agree with the policy that 
development should be focused on Activity Centres and, secondly, we wish to show the scale of 
development that is then implied in the policies. To do this we extrapolate the policy settings of 
each major Australian city to the high 2056 population forecasts (Series A) as provided by the 
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS). The results suggest levels of density that would generally 
be impossible to achieve, but this is also to say that innovative high-density design will need 
to be explored if we are to achieve more diverse and polycentric urbanism. By illustrating the 
implausibility of an over-reliance on Activity Centres, we also hope to reinforce the importance 
of whole-of-city scale solutions, which include transit corridors and other opportunities such 
as the peripheries of public open spaces. In addition to generic approaches to urban infill, 
each Australian city will also have to find distinctive site-specific opportunities. To scope 
and implement these opportunities will require more creativity than is currently exercised in 
Australian planning. For this to occur architects and landscape architects will need to engage 
with their cities at the scale of urban planning and a whole-of-government approach will be 
required to help circumvent Nimbyism.

The intensification of Activity Centres, corridors, public open space edges, and some 
greyfield infill will enable Australia’s cities to absorb significant numbers of people and do 
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so in a manner that will be generally beneficial to the social, economic and environmental 
performance of our cities. If, however, the bulk of development continues to occur as 
small scale, poorly designed, piecemeal infill of existing suburban blocks then Australian 
cities are simply amplifying their current homogeneity and in the process sacrificing the 
spaciousness that has traditionally made their suburbs so successful.

The extrapolations of current policy to meet mid-century population forecasts also 
exposes large amounts of additional suburban sprawl condoned for Australia’s cities. 
Whilst low-density suburbia remains the preferred housing and lifestyle option for 
many Australians, its economic and environmental feasibility for both consumers and 
governments is increasingly questionable. Just as architectural innovation will be required 
in areas slated for densification, similarly, approaches to greenfield development – which 
are still largely based on a 20th century culture of cheap fossil fuels and centralised 
infrastructure – will need to be reimagined. 

So, let us begin this trip around the nation’s capital cities with Sydney, a city where the 
challenges of growth are particularly acute.

Typical infill development in Perth’s greyfields.
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SYDNEY

Sydney is constrained by national parks to the north and south and by the Blue Mountains to 
the west. Sydney’s current population is 4.58 million and is predicted by the ABS (Series A) 
to rise to 7.6 by 2056, an extra 3.02 million people.1 Sydney’s current plan, The Metropolitan 
Plan for Sydney 2036, only allows for an extra 1.7 million people by 2036, stipulating that 30 
per cent of future development will be greenfield and 70 per cent infill.2 

To meet 30 per cent of the ABS (Series A) 2056 population forecast, Sydney would need 
to build 393,913 detached homes – some 32,800 ha of suburbia.3 However, scouring Sydney 
for greenfield development sites (including fragments as small as 2 ha) combines to a mere 
total of 8,695.3 ha: enough land for 97,819 homes or 225,000 people. In short, Sydney 
has less than a third of the land it needs to fulfill its current policy setting, which makes it all 
the more remarkable that recently appointed Premier Barry O’Farrell says he would increase 
greenfield development to 50 per cent. When asked why, he said, ‘because that’s the way I 
balance things’. What he should also have been asked is how he plans to terrace the slopes 
of the Blue Mountains or do the unconscionable and build suburbs in national parks. 

In response to Sydney’s spatial predicament, the State Planning Department conducted 
development scenarios and concluded that if the infill to greenfield setting was reduced to 
50:50 the cost to government would be $4.99 billion by 2036. Alternatively, if a 90:10 target 
were implemented there would be a net saving to government of $795 million.4 

If the current 70:30 policy setting is applied to the mid-century population projections 
(ABS: Series A) then Sydney would have to build 1,112,631 apartments by 2056.5 Of these, 
the Metropolitan Plan stipulates that 80 per cent (890,000 apartments) should be built 
within walking distance of a designated Activity Centre.6 The Plan identifies 36 ‘major’ and 
‘specialised’ Activity Centres and walking distance, known as a ‘ped-shed’ in common planning 
parlance, is 400–500 metres. A total of 890,000 apartments equates to 13,907 eight-storey 
buildings with 64 apartments in each. If these are distributed across each Activity Centre 
within a ‘ped-shed’ then each Centre would need to construct 386 eight-storey buildings. 
As illustrated on page 62, even if a given Activity Centre site was entirely unconstrained, the 
development outlined in the policy is of such intensity it beggars belief. In any event there is no 
such thing as an unconstrained site. By their very nature Activity Centres involve complex layers 
of existing buildings and infrastructure complicated by fragmented land tenure. 

The built form of an Activity Centre needn’t be based entirely on eight-storey buildings. 
To improve the amount of space between buildings, some can be made higher. The notion of 
clearly defined Activity Centres built to 20 and 30 storeys is not unreasonable. In order for 

1 http://www.abs.gov.au/Ausstats/
abs@.nsf/mf/3222.0

2 http://metroplansydney.nsw.gov.
au/portals/0/pdf/METRO2036_1_
INTRO.pdf

3 These areas are a calculated on a 
density of 15 homes per hectare and 
an additional 10 per cent for public 
open space and 15 per cent for roads. 
Note also that for all the housing 
figures in this book we are working on 
2.3 people per detached home and 
1.9 people per apartment.

4 Nicholls, S. ‘$5b bill to build on city 
fringe says report’. Sydney Morning 
Herald. Feb, 16, 2012.

5 Calculated on 1.9 people per 
apartment. NB; This figure makes 
no allowance for the amount of infill 
development which will occur as 
freestanding homes through DIY 
subdivision of large lots.

6 Calculated on 1.9 people per 
apartment for 70 percent of the Series 
A population projection of an extra 
3,06,9000 people. 

GREENFIELD DEVELOPMENT 
According to the current policy setting of 70% infill 30% greenfield 
Sydney’s projected 2056 population will result in 393,913 additional 
suburban dwellings requiring an area of 32,800 ha. 
(Base mapping for this diagram and the following greenfield 
development diagrams provided by Geoscience Australia)

32,800 ha
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Sydney CBD

SYDNEY

Parramatta

Sydney’s ‘metropolitan plan’ identifies 36 major Activity Centres for increased density.
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SYDNEY

Activity Centres to work well in terms of public transport, retail turnover and street life, high 
densities are desirable, but as heights increase so too does the strain on the Australian public’s 
tolerance of change in their otherwise low-rise suburban cities. Surrounding communities (and 
indeed many of the planners involved in urban policy) tend to envisage Activity Centres as 
quaint new urbanist villages – not high density, ‘high-rise’ development for large numbers of 
people. The ‘right’ form for Activity Centres is probably somewhere in between. 

In response to the vexed topic of urban growth in Sydney, architectural critic Elizabeth 
Farrelly has said that if ‘[w]ell managed, Sydney can cope easily with seven million. Ditto 
Melbourne. Many cities thrive with more.’7 Farrelly is right – if, and only if, the planning system 
and the market can quickly deliver coordinated, well designed, affordable densification at 
Activity Centres, along corridors, around public open space and as fine grained, greyfield infill. 
There is, however, little evidence to suggest that this is the case. 

Farrelly’s somewhat cavalier view of growth is characteristic of the architectural professions 
who typically congregate at the luxury end of the density spectrum. But the people in Sydney’s 
western suburbs would surely disagree. Bernard Salt forecasts that unless major infrastructure 
projects such as a second airport and up-dated public transport systems are delivered, 
Sydney’s liveability will turn negative as the population reaches six million by 2035.8

7 Elizabeth Farrelly SMH May 6th 
National Times. 

8 Salt, B. City of Hills and Tribes flying 
into Urban Chaos. March 31st. 2012. P 
15. The Sydney Morning Herald.

386 x 8-storey buildings

INFILL DEVELOPMENT 
According to the current policy setting Sydney's projected 2056 
population will result in 890,105 additional infill dwellings in walking 
distance of Activity Centres. Therefore each of Sydney's 36 Activity 
Centres will contain 24,725 apartments or 386 eight-storey buildings.

x 36

400 m
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9 Liverpool is a ‘regional city’ within 
Sydney’s metro plan.

SYDNEY

LEFT CONSTRAINED INFILL DEVELOPMENT 
Without significant demolition of existing building stock Liverpool9 can 
only accomodate 43 eight-storey buildings (386 are required). Even to 
achieve this figure requires building on existing public open space.

THIS PAGE The illustration reveals the scale of urbanism produced if 
Sydney’s current policy settings are extrapolated to  2056. Liverpool’s9 
St Luke’s church pictured.

400 m
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Sydney CBD

SYDNEY

Parramatta

400 m
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SYDNEY

Sydney’s south western suburbs adjacent to the Royal National Park.

Constrained by national parks and mountains 
Sydney has almost nowhere left to go except up. 
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10 Salt, B. City of Hills and Tribes flying 
into Urban Chaos. March 31st. 2012. P 
15. The Sydney Morning Herald.

Macarthur Activity Centre on Sydney’s south west fringe.

SYDNEY
Bernard Salt predicts that unless major 
infrastructure projects and up-dated public 
transport are delivered Sydney’s liveability will 
turn negative as the population reaches six 
million by 2035.10



47,100 ha
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BRISBANE & SEQ

Wrapping around Brisbane, the South East Queensland (SEQ) conurbation stretches from the 
Sunshine Coast in the north to the Gold Coast in the south and across to Toowoomba in the 
west. This region currently has a population of around 3.1 million. According to the University 
of Queensland’s Centre for Population Research, this is likely to reach about 5.7 million by 
2051 – an extra 2.6 million people.1 To house these people will require the construction of 
1,130,434 detached homes or, alternatively, 1,368,434 apartments. 

The SEQ Regional Plan 2009–2031 only discusses an extra 734,000 homes, 374,000 of 
which are designated as infill development and 380,000 allocated to greenfield development. 
In other words, whilst infill targets in Brisbane city can be as high as 90 per cent, across the 
larger SEQ region the proportion of infill to sprawl is, according to the current policy settings, 
essentially 50:50. Therefore the SEQ region can expect 565,217 detached homes spread 
over some 47,100 ha by 2051, if current policy is maintained and met.2 

The region will also need to construct 684,210 apartments to meet current policy and 
mid-century forecasts. Distributing these across the 42 Activity Centres nominated in the 
Regional Plan, means each Centre must absorb 16,290 apartments, a grand and highly 
unlikely total of 255 eight-storey buildings in each centre. Other areas of the city will help 
absorb these infill numbers but, even so, the intensity of development is extreme.

There are promising signs of infill development in Brisbane as a new generation prefers 
inner city living but at the time of writing, the predominant growth in the SEQ region is suburban. 
New growth is mushrooming at Springfield in the far-flung southwest and ‘new cities’ (large 
suburbs) are planned at Ripley Valley, Yarrabilba and Greater Flagstone.3 As Darryl Low Choy 
explains in chapter 4 the agricultural landscapes and reserves (inter-urban breaks), which still 
differentiate the Sunshine Coast and the Gold Coast from Brisbane City, are being nibbled 
away as the possibility of Australia’s first 200 km long city becomes a reality. Whilst well 
endowed with green corridors and topography, Brisbane suffers from flooding and impending 
sea-level rise will be catastrophic for the Gold Coast where skyscrapers line the beach and 
suburbs are built on canals. A Galaxy Poll conducted in 2010 found that 60 per cent of the 
local respondents favoured capping population growth.4

1 Bell M, Charles-Edwards E, Wilson T 
and Cooper J (2010) Demographic 
futures for South East Queensland. 
Australian Planner 47.3: 126–134.

2 This area is calculated on a density 
of 15 homes per hectare and an 
additional 10 per cent for public open 
space and 15 per cent for roads.

3 http://www.greaterspringfield.com.au/
index.php.

4 UQ News. Press Release. 25 March, 
2010. Capping Population Growth in 
South East Queensland: Achievable, 
Impractical and Unrealistic?. http://
www.uq.edu.au/news/?article=20893.

GREENFIELD DEVELOPMENT 
According to the current policy setting of 50% infill and 50% greenfield 
development South East Queensland’s projected 2056 population will 
result in 565,217 additional suburban dwellings requiring an area of 
47,100 ha.
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BRISBANE & SEQ

LEFT INFILL DEVELOPMENT 
According to the current policy setting Brisbane's projected 2056 
population will result in 684,210 additional infill dwellings. If this 
number of people are to be housed in Brisbane's 42 Activity Centres 
then each Activity Centre will contain 16,291 dwellings or 255 eight-
storey buildings.

THIS PAGE Brisbane’s CBD and its thickly vegetated suburban surrounds.

255 X 8-storey buildings

x 42
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The Gold Coast.

BRISBANE & SEQ
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Inter urban break between Brisbane and the Sunshine Coast.

BRISBANE & SEQ
The agricultural landscapes and reserves which 
still differentiate the Sunshine Coast and the Gold 
Coast from Brisbane City are being nibbled away 
as the possibility of Australia’s first 200 km long 
city becomes a reality.



67,600 ha
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MELBOURNE

Melbourne’s current population is circa four million and its ABS 2056 (Series A) forecast is 
7,970,700 – effectively a doubling of the population.1 In addition to Hobart, Melbourne is the 
only other Australian city to have utilised an urban growth boundary (UGB) in an attempt to 
corral sprawl. The report Melbourne 2030: Planning for Sustainable Growth established the 
UGB in 2002 only for it to be snapped open in 2008 by the current plan, Melbourne at Five 
Million.2 The amendment to the UGB instantly expanded Melbourne’s land area by 43,600 
ha, 24,500 of which are developable. At a net residential density of 15 homes per ha and 
allowing for 10 per cent public open space and 15 per cent roads, this land could absorb 
275,625 homes and accommodate 633,937 people. 

Melbourne’s current policy setting is that 47 per cent of all development should be 
greenfield and 53 per cent infill. To meet the 2056 projection Melbourne would need to 
add 811,404 detached homes which in turn would require at least 67,600 ha of land, well 
over twice the amount currently available.3 This discrepancy will place extreme pressure on 
Melbourne’s valued green wedges and grasslands. 

Simultaneously, Melbourne’s infill challenge over the next four decades is, according 
to current policy settings, to add some 1,107,616 apartments to its existing urban fabric.4 
Like all other Australian cities, Melbourne hopes to consolidate its infill development around 
the 93 Activity Centres it has identified. A total of 1,107,421 apartments spread evenly (for 
argument’s sake) across the 93 Centres equates to 11,907 apartments (186 eight-storey 
buildings per Activity Centre). As in Sydney’s case, this level of development is not only unlikely, 
it would be unacceptable by Australian standards. 

In response to the breakdown of Melbourne’s urban growth boundary, Bayside Councillor 
Clifford Hayes said: ‘We’re under constant pressure from the government to accommodate 
more people. We have too many people. Our roads are congested, our council struggles to 
resist high rises. All of this is a direct result of unplanned population growth. More people 
causes social conflict.’5 Despite this reality, the Economist’s ‘World’s Most Liveable Cities’ Index 
for 2012 rates Melbourne as the best city in the world.6 The question is to what degree this 
status can be maintained as the city doubles its population between now and 2056 and 
heads toward becoming a megacity?

1 http://www.abs.gov.au/Ausstats/
abs@.nsf/mf/3222.0.

2 http://www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/
planning/plansandpolicies/
planningformelbourne/planninghistory/
melbourne@5million.

3 This area is calculated on a density 
of 15 homes per hectare and an 
additional 10 per cent for public open 
space and 15 per cent for roads.

4 This figure makes no allowance for the 
amount of infill development which will 
occur as freestanding homes through 
DIY subdivision of large lots.

5 Quoted in Bolton, S. ‘Extension of 
Melbourne’s Urban Growth Boundary 
Opposed. , Green Left Weekly, Issue 
842., 26 June, 2010.

6 The Economist Livability Index also 
ranked Melbourne first in the world 
in 2011. The Mercer Quality of Living 
Index, which unlike The Economist 
includes sustainability assessments, 
ranked Melbourne 18th. See: http://
www.eiu.com/public/topical_report.
aspx?campaignid=liveabilityAug2011, 
and; http://www.mercer.com/press-
releases/quality-of-living-report-2011.

GREENFIELD DEVELOPMENT 
According to the current policy setting of 53% infill 47% greenfield 
development, Melbourne's projected 2056 population will result in 
811,404 additional suburban dwellings requiring an area of 67.600 ha.
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MELBOURNE

LEFT INFILL DEVELOPMENT 
According to the current policy setting Melbourne’s projected 2056 
population will result in 1,107,616 additional infill dwellings. If this 
number of people are to be housed in Melbourne’s 93 Activity Centres 
then each Activity Centre will contain 11,910 dwellings or 186 eight-
storey buildings.

THIS PAGE Melbourne’s arterial roads also present major opportunities for 
transit-oriented development.

186 X 8-storey buildings

x 93
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The Melbourne CBD with Fitzroy in the foreground.

MELBOURNE
The question is to what degree can Melbourne 
maintain its high liveability rating as it heads 
towards becoming a megacity?
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Sanctuary Lakes golf course estate on the fringes of Port Phillip Bay.

MELBOURNE
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Suburban development on Melbourne’s western fringe.

MELBOURNE
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PERTH

Turbo-charged by the booming Western Australian resource sector, Perth is Australia’s 
fastest-growing city. With an average density of six homes per hectare it is also Australia’s, 
if not the world’s, most sprawled city per capita. The city sits in the middle of a biodiversity 
hotspot and is slowly but surely draining the aquifers that it has traditionally relied upon for 
water. Due to its isolation and car dependency, Perth has the highest ecological footprint 
of any Australian city.1

The current population of Perth is 1.7 million and its ABS, 2056 (Series A) projection 
is 4.2 million – an extra 2.5 million people in four decades.2 In previous research we have 
calculated that Perth has at least 118,000 ha of rural land within its metro boundary into 
which it can spread.3 Although low-lying and drab, this land alone can house the extra millions. 
This land bank tends to suck the life out of Directions 2031 – Perth’s policy to direct 47 per 
cent of its growth into 104 identified Activity Centres. 

Launched in 2010, Directions 2031 is particularly shortsighted. The document scopes 
a future city of merely 2.2 million people. Although the tenor of Directions 2031 is anti-
sprawl, if extrapolated out to the 2056 ABS (Series A) population forecast of 4.2 million, 
some 1,325,000 people will need to be housed in greenfield development. This equates to 
576,000 freestanding homes across 48,000 ha of land.4 Where these extra people will work, 
how they will move around and what sense of place they will find in this vast tract of new 
suburbia is anyone’s guess. 

In addition, according to the policy 1,175,000 people will need to be housed in infill 
development. Putting aside the fact that transit corridors and piecemeal greyfield infill 
will absorb some development, to meet this number, Perth would need to build 618,421 
apartments in its 104 designated Activity Centres in the next four decades. This means 5,964 
apartments (93 eight-storey buildings) need to be built in each Activity Centre. To date, even 
modest attempts at urban infill in Perth have met with strong community resistance and there 
is no site in Perth to our knowledge that could facilitate so many buildings unless its current 
urban fabric was razed to the ground so as to begin anew. 

Based overwhelmingly on the extraction of resources, Perth’s economy lacks diversity. 
This condition is reflected in the homogeneity of its suburban form. Apart from coal, all the 
resources upon which Perth’s vast suburban sprawl is reliant will be exhausted sometime this 
century. This and its global isolation makes Perth the nation’s most precarious urban situation. 
More than any other Australian city, Perth needs to reimagine itself.

1 www.acfonline.org.au/sites/default/
files/resources/2010_ACF_SCI_
Report_Comparative-Table_and_Fact-
Sheets.pdf

2 http://www.abs.gov.au/Ausstats/
abs@.nsf/mf/3222.0

3 See: Weller, R J. Boomtown 2050. 
Scenarios for a Rapidly Growing City. 
UWA Publishing, 2009.

4 This area is calculated on a density 
of 15 homes per hectare and an 
additional 10 per cent for public open 
space and 15 per cent for roads.

GREENFIELD DEVELOPMENT  
According to the current policy setting Perth’s projected 2056 
population will result in 576,000 additional suburban dwellings 
requiring an additional suburban area of 48,000 ha.

48,000 ha
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PERTH

LEFT INFILL DEVELOPMENT 
According to the current policy setting Perth’s projected 2056 population 
will result in 618,421 additional infill dwellings. If this number of people 
are to be housed in Perth’s 104 Activity Centres then each Activity Centre 
will contain 5,964 apartments or 93 eight-storey buildings.

THIS PAGE Greyfield infill development in Inglewood, Perth. 
(Photo courtesy of Donna Broun)

93 X 8-storey buildings

x 104
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Suburban development on Perth’s northern fringe.  
(Photo courtesy of Donna Broun)

PERTH
Apart from coal all the non-renewable resources 
upon which Perth’s vast suburban sprawl is 
reliant will be exhausted sometime this century. 
More than any other Australian city Perth needs 
to reimagine itself.



7,352 ha
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ADELAIDE

At a density of 660 people per km2, Adelaide is Australia’s densest city. Of all Australia’s 
major cities Adelaide also has the best bones. Melbourne has its uber-cool ‘Hoddle’ grid, 
Sydney its spectacular harbour, Brisbane its plush vegetation and Perth its azure ocean, 
but Adelaide’s combination of grid, greenbelt and boulevards is the best urban diagram in 
the nation.1 As recognised by the Thirty Year Plan for Greater Adelaide this diagram should 
be resolutely consolidated.2

Adelaide’s growth forecast is however more modest than its sibling rivals. The current 
population is 1,172,105 and the ABS (Series A) 2056 forecast is 1,848,500, an extra 
676,395 people. Adelaide’s Thirty Year Plan is built around an extra 560,000 people (258,000 
dwellings), taking its total population to 1,732,105 by 2040. Adelaide’s current policy setting 
is 50:50 infill to greenfield development but the Thirty Year Plan aims to transition this to 
70:30 infill to greenfield. 

Applying the 70:30 ambition to the ABS (Series A) forecasts means Adelaide needs 
to construct 249,198 infill dwellings and 88,225 detached homes by 2056.3 To meet 
these figures Adelaide will need 7,352 ha of land for greenfield development4 and need 
to distribute 249,198 apartments across its 17 designated Activity Centres. If this infill 
development is distributed evenly then each Centre must facilitate the construction of 229 
eight-storey buildings.

On the one hand, the plan provides precise locations of and figures for Activity Centre and 
transit corridor development, on the other, it releases 10,650 ha for greenfield suburbia. This 
is somewhat contradictory because 10,650 ha could absorb over 120,000 homes, 45.5 per 
cent (not 30 per cent) of future growth. 

The report also commits government and industry to the production of 10,000 dwellings 
per annum. This amounts to an extra 929,220 people by 2056 and an additional 1,818,000 
by 2100 – figures well in excess of even the highest ABS projections. Assuming Adelaide can 
secure its water supply and, like Perth, develop an economy that transcends reliance on the 
extraction of raw commodities, then a total population of 3.5 million by century’s end would 
surely give its bones the flesh they need.

1 Adelaide was planned by Colonel 
William Light in 1835.

2 http://www.dplg.sa.gov.au/
plan4adelaide/index.cfm.

3 The Thirty Year Plan is built around 
an extra 560,000 people (258,000 
dwellings), taking Adelaide’s 
total population to 1,732,105 by 
2040. http://www.dplg.sa.gov.au/
plan4adelaide/index.cfm.

4 This area is calculated on a density 
of 15 homes per hectare and an 
additional 10 per cent for public open 
space and 15 per cent for roads.

GREENFIELD DEVELOPMENT 
According to the current policy setting of 70% infill 30% greenfield 
Adelaide’s projected 2056 population will result in 88,225 additional 
suburban dwellings requiring an area of 7,352 ha.
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ADELAIDE

LEFT INFILL DEVELOPMENT 
According to the current policy setting Adelaide’s projected 2056 
population will result in 473,477 additional infill dwellings. If this 
number of people are to be housed in Adelaide’s 17 Activity Centres 
then each Activity Centre will require 229 eight-storey buildings.

THIS PAGE Colonal William Light’s visionary plan for a parkland which 
encircles Adelaide’s CBD.

229 X 8-storey buildings

x 17
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Adelaide’s inner suburbs. 

ADELAIDE
Adelaide has the best urban design diagram 
in the nation. Assuming it can secure its water 
supply and, like Perth, develop an economy 
that transcends reliance on the extraction of 
raw commodities, then a total population of 3.5 
million by century’s end will surely give its bones 
the flesh they need.
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CANBERRA

Although coming from a much smaller base, Canberra is experiencing a rate of growth similar 
to the other major Australian cities. Canberra’s current population is 345,257 and predicted 
to reach 683,200 by 2056.1 The Canberra Spatial Plan (2004), however, only speaks to a 
maximum of 500,000 people (including neighbouring Queanbeyan) by 2032.2 In the plan, 
this population growth equates to an additional 90,000 dwellings. 

An updated version of the Spatial Plan, the Draft Planning Strategy: Planning for a 
Sustainable City (2011), is structured around the need for only 60,000 homes by 2030.3 

The Spatial Plan originally proposed to curtail all development over a 30-year period to a  
15 km radius of Walter Burley Griffin’s original diagram, but the Draft Planning Strategy rewords 
this as a generic 50 per cent infill target. In 2004, the Spatial Plan had already identified a 
possible total 74,000 new home sites in Gungahlin4, Molonglo Valley and the Kowen Plateau – 
a total land area of 6,166 ha. The land area required for 50 per cent of Canberra’s ABS 2056 
(Series A) population (168,971 people) projection is 5,706 ha.5 

Canberra and its poorer cousin, Queanbeyan, now join to create an amorphous sprawling 
suburban city only held back in some areas by fire-prone bushland. Local planners now speak 
of Canberra as part of a corridor of development from Sydney – even perhaps hosting that 
city’s desperately needed second airport. Canberra is also in line for the long-awaited high-
speed rail destined to one day link the major cities of the east coast into one megaregion – a 
prospect we explore in chapter 3.6 

Canberra has the nation’s best quality water supply, a burgeoning governmental 
employment base, close proximity to natural and cultural amenities and land for as far as the 
eye can see. For these reasons, and with the possibility of future high-speed rail connectivity, 
Canberra could be positioned to be Australia’s next major city. If so, Canberra should count its 
future population in millions, not thousands.

However, research conducted by the Australia Institute – with its motto ‘For a Just, 
Sustainable, Peaceful Future’ – found in 2005 that 72 per cent of the surveyed public 
thought Canberra should not grow any bigger. 7 Institute director Clive Hamilton is vehement 
that Canberra, and indeed Australia, should aim for zero population growth. Hamilton argues 
that growth to bolster the economy and counterbalance an ageing population is a catch-22. 
Hamilton might ultimately be right, but his call for a stable-state economy, like that of the 
Stable Population Party, which he supports, is a century too soon.

1 http://www.abs.gov.au/Ausstats/
abs@.nsf/mf/3222.0

2 http://apps.actpla.act.gov.au/
plandev/sp-pdf/spatialplan.pdf

3 http://www.actpla.act.gov.au/__data/
assets/pdf_file/0006/25854/1222_
PLANNING_STRATEGY_TAGGED_PDF_
FINAL_Part1.pdf

4 Current development in Gungahlin is 
shown on page 109

5 This area is calculated on a density 
of 15 homes per hectare and an 
additional 10 per cent for public open 
space and 15 per cent for roads.

6 AECOM. High Speed Rail Study: Phase 
1. Department of Infrastructure and 
Transport. July 2011

7 Hamilton, C and Barbato, C. How Big 
Should Canberra Be? Australia Institute 
Web paper, May 2005. 

GREENFIELD DEVELOPMENT 
According to the current policy setting of 50% infill 50% greenfield 
development Canberra’s projected 2056 population will result in 
73,466 additional suburban dwellings requiring an area of 5,706 ha.

5,706 ha
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Canberra’s parliamentary triangle.

CANBERRA
With the possibility of future high-speed rail 
connectivity, Canberra could well be positioned as 
Australia’s next major city. If so, Canberra should 
count its population in millions not thousands.
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The suburb of Dunlop expands into unconstrained land on Canberra’s north western fringe.

The future of the ‘Australian Dream’ appears 
limitless. And it would be if only we could 
decentralise jobs, run cars on cheap fuel, recycle 
water, source clean cheap energy and create 
genuine amenity in the middle of nowhere.

CANBERRA
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New terrace house development at Gungahlin on Canberra’s northern fringe.

CANBERRA
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HOBART

Hobart’s current population is approximately 214,000 and the ABS (Series A) forecasts 
it to be 367,000 by 2056. Neither the Southern Tasmania Regional Land Use Strategy 
2010–2035 for the greater Hobart region, nor the H.30 Capital City Plan 2011–20401 cite 
population targets but they do, like all of Australia’s other capital city plans, aim to restrict 
sprawl. 2 The Regional Land Use Strategy sets a 50:50 infill to greenfield development 
ratio and enwraps the city of Hobart in an urban growth boundary (UGB). The UGB applies 
international anti-sprawl planning theory to a small city otherwise accustomed to 85 per 
cent of all its development occurring in greenfield sites at a relaxed average density of 
seven homes per hectare. 

The UGB claims to ensure a 20-year supply (710 ha) of greenfield residential sites. 
If developed at a density of 15 homes per hectare, including roads and parks (as the 
Strategy suggests), then this 710 ha of land would support 7,987 homes. At the average 
home occupancy in the region of 2.4 people per home, the Strategy caters for a maximum 
of 25,560 people in new greenfield developments. The amount of land required for 
greenfield development – some 32,291 homes (as per the current policy extrapolated to 
meet the ABS (Series A) 2056 forecast) is, however, 2,511 hectares – over 3.5 times more 
than is currently provided within the UGB.3 

Assuming the 50:50 setting is borne out and the UGB holds tight, then according 
to the Strategy another 25,000 people will be accommodated in infill developments 
across 11 identified Activity Centres. Were these people to be accommodated only in the 
Activity Centres then each Centre would need to build 19 eight-storey buildings by 2056. 
If however we extrapolated the 50:50 policy setting to meet the ABS (Series A) figure of 
an extra 155,000 people in Hobart by 2056, then the 11 Activity Centres would need to 
absorb an additional 77,500 people. This equates to 40,789 apartments or 58 eight-
storey buildings in each Activity Centre. This would profoundly change Hobart. 

Perhaps more than any other Australian city Hobart is a product of its exceptionally 
picturesque setting. Its suburbs seem to flow directly from the surrounding topography, 
organised in such a way that almost every house has a view. The city rises modestly as its 
contours fan around the harbour and it is there, around its post-industrial waterfront, that 
infill development opportunities are yet to be fully realised. 

Small, spectacularly beautiful and surrounded by wilderness, Hobart would seem well 
placed to emulate innovative urban design initiatives for affordable and environmentally 
tuned development. Buoyed by the spectacular success of its new Museum of Old and 

1 http://www.planning.tas.gov.au/__
data/assets/pdf_file/0003/189147/
H30_Hobart_Capital_City_Plan_2011-
2040_Draft.pdf

2 http://stca.tas.gov.au/rpp/wp-
content/uploads/2011/05/land_use_
strategy_Gazettal-version.pdf

3 This area is calculated on a density 
of 15 homes per hectare and an 
additional 10 per cent for public open 
space and 15 per cent for roads.

GREENFIELD DEVELOPMENT 
According to the current policy setting of 50% infill 50% greenfield 
Hobart’s projected 2056 population will result in 32,291 additional 
suburban dwellings requiring an area of 2511 ha.

2,511 ha
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New Art (MONA) the notion of Hobart as an emerging creative hub is as compelling as it 
is unexpected.

Given the unlikelihood of ever bridging to mainland Australia, Tasmania’s distinctive 
future might lie precisely in its difference to the world around it. Predicted climate change 
will render Tasmania’s temperate weather increasingly attractive and productive. Tasmania’s 
green political persuasion, its high quality natural environment and its burgeoning food 
bowl will make it a highly desirable alternative for a certain demographic wishing to escape 
the increasing pressures of the mainland (mega) cities. Unlike mainland Australia, where 
everyone consumes three times more than the planet can equitably provide for, Tasmania 
could determine its ‘one earth’ carrying capacity and limit population growth to that 
number. Accordingly, it could focus its energies on becoming the world’s first ‘sustainable 
state’ and presumably its citizens would find this pleasurable rather than punitive. 

INFILL DEVELOPMENT 
According to the current policy setting Hobart’s projected 2056 
population will result in 40,789 additional infill dwellings. If this number 
of people are to be housed in Hobart’s 11 Activity Centres then each 
Activity Centre will contain 3,708 dwellings or 58 eight-storey buildings.

58 X 8-storey buildings

x 11
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Photo by Tatum Hands.

HOBART
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Photo by Tatum Hands.

HOBART
As climate change begins to impact the 
mainland of Australia, Tasmania will be an 
increasingly desirable alternative for people 
wishing to escape the increasing pressures  
of the mainland (mega) cities.



3,579 ha
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DARWIN

Although restricted by its landscape setting and prone to uncomfortable and at times 
dangerous cyclonic weather, Darwin is likely to become increasingly significant in Australia’s 
21st century. Darwin is best positioned to take geopolitical and economic advantage of links 
to Asian markets, it has the imprimatur of the American military and it is not far from the 
expanding food bowl and massive water supply of Kununurra (Lake Argyle) across the border 
in Western Australia. Darwin also has the only deep-water port linked to a national rail line in 
the entirety of northern Australia. The port will expand and could therefore become a major 
hub at one end of the AusLink Perth–Darwin National Highway which services and interlinks all 
the nodes of the surging Western Australian economy.1 

Darwin’s current population is over 123,000 and the ABS (Series A) forecasts a possible 
population of 335,000 by 2056.2 Greater Darwin does not specify population targets but it 
does identify a total capacity for 50,000 new dwellings in greenfield sites (3,579 ha of land) 
and 40,000 in infill sites – enough development for an extra 191,000 people, 20,000 shy of 
the 2056 forecast.

Darwin’s growth is, however, severely constrained by an estuarine labyrinth, which is home 
to life-threatening insects and reptiles. Consequently, in order to meet the policy outlined in 
Greater Darwin, Darwin is stretching south in search of dry elevated land and opening large 
tracts of greenfield development at Weddell, some 30 km from the city centre. Infill development 
is oriented towards 40 Activity Centres but the predominant infill growth is occurring through 
the conversion of large suburban lots to dual occupancy. Through a flurry in recent years of 
high-rise development in its CBD, Darwin has achieved a 50 per cent infill development rate. 
If this is to continue and Darwin’s 40 Activity Centres absorb 50 per cent of the 2056 ABS 
(Series A) forecast then each Centre would need to construct 21 eight-storey buildings. By 
virtue of its planning, Darwin’s suburbs revolve around clearly defined neighbourhood centres 
and whilst these are well suited to mixed-use redevelopment the public is unlikely to accept 
the degree of development that is outlined in the policy.

1 http://www.infrastructure.gov.au/
transport/publications/files/Perth_
Darwin_Corridor_Strategy.pdf

2 http://www.abs.gov.au/Ausstats/
abs@.nsf/mf/3222.0

GREENFIELD DEVELOPMENT 
According to the current policy setting of 50% infill 50% greenfield 
Darwin’s projected 2056 population will result in 46,087 additional 
suburban dwellings requiring an area of 3,579 ha.
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LEFT INFILL DEVELOPMENT 
According to the current policy setting Darwin’s projected 2056 population 
will result in 106,000 additional infill dwellings. If this number of people 
are to be housed in Darwin’s 40 Activity Centres then each Activity Centre 
will contain 1,395 dwellings or 21 eight-storey buildings.

DARWIN

21 X 8-storey buildings

x 40
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The Esplanade and CBD of Darwin.

DARWIN
Darwin is likely to become increasingly significant 
in Australia’s 21st century. Darwin is best 
positioned to take geopolitical and economic 
advantage of links to Asian markets.
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The Bayview marina development.

DARWIN
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In a national ‘My City’ survey conducted by the Property Council in 2011 the best Australian 
city, according to its own residents was, for the second year in a row, Adelaide.1 In second place 
was Canberra, then, in consecutive order, Melbourne, Perth, Brisbane, Wollongong, Newcastle, 
Hobart, Sydney and finally, due to poor health care and housing unaffordability, Darwin 
ranked last. The ‘My City’ rankings are however generally contradicted by a 2010 Australian 
Conservation Foundation (ACF) assessment, which audited Australia’s major cities from the 
perspective of sustainability.2 Out of Australia’s 20 major cities, the ACF ranked Darwin the 
best and Perth – due to its excessive car dependency and profligate use of water – the worst. 
Brisbane came 3rd, Canberra–Queanbeyan 5th, Hobart 6th Melbourne 7th, Sydney 12th and 
Adelaide 14th. 

While planners now realise sustainability and liveability are intertwined, it would seem 
that in the mind of the public they remain distinct.3 But if Australians are critical of their 
cities and if the ACF finds them to be largely unsustainable, bear in mind that Australian 
cities are all within the top echelons of both Mercer’s and The Economist’s global city 
liveability indices. Furthermore, Australia as a whole currently tops the Organisation for 
Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) ‘Better Life’ index which measures 
the overall quality of housing, income, jobs, community, education, the environment, 
governance, health, life satisfaction, safety and work–life balance for its 34 member 
nations.4 Given that most Australians live in cities, it follows that the future of our quality 
of life is largely dependent on how our cities are shaped and the quality of the hard and 
soft infrastructural services they provide. This in turn is largely determined by the way in 
which the growth of our cities is directed. It is perhaps instructive that Australia’s most 
populous city, Sydney, is the only city that ranks poorly in both the ‘My City’ survey and the 
ACF sustainability assessment. 

What can be concluded from this sweeping survey of the various plans for Australia’s 
state and territory capital cities conducted in this chapter is that planning policies do not 
adequately deal with population growth, either statistically or spatially. Despite the availability 
of reliable mid-century (2056) population projections, the plans typically reach out only as 
far as 2031.5 Collectively, the plans account for only 5,586,903 future Australians, whereas 
the ABS (Series A) tells us there could be an extra 20 million by mid-century and an extra 40 
million by the end of the century.6 

Secondly, the plans all have the same basic approach to growth: apart from Sydney 
they all fix on (more or less) a 50:50 infill to greenfield development policy setting. In 

1 Stolper, D and Wyatt, N. ‘My City: The 
People’s Verdict, 2011. The Property 
Council of Australia. 2011.

2 www.acfonline.org.au/sites/default/
files/resources/2010_ACF_SCI_
Report_Comparative-Table_and_Fact-
Sheets.pdf. The indicators used in the 
assessment are: Air Quality, Ecological 
Footprint, Green Building,Water, 
Biodiversity, Health, Transport, Density, 
Employment, Subjective Wellbeing, 
Education, Food production, Climate 
Change, Household repayments,  
Public participation.

3 http://www.thefifthestate.com.au/
archives/13157.

4 http://www.oecdbetterlifeindex.org/.

5 By 10 years Adelaide’s 30-year plan and 
Hobart’s ‘H-30 Capital City Plan 2011-
2040’ are the exceptions.

6 Calculated on Darwin 62,000, Hobart 
25,560, Canberra/Queanbeyan 154,743, 
Adelaide 560,000, Perth 500,000, 
Melbourne 1,000,000, Brisbane 
1,584,600 and Sydney 1,700,000 as per 
the current plans for each city.

7 Australian Commonwealth Government. 
National Housing Supply Report. 2nd 
State of Supply Report. 2010.

8 Dowling and Lucas (2009) report that 
‘for every 1000 new dwellings, the cost 
of infill development (in existing suburbs) 
is $309 million and the cost of fringe 
development is $653 million’, due to the 
difference imposed by new infrastructure. 
Dowling, J. and Lucas, C.(2009) ‘$40bn: 
The price tag on Melbourne’s sprawl.’ Age, 
17 July. See also; Trubka, R., Newman, P. 
and Bilsborough, D. (2008) Assessing the 
Costs of Alternative Development Paths in 
Australian Cities. Perth: Curtin University 
Sustainability Policy Institute.

9 Australian Commonwealth Government. 
National Housing Supply Report. 2nd 
State of Supply Report. 2010.

other words, while plans rally against sprawl rhetorically, they effectively sanction over 
another 80,000 ha of the stuff nationwide by around 2030 and over 200,000 ha by 
mid-century. The other half of all future development is designated as infill development 
focused primarily on Activity Centres (commercial and public transport hubs) in a national 
effort to transition from monocentric to polycentric urban systems. According to the various 
state and territory policies there are 343 Activity Centres identified for infill development 
nationwide. When we extrapolate the policies to meet mid-century population projections 
then the degree of development in these Activity Centre’s appears, by today’s standards 
implausible. This means two things: one, we need to be more creative in developing such 
sites so as to achieve high density; and two, we need to look for additional opportunities 
for large scale infill development.

Even though the policy settings reflect a balance, the polemic of the reports is heavily 
skewed towards infill development, which in turn is aligned with sustainability. This collective 
rejection of suburbia is unprecedented in Australia. When averaged, the national infill target 
is 60 per cent of all future development but according to the National Housing Supply 
Council’s (NHSC) ‘State of Supply’ report of 2010 only 30 per cent is being achieved.7 If 
calculating such complex processes can be believed, then the infrastructure costs for sprawl’s 
promulgation are becoming prohibitive in comparison to infill development.8 Paradoxically 
however, the NHSC reports that in all major cities, except Sydney, it costs more to build a 
two-bedroom unit in an infill development than a comparable three-bedroom house with a 
backyard in a greenfield development.9

Because of the combination of Nimbyism, the vested power of the land development 
lobby and the deeply entrenched cultural norm of the detached home, every Australian city, 
except Sydney, continues to predominantly sprawl. And, other than Sydney, Australian cities 
do have vast land supplies on their peripheries; indeed, to the untrained eye the future of the 
‘Australian Dream’ appears limitless. And it would be, if only we could decentralise jobs, run 
cars on cheap fuel, recycle water, source clean cheap energy and create genuine amenity in 
the middle of nowhere. 

Alternatively, for a certain young and up-market demographic, infill developments in areas 
of high cultural amenity are now a lifestyle choice and boutique developments across the 
nation reflect this; but to make this type of accommodation affordable is not proving easy. 
Dominic Arcaro works through these issues and recounts the relatively successful story of 
Melbourne’s suburb of Dandenong in chapter 4. 



NATIONAL ACTIVITY CENTRE COMPARISON 
Diagram shows the planned number of Activity Centres in each capital 
city and the density of eight-storey towers required to accommodate 
the projected 2056 population increase in accordance with current 
policy settings.11
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Rouse Hill, some 42 km from the CBD of Sydney is another celebrated case in point; 
formerly a paddock, today you could be excused for thinking it was a slice of Europe.10 But 
most who push prams down its generously treed and aptly named ‘Civic Way’ don’t actually 
live in the new town centre: they drive into its back-of-house car parks from surrounding 
suburbs and enjoy its faux urbanity as a shopping experience. They can even hop on the little 
red choo-choo train which does laps of the retail centre’s arcades – a laughable reminder of 
the political promise to bring a real train to this otherwise isolated part of Sydney. 

With names for its tightly scaled public spaces such as ‘The Backyard’, ‘The Pedestrian 
Loop’ and ‘The Market Square’, Rouse Hill announces a new level of urbanity for Australian 
suburban town centres, and the premium placed on its design is instructive. The architect 
Robert Venturi famously said that Americans don’t need piazzas because they should be at 
home washing their cars and watching TV. In recognising American – and for that matter 
Australian – suburban culture for what it was at the time, he was right; but for not seeing what 
it could become, he was wrong. It seems Australians will drive to their nearest piazza if it has 
been well designed. All eyes are on Rouse Hill to see whether consumers will take the next step 
and move into apartments within walking distance of the piazza. 

Successful Activity Centres in greenfield sites such as Rouse Hill are rare. More common is 
the general push by planners to marginally increase the density of new suburbs as they strive 
to restrict the ballooning sprawl of each Australian city. Consequently, greenfield suburban 
developments are increasingly caught in a setting somewhere around 15 homes per hectare. 
This is the density we have used for all the spatial calculations in this book, not because it 
is optimum, but because it reflects reality. A residential density of 15 homes per hectare is 
problematic because it is neither dense enough to create true urbanity, nor spacious enough 
to be truly suburban. 

Of the 30 per cent of all infill development achieved, only a small portion is brownfield 
sites. The transformation of post-industrial sites such as the Docklands in Melbourne, 
Subiaco Centro in Perth, New Farm in Brisbane and the new Darwin Waterfront are 
important in the symbolic order of things because they become landmarks in the debates 
about density, but in terms of population growth and the long-term future of Australian 
cities their effect is relatively minor. 

Such boutique infill redevelopment projects also distract from the fact that most of the 
infill development ‘achieved’ in Australian cities is due to DIY redevelopment of single suburban 
lots. Because so few architects have made their careers in the suburbs, the incremental DIY 

10 Rouse Hill by Lend Lease, AJC architects 
and Oculus landscape architects was 
recognised as one of the best five new 
town centres in the world by the Urban 
Land Institute in 2010.

11 This presumes each eight-storey 
building contains 64 apartments each 
containing 1.9 people.

Sydney Perth

Darwin

Brisbane & SEQ

Adelaide

Melbourne

Hobart

According to the various state and territory 
policies there are 343 Activity Centres identified 
for infill development nationwide. When we 
extrapolate the policies to meet mid-century 
population projections then the degree of 
development in these Activity Centres appears, 
by today’s standards implausible. This means 
two things: one, we need to be more creative 
in developing such sites so as to achieve high 
density; and two, we need to look for additional 
opportunities for large scale infill development.
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‘The Market Square’ Rouse Hill, Sydney.

The key to higher density living in Australia is not 
only the architectural quality and affordability of 
apartments but the quality of the public open 
space at the doorstep.
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infill of greyfield suburbia (5 to 25 km out from central business districts) that occurs in every 
Australian city, is generally of a very poor design standard. As Peter Newton has argued and 
as Shane Murray shows in chapter 5 this needn’t be the case.12 Murray’s research into the 
finer grain of how our ageing suburbs can be made more dense, without compromising their 
amenity, is an important key to the long-term transition of Australian cities.

The intensification of residential development along transit corridors is another 
consideration. Director of City Design at City of Melbourne, Rob Adams has methodically 
studied the edges of transit corridors as places suited to redevelopment. He and his colleagues 
have proven that most of Melbourne’s future growth could be absorbed by infill development 
along the main arterial roads serviced by trams.13 When asked what the city will be like in 
2050 Adams quipped: ‘not much different to what you see now only five storeys or so higher 
along public transport routes’.14 Banal as it is, it would be a big achievement for Australian 
cities to increase density along well-serviced public transport corridors in a coordinated 
manner. Currently, however, the planning system seems incapable of creating the regulatory 
conditions by which developers can seriously transform such sites in anything but a piecemeal 
manner. Much of this is to do with the nature of private land tenure but as Ivan Rijavec and his 
students show so eloquently in chapter 5, it is also because Australian cities are in the grip of 
new urbanist conformity and a stultifying interpretation of heritage.

When we apply the concept of increasing density along major road corridors to all the 
nation’s capital cities we calculate roughly that an additional 18 million people could be 
accommodated at a density of 250 apartments per hectare. Providing that people will 
accept living in apartments in relatively polluted, noisy environments, Australian cities do not 
need to sprawl further. As documented in chapter 5 Anthony Duckworth-Smith’s research 
concerns this very issue; he explores ways in which these ‘mean streets’ can be incrementally 
transformed and how detailed architectural designs can ameliorate harsh conditions and 
provide affordable and amenable housing.

A final area of Australian cities that presents opportunities for densification (but that has 
not as yet been adequately researched) is land adjacent to public open space (POS). Greater 
density should be encouraged and concentrated on the edges of both new and existing public 
open space: there is increasing anecdotal evidence to suggest that Australians will forgo the 
dream of house and garden if living adjacent to parkland. 

For example, we calculate that Melbourne has 923 km of urban edge abutting parks. 
Allowing for roads and a certain percentage of heritage buildings, if this edge condition was 

12 See Newton, P. W. ‘Beyond Greenfields 
and Brownfirelds. The Challenge of 
Regenerating Australia’s Greyfield 
Suburbs.’ Built Environment. Vol 36. 
2010. pp

13 Transforming Australian Cities: for a 
more financially viable and sustainable 
future. May 2009. City of Melbourne. 

14  Interview with Authors. Melbourne, 2012.

The image on page 130–31 is taken at ground-level inside the rectangle on the photo opposite. 
(Photo © 2012 Sinclair Knight Merz/© 2012 Google)
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reconstructed at a density of say, 150 people per hectare, then 1.3 million people could be 
accommodated adjacent to parkland. By capitalising on its edges, not only could more people 
enjoy the open space but developer contributions and rates could be directed to improving 
the social and ecological performance of this green infrastructure. Parkland could be 
retrofitted to perform a range of ecosystem services and attention to the social programming 
of public open spaces could promote better public health outcomes. A similar approach could 
also be applied to the schools which punctuate Australian cities with regularity and which 
typically include generous open spaces. Higher density around schools would provide passive 
surveillance of these sites and the community could in turn take greater ownership and make 
better use of the school grounds. 

As we show in the illustrations on the following pages, all these approaches to the 
densification of Australian cities (Activity Centres, corridors, brownfield sites, greyfield 
zones and edges of POS) are not revolutionary, they are a ‘natural’ thickening of existing 
urban structures.

If the ABS (Series A) mid-century projections for Australia’s major cities are met, by 2056 
Brisbane will be made up of 5.7 million people, Sydney 7.6, Melbourne 7.9, Adelaide 1.8, 
Perth 4.2, Darwin 0.33, Hobart 0.37 and Canberra 0.7. To grow these cities in a way that 
does not compromise liveability is the central challenge facing Australian urban design in the 
first half of this century. We argue that if Australian cities go beyond these forecasts they will 
compromise their liveability. The challenge of the second half of the 21st century will therefore 
relate to the question of where to build entirely new cities and how to string them together into 
a productive national economy. This is the subject of the next chapter.

15 Includes gardens, golf courses, 
misceallaneous areas, multiple use 
areas, ovals, race courses, recreation 
areas and show grounds all as defined 
by Geoscience Australia. Figure includes 
regional centres adjacent to Melbourne.

At 150 people per ha ~1,330,500 people could be housed along the edges of Melbourne’s recreation areas.15
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A visual study of the possibilities of increasing urban density along the edges 
of regional open space (architectural imagery courtesy of Ivan Rijavec).
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Adelaide
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Los Angeles. 
(Photo by Tatum Hands)

It is not at all unreasonable to predict that as they 
continue to grow, Australian cities will become 
more akin to Los Angeles than any other precedent 
one would care to nominate. Los Angeles’ current 
ranking of 44th in the Economist’s ‘World’s Most 
Liveable Cities Index’ is cautionary.
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INTRODUCTION

There is no right way to determine the ideal location for a new city. For the Egyptians it was 
the eastern bank of the Nile – the west being reserved for the dead. For the Mesopotamians 
it was in rich silts near mud brick quarries between the Tigris and the Euphrates. For the 
Etruscans, it was wherever the augers divined it to be, and for the Greeks, a propitious 
valley section was ideal. The Romans opted for military presence along the intersecting 
trade routes of empire, Chinese cities required geomantic balance between feng (wind) 
and shui (water) and for the Christians, if not Jerusalem, then anywhere safe between 
heaven and hell would do. In the industrial revolution a site near coal seams and flowing 
water was essential whereas the modern city of the 20th century was, at best, a tabula 
rasa linked to freeways. The postmodern city mushrooms wherever flows of capital and 
information intersect. And now … the city is everywhere. 

There is also no agreed optimal size for cities. Cities are scaled to their population flows 
along with their food and water supply, their trade, energy supply, landscape limitations 
and the technology of their circulation systems. Plato (380 BC) thought a polis of 5,040 
pedestrians was ideal. Thomas More’s horse-and-cart utopia (1516) was for 6,000 families. 
Ebenezer Howard’s tram-linked Garden Cities (1898) were pods of 32,000 people, while in 
1935 Le Corbusier conceived his Radiant City for three million people in cars. Sir Peter Hall 
recently recommended networks of moderately dense settlements across Europe linked by 
rapid transit with up to 250,000 people in each.1 Contemporary economists such as Richard 
Florida and Ed Glaeser are finding merit in megacities.

As the global populace surges into cities, conurbations of over 10 million people, 
known as megacities, are increasingly common.2 As Hall says, ‘[H]umanity hasn’t been 
down this road before; there are no precedents, no guideposts’.3 Australia’s particular 
situation is more measured. Our cities are growing because of immigration policies we can 
control, not from a rural diaspora that we can’t. Australia’s luxury is that its cities are not 
yet megacities: we have time to plan for the imminent growth. To that end, in this chapter 
we discuss the optimal size and location of future Australian cities so as to meet the ABS 
2101 (Series A) population projection of 62.2 million people. 

Perhaps what matters is not size per se but the quality of a city’s internal and external 
relationships. That is, cities are successful when they have good internal relationships with their 
constituent parts and good external relationships across regional and global networks. The 
first is a matter of urban design, concerning, among other things, issues such as circulation, 
socio-economic stratification, architectural diversity, employment distribution, infrastructure, 

1 Hall, P., (2010) ‘Megacities, World 
Cities and Global Cities’ in Megacities: 
Exploring a Sustainable Future. Buijs, S. 
Tan, W., Tunas, D. Eds, 010 Publishing, 
Rotterdam, p. 44.

2 UN-Habitat, State of the World’s Cities 
2006/7 <http://www.unhabitat.
org/documents/media_centre/
sowcr2006/SOWCR%202.pdf>.

3 Hall, P. & U. Pfeiffer, (2000) Urban 
Future 21: A Global Agenda for Twenty 
First Century Cities. Taylor and Francis, 
Oxon, p. 5.

All the white light of the radiant megaregion is 
ultimately nothing without the dark matter of 
the ecosystem.



urban ecology, public health and local politics. The second is within the domain of large-
scale landscape planning and concerns issues such as population distribution, agricultural 
productivity, resource management, logistics, geopolitical networks, telecommunications and 
biodiversity. Both large and small cities can perform well in all these areas (for example Tokyo 
and Zurich), but generally large cities are problematic systems. 

According to Grahame David Shane’s analysis, late 20th and early 21st century urban 
growth works like this: the metropolis (a compact ‘mother city’) intoxicated with fossil fuels 
grows into a sprawled, fragmented and polycentric megalopolis. The megalopolis then 
morphs into a megacity, a network of self-similar cities cast across regional landscapes. 
Australian cities are variously at the megalopolitan stage of urban evolution but in this 
century they will approach the dimensions of the megacity.

Although geographer Jean Gottman referred to it as a ‘megalopolis’, he first identified 
the networked, regional megacity in 1961 in his study of the urban corridor from Boston 
to Washington in the northeastern United States.4 Throughout the literature the terms 
megalopolis, megacity and megaregion are interchanged, but given the United Nations’ 
definition of ‘megacity’ as a city of over 10 million people it seems more accurate when 
discussing regional scales of networked urbanity to refer now to megaregions. Within the 
megaregion, individual cities can grow into megacities (and even metacities of 20 million) 
but many of the constituent cities in a megaregion are typically much smaller. Following 
Tim Gulden, Richard Florida defines megaregions as contiguous lighted areas with more 
than one major city or metropolitan region, which produce more than $100 billion in LRP 
(Light-Based Regional Product).5 There are 40 such megaregions in the world, some of 
which are shown to scale on pages 158–159. For Florida, among others, megaregions are 
the most powerful and resilient economic structures of our time.6 

Arthur C. Nelson and Robert Lang have recently attempted to refine the somewhat fuzzy 
notion of the megaregion.7 In the case of North America, they argue it is more accurate to 
work with what they refer to as megapolitan areas and clusters – areas which typically have 
populations of more than four million people with at least one metropolitan area of more 
than one million people. These units of analysis are typically 300 km in size and come in 
clusters, which stretch to no more than 800 km. The ‘correct’ spatio-economic dimension 
of megaregional analysis is moot and, in a globalised world, perhaps destined to stay that 
way. What matters is that cities are increasingly being appraised as parts of larger socio-
economic and ecological networks, not objects in isolation.
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4 Gottman, J., (1961) Megalopolis: The 
Urbanized Northeastern Seaboard of 
the United States. Twentieth Century 
Fund. New York.

5 Florida, R., (2008) Who’s Your City. How 
the Creative Economy is Making Where 
to Live the Most Important Decision of 
your Life. Basic Books. New York. p. 47.

6 Florida, R., The Great Reset. How the 
Post Crash Economy will Change the 
Way we live and work. Harper, New York, 
p. 142.

7 Nelson C. A. & R. E. Lang, R. E., 
(2011) Megapolitan America. A New 
Vision for Understanding America’s 
Metropolitan Geography. American 
Planning Association Planners Press, 
Washington.

8 Ross, L. C., (2009) (Ed). Megaregions: 
Planning for Global Competitiveness, 
Island Press, Washington.

9 The Economist Intelligence Unit’s 
World’s Most Liveable Cities Index: 
<http://www.economist.com/
node/21528162>.

10 The top ten most liveable cities 
according to the Economist and their 
population sizes are: 1. Melbourne (4 
m), 2. Vienna (1.7 m), 3. Vancouver 
(0.5 m), 4. Toronto (2.5m), 5. Calgary 
(1.1m), 6. Sydney (4.6m), 7. Helsinki 
(0.5m), 8. Perth (1.7m), 9. Adelaide 
(1.2m), 10. Auckland (0.4m). 

11 If it continues as an annual publication 
The State of Australian Cities report 
is such a monitor. <http://www.
infrastructure.gov.au/infrastructure/
mcu/soac.aspx>.

12 Hall, P., (2010) ‘Megacities, World 
Cities and Global Cities’ in Megacities: 
Exploring a Sustainable Future. S. Buijs, 
W. Tan, D. Tunas, (eds.) 010 Publishing 
Rotterdam. p. 40.

The discourse of Australian urbanism at the macro-scale in the 21st century can, we 
think, now be productively cast in terms of the emerging literature of the megaregion, 
particularly when this is combined with a bioregional appreciation of landscape systems.8 
For our purposes we are using the term megaregion to mean a well-networked region of 
urbanism that in total has more people than a megacity (10 million) but needn’t have 
a single city of 10 or more million. This is an important distinction because we argue 
that Australia should avoid stand-alone megacities and instead cultivate its emerging 
southeast and southwest megaregions. 

Why? Because, despite their fascination for academics and tourists, megacities 
typically rate badly in liveability indices. For example Los Angeles is a city that bears many 
similarities to Australian cities albeit at a larger scale and it is currently ranked 44th in 
the Economist’s ‘World’s Most Liveable Cities Index’. Similarly ‘great’ cities such London 
or New York come in at 53rd and 56th respectively.9 In contrast, Melbourne is ranked 
1st, Sydney 6th, Perth 8th and Adelaide 9th. The average population of the top ten most 
liveable cities is 1.8 million.10 Although the rankings can be disputed and the variables are 
many, size it seems, does matter. 

The question then is how do Australian cities, particularly Sydney and Melbourne, 
avoid what appears to be a growth trajectory leading inexorably toward megacity status? 
By agreeing on certain indicators and monitoring methods, the ecological, economic and 
social performance of Australian cities can be calculated to a level of resolution, which 
would support basic policy directions. If it remains objective and consistent over time, the 
‘State of Australian Cities’ annual report (now in its second year) should serve to reveal 
negative trends related to growth.11 This, in concert with a strategic national overview 
as we are advocating here, should prompt the creation of infrastructure to encourage 
decentralisation before Australian cities became overloaded. 

However, as Rob Freestone reminds us in his essay ‘Back to the Future’ decentralisation 
is a somewhat bedraggled concept. It has been repeatedly tried in Australia and repeatedly 
failed. And yet, in hindsight perhaps decentralisation itself is not wrong, perhaps it was 
just attempted at the wrong time. Whereas in the late 20th century many European and 
some American cities had been shrinking (and continue to do so) Australian cities have, 
since their inception, continued to grow. Because Australian cities to date have been able 
to sprawl unabated, the phenomenon of ‘deconcentration’ as Hall refers to it, has not 
occurred here.12 But as sprawl becomes increasingly unsustainable and our major cities 



reach liveability tipping points, decentralisation will not be a case of Arcadian planning 
theory so much as an economic and social necessity. On this, Hall is unambiguous: 
‘society can have already overgrown cities getting bigger and bigger…or it can have 
regional planning’.13 

As opposed to the great imperial centres of industry and culture it is to smaller 
dispersed cities in Europe and America that Australia might look to as it plans its future 
growth. As Witold Rybczynski explains, in America the general flow of population has been 
toward smaller cities, places of up to circa 250,000 people.14 These smaller cities then 
survive by virtue of their degree of connectedness to larger regional and global economies. 
Megaregions need the economic and cultural dynamism of large cities but they also rely 
on constellations of smaller cities and towns. 

Joel Kotkin argues that in the discourse of megaregions the economic role played 
by smaller cities and towns has been somewhat overlooked.15 Referring to a McKinsey 
Global Institute study, Kotkin notes that small cities (many under a million people) are 
responsible for more than half the world’s growth and, in the case of the United States, 
some 70 per cent of GDP. 16

Not only are small to mid-sized cities economically effective, they also offer their citizens 
a high quality of life insofar as they are relatively free from the social and environmental 
problems that typically beset large cities. For the middle classes the lifestyle of choice 
seems to be: do business with the big city and visit when you will, but live in a healthier, 
more affordable, less congested and smaller one. 

The populous megaregion also should not be seen as just a large-scale development 
opportunity. Megaregional planning suggests a new conception of integration between 
landscape systems and infrastructure. A megaregion is best understood as a large-scale 
hybridisation of culture and nature, whereby the ecosystem provides the lineaments of 
settlement, where productive landscapes are responsibly cultivated and renewable energy 
is harvested. This is not a platitude: this conception of the megaregion as a sophisticated, 
synthetic ecology is important, for it marks a departure from the historical image of nature as a 
mere backdrop to, or resource for the city. As Peter Calthorpe points out ‘[m]ore than standalone 
“sustainable communities” or even “green cities” we now need “sustainable regions” – places 
that carefully blend a range of technologies, settlement patterns and lifestyles’.17

This conception also marks a departure from 20th century landscape planning from when 
Ian McHarg typically saw the city as a scourge on the landscape. In the emerging megaregions 
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of the 21st century, people and their infrastructures will need to be the agents of stewardship. 
Here, McHarg’s contempt for the city comes full circle. Whereas the dominant discourse of the 
megaregion to date has been one of economic optimisation, we are advocating an economic 
and an ecological vision of megaregional development. All the white light of the radiant 
megaregion is ultimately nothing without the dark matter of the ecosystem. 

Neil Chambers captures this philosophical shift well when he writes, ‘[t]he end goal 
would be to have this revitalised region support tens of millions of people while producing 
natural niches for multiple ecosystems of native plants and animals to flourish and 
abound, where agriculture, infrastructure, and power production is integrated into nature 
in a way that enriches rivers, forests, economics, and communities…Biologists, engineers, 
ecologists, architects, zoologists, designers, hydrologists and a host of other disciplines 
would need to work together to restore multiple eco-zones’.18

Technology and human nature is never so benign, but the worldview that human 
agency can be a constructive rather than destructive part of bioregions is the philosophical 
prerequisite for new material practices. Building on this, Harvard landscape ecologist 
Richard Forman has studied the range of ways in which human settlement patterns 
grow and their various impacts on the ecosystem. Forman’s conclusions support the 
development of megaregions of satellite cities, as opposed to the further sprawl of existing 
cities or linear development along roads.18 

The planning of urbanisation at the megaregional scale so as to avoid uncoordinated 
‘megasprawl’ is – as Tridib Banerjee, Chair of Urban and Regional Planning at the University 
of Southern California, reminds us – ultimately a matter of governance.20 The scale of 
megaregional planning is commensurate with and appropriate to both the economic and 
environmental systems upon which our cities depend, but planning at this scale is also 
complicated by multiple jurisdictions. How megaregional boundaries are defined and 
what sorts of regulatory innovations are required to ensure effective governance of this 
emerging urban geography will be key topics as Australia’s southeastern and southwestern 
megaregions develop in the 21st century. 

13 Hall, P., (2002) Cities of Tomorrow. 
Third Edition, Blackwell Publishing. 
Carlton, Victoria, p. 16.

14 Rybczynski, W., Makeshift Metropolis: 
Ideas About Cities. Scribner, New York, 
2010.

15 Koetkin, J. ‘Small Cities are Becoming 
a New Engine of Economic Growth.’ 
New Geography, on line journal, 
<http://www.newgeography.com/
content/002817-small-cities-are-
becoming-a-new-engine-of-economic-
growth>.

16 McKinsey Global Institute, <http://
www.mckinsey.com/Insights/MGI/
Research/Urbanization/Urban_world>.

17 Calthorpe, P., (2012) Urbanism Climate 
Change, Sustainable urbanism and 
Beyond: Rethinking Cities for the 
Future, Tigran Haas, Rizzoli, New York, 
p. 14.

18 Chambers, N. (2011) Urban Green: 
Architecture for the Future, Palgrave, 
Macmillan, New York, p. 178.

19 Forman, R. T., (2008) Urban Regions: 
Ecology and Planning Beyond the City. 
Cambridge University Press. 

20 Banerjee, T., (2009) ‘Megaregions 
or Megasprawl? Issues of Density, 
Urban Design and Quality Growth’ 
in Megaregions. Planning for Global 
Competitiveness, Catherine L. Ross, 
(ed), Island Press, Washington, p. 104.
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For the purposes of modelling a scenario of decentralisation, we think it reasonable to 
assert that our major cities (exempting Darwin, Hobart and Canberra) will have become 
effectively full and their growth rings complete by mid-century, if not before.2 Accepting 
that as the point of departure, we then subtract the number of people accommodated in 
Australia’s major cities and regional centres at mid-century (42.5 million) from the end of 
century projection of 62.2 million. This leaves 19.7 million people unaccounted for. The 
question then becomes: where will these extra 19.7 million Australians live? 

To speculate from an empirical basis, we have utilised relatively conventional landscape 
mapping techniques to identify constraints (opposite page) and opportunities (following 
page) for development on a national scale. 

In general the constraints and opportunities which have been considered include: 

Water availability
Native vegetation
Wetlands
Indigenous protection areas
Climate now and into the future
Cyclone and earthquake risk
Built-up areas
Productive land
Flood zones
Proximity to arable land
Renewable energy potential
Existing infrastructure (ports, rail, road and communications)
Cultural amenity (arts and education)
Local and global transport links
Proximity to international markets
Economic potential
Strategic military associations

Combining the opportunities and constraints mapping we concluded that Australia’s 
21st century development should be prioritised within the southeastern and southwestern 
coastal regions and at Darwin in the north. We will come back to Darwin momentarily, but 

1 Darker areas indicate most constrained 
areas for settlement.

2 The timing itself is not important but 
the mid-century point provides us with 
ABS population figures with which we 
can reliably work.

Constraints1

Native vegetation
Wetlands
Low aquifer productivity areas
Lakes
Foreshore flats
Pondage areas
Watercourse areas
Earthquake risk areas
Indigenous reserves
Nature conservation reserves
Indigenous protection areas
Native title register sites
Freehold land
Existing built up areas
Dryland agriculture
Irrigated agriculture
Cyclone incidence areas
Low rainfall areas

Nature conservation reserves
Indigenous protection areas
Native title register sites

Cyclone incidence areas
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the reason for focusing primarily on the southeastern and southwestern coastal corridors 
is that they: have productive agricultural landscapes; are centred on established cities 
approaching capacity; and have substantial infrastructure and established regional 
settlement patterns which are conducive to spatial expansion and economic consolidation. 
Additionally, these two regions have high cultural and natural amenity, excellent global 
connectivity and, whilst the impact of climate change is uncertain, there is no evidence 
to suggest these landscapes will be rendered uninhabitable. In all, these zones have the 
potential to become megaregions. 

As opposed to the socio-economic entrapment of the fringes of our major cities, 
perhaps new settlements throughout megaregional landscapes could breathe life into 
the Australian dream for yet another century. And this dream needn’t be a monoculture of 
housing estates that erase the landscape – on the contrary, we could shape mosaics of 
new, innovative and capacious development. New settlements, developed in association 
with decentralised employment and connected with high-speed rail and broadband 
telecommunications, would enable Australia’s growing population to literally leapfrog 
the pitfalls of the megacity and stretch out into megaregions. These developments can 
critically build on lessons learnt from a range of new town developments as recent as 
Malmo in Sweden, stretching back to the British New Towns of the 1950s. 

The key to forming megaregions so they enable decentralisation and simultaneously 
enhance economic agglomeration is high-speed rail (HSR). HSR systems are commonplace 
in Japan, Europe and now China but there are none as yet in Australia. Since the 1980s 
several feasibility studies for HSR on the east coast have been completed, and a study 
for a Perth to Bunbury link on the west coast was conducted in 2009. Although past 
governments have shunned the high cost of this infrastructure ($60–90 billion for 1700 
km along the east coast4), population growth and the capacity to reduce carbon emissions 
render HSR increasingly attractive. 

The following pages document the mapping incorporated in the national analysis 
of development opportunities and constraints. Thereafter we zoom in on the nation’s 
emerging southeastern and southwestern megaregions.

3 Lighter areas indicate most opportune 
areas for settlement.

4 AECOM, (July 2011) Grimshaw 
Architects, KPMG and SKM, ‘High 
Speed Rail Study. Phase One.’ 
Department of Infrastructure and 
Transport. 

Opportunities3
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Reservoirs
Proximity to existing built up areas
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opportunities and constraints 
areas 1, 2 and 3 emerged 
as regions best suited to 
Australia’s 21st century growth.
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 Unless otherwise noted the maps 
on the following pages have been 
produced from Geoscience Australia 
GIS data.
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 Climate maps produced from Bureau of 
Meteorology GIS data.
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 These maps are based on the following 
climate projections: Emission 
scenario= SRES Marker scenario 
A1B, Global climate model= CSIRO 
Mk3.5, Rate of global warming= High. 
These maps were re-drawn from data 
downloaded from http://www.csiro.au/
ozclim/home.do.

 Please note there exists uncertainty 
in climate projections and the 
CSIRO_Mk3.5 model shown is one of 
the warmest. Allowing for the results of 
different climate models, temperature 
projections range from 1.9–5.5°C on 
average over the country by 2100 (A1B 
greenhouse-gas emission scenario). 
Rainfall changes range from annual 
drying over the continent, as indicated 
here (CSIRO_Mk3.5), to a wetter future 
for most of Australia. (see Climate 
Change in Australia for the projected 
range of future climates to 2070 
http://climatechangeinaustralia.com.
au/index.php).
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Roads 5 Map courtesy of NBNco limited.
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6 Map courtesy of CSIRO (http://www.
csiro.au/ozclim).
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Statistics GIS 2006 census data.
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The East Coast Megaregion (ECM) is a 1,700 km predominantly coastal stretch of land 
east of the Great Dividing Range from southeast Queensland to southern Victoria. This 
potential megaregion incorporates four major cities (Brisbane/SEQ, Sydney, Canberra and 
Melbourne) and numerous substantial towns and has over 17 million hectares of cleared 
productive land.

The combined ABS (Series A) 2056 forecast for Brisbane/SEQ, Sydney, Canberra 
and Melbourne is 23.1 million people. Accepting the principle that the HSR can stop 
every 70–100 kilometres without compromising its overall viability, for the purpose of this 
scenario we work with a total of 23 stops. From south to north the stations are: Geelong, 
Melbourne, Station X1, Shepparton, Wangaratta, Albury-Wodonga, Wagga Wagga, Station 
X2, Canberra, Goulburn, Moss Vale, Sydney, Central Coast, Newcastle, Station X3, Taree, 
Port Macquarie, Coffs Harbour, Grafton, Lismore, Gold Coast, Brisbane and the Sunshine 
Coast. This selection of stops is indicative only; the final determination would be dependent 
upon the results of the cost-benefit analysis of various routes the HSR could take. 

If an HSR system was in place by mid-century the numbers of inter-capital city patrons 
could be substantial. The patronage from regional centres would be less so, but what is 
of importance in regard to the nation’s 2101 population projection is the potential for 
the regional stops to become population attractors. Following the logic that our major 
capital cities will be full by 2056 when the nation’s total population will be 42.5 million 
(ABS: Series A) then from the forecast of 62.2 million by 2101 there are potentially 19.7 
million people who could be distributed along this HSR corridor. Of course employment 
opportunities and lifestyle choices would render population distribution uneven, but to 
conceptually illustrate the development of the ECM we have simply distributed 19.7 
million people evenly across the HSR’s 17 regional stops. Each HSR station then services 
a new city of approximately 1.2 million people.1

In this scenario only three of the 17 cities are brand new. The majority are grafted 
onto existing regional townships. The largest of these regional towns today is Geelong with 
just over 180,000 people. It is hard to imagine Geelong or any other regional town in this 
megaregion becoming a city of 1.2 million people. But this difficulty is largely related to 
the fact that we think in terms of isolated towns set within regional agrarian economies 
instead of thinking in terms of networked megaregions. For example, it is 919 km from 
Sydney to Brisbane so the greatest distance from either metropolis would be 460 km. 
A HSR clocking an average of 350 km/hr could therefore have the megaregion’s most 

1 Australian Government, Department 
of Foreign Affairs and Trade, <http://
www.dfat.gov.au/geo/fs/wa.pdf>.
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‘isolated’ citizen in either city in under two hours. This is not quite within a comfortable 
daily commute but vast areas of the HSR corridor would be. Additionally, telecommuting 
will surely become an increasingly acceptable work arrangement for citizens spread 
throughout the region. This compression of space and time renders a megaregion viable: it 
unlocks vast new landscapes to human habitation just as it binds them together.
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[M]ore than standalone “sustainable communities” 
or even “green cities” we now need “sustainable 
regions” – places that carefully blend a range of 
technologies, settlement patterns and lifestyles.  
Peter Calthorpe
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The rapid evolution of a populous southeastern megaregion could be somewhat mitigated if 
northeastern Queensland (NEQ) was to also absorb large numbers of people this century. But 
even if NEQ was to grow significantly, it is unlikely that the 1700 km between Brisbane and Cairns 
would ever sufficiently bind together so as to constitute a megaregion. Alternatively, our analysis 
of where second best to locate large numbers of new Australians leads us westward to Perth. 

The West Coast Megaregion (WCM) is a 590 km stretch of land along the Swan Coastal 
Plain from Geraldton in the north to Busselton in the south. With only one major city, Perth, 
as the predominant hub in a network of smaller regional centres the emergence of a WCM 
is not imminent, but it has potential. Set in the Asian time zone, Perth is the epicentre of a 
mining boom state where 10 per cent of the nation’s population produces 45 per cent of its 
exports and 15.5 per cent of its GDP.1 If Western Australia can use its wealth to diversify and 
‘green’ its economy this century, then its longevity can be secured. Although population growth 
is stereotypically associated with draining resources and damaging ecosystems, the concept of 
the megaregion as described above sees more people and more intelligence being added to a 
region that is currently (apart from mining) underproductive. If Western Australia was to construct 
a HSR service through the WCM from Geraldton in the north to Busselton in the south it would 
‘unlock’ extensive coastal environs and hinterlands, potentially attracting millions of people. 

Geraldton and Busselton are currently growing rapidly. Geraldton has the capacity for significant 
urban expansion in an amenable climate and with productive local land. With its new $4 billion 
port at Oakajee, Geraldton is destined to become the portal for vast mid-west resources and, if not 
home to an international airport, then it can certainly expect to become a more prominent fly-in 
fly-out hub for the state. Geraldton will also emerge as an information hub and service centre for 
the world’s largest scientific project – the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) radio-telescope – under 
construction some 315 km from the city.2 As we illustrate on pages 212–213, if Geraldton’s 
current industrial port activities were relocated to Oakajee, then large tracts of prime waterfront 
real estate would become available for development. In addition to this, Geraldton has plenty of 
land onto which it can expand if new suburbs are desired, and this could be done in a manner that 
protects the city’s food bowl and the land’s ecology. At the other end of the HSR line, Busselton 
is the gateway to the fertile and popular tourist destinations of southwestern Australia where high 
quality seachange and treechange lifestyles are readily available. Indeed, it might be that in the 
distant future the HSR is extended further south through to Albany and Esperence enabling new 
settlements in areas better suited to the heat of climate change.

The WCM is centred on the sprawling, car reliant city of Perth. As it sprawls further north the 

1 Australian Government, Department 
of Foreign Affairs and Trade, <http://
www.dfat.gov.au/geo/fs/wa.pdf>.

2 The Square Kilometre Array, <http://
www.skatelescope.org/>.
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city typically erases unique habitat: southwards it sinks into wetlands. The megaregional view of 
this dilemma suggests that Perth leapfrog those ecologically valuable lands and build on already 
cleared land within proximity of the HSR corridor. With the connectivity that an HSR affords, 
population growth in the west could be focused tightly around the train’s stops, expanding and 
also consolidating existing towns with careful regard for local landscape conditions. 

The stations most likely on the west coast megaregion HSR are, from north to south: Geraldton, 
Dongara, Jurien Bay, Lancelin, Two Rocks/Yanchep, Perth CBD, Rockingham, Mandurah, Bunbury 
and Busselton. In addition to the 17 regional stops of the east coast megaregion HSR, the west 
coast system adds another eight (omitting Perth CBD and Rockingham).5 The 19.7 million people 
unaccounted for beyond the total population of Australia’s mid-century cities and regional towns 
can, for argument’s sake then be distributed along a total of 25 regional HSR stops nationwide. 

Following this logic, each regional stop on the west coast becomes a population centre 
of around 780,000 people. As noted previously, in reality growth is uneven but this illustration 
renders the situation intelligible. Eight cities of 780,000, in addition to Perth’s mid-century 
population of 4.2 million, gives the WCM a total population of around 10.5 million people. 
Whether this population, along with tourism, can support a $30 billion HSR service is 
debateable. Of course, the various cities along the HSR corridor could become more populous, 
but the idea is to try and strike some kind of balance between landscape and population.

If the WCM’s five million hectares of cleared land was reliably irrigated and worked intensively 
it could feed around 10 people per hectare, or some 50 million people.3 To date, studies have 
found that the possibility of bringing water from the Kimberley to Perth and using that water en-
route for irrigated agriculture is not feasible. However, the cost-benefit analysis in these studies 
has not been based on a future regional population of 10.5 million people.4 Another limit to 
growth is the fact that the region’s soils are poor and the climate increasingly arid. The aquifers 
from which Perth has typically drawn much of its drinking water and which it still uses to irrigate 
its market gardens and maintain its public open spaces are almost exhausted. 

In a globally distributed system, no city feeds itself but if the region is to lower its currently high 
ecological footprint more localised food production will be a factor. Furthermore, for a population 
to know that it more or less equates to the region’s basic nutritional productivity is surely a form of 
both spiritual and practical insurance in a time of emerging global food and water crises. 

In addition to food supplies, energy is also crucial to the megaregion’s emergence and 
longevity. In the case of the WCM, renewables such as solar, wind, thermal and wave energy are 
plentiful. The region has the time, money and research infrastructure to move into the forefront 
of renewable energy technology and craft its urban designs to suit its challenging landscape.

3 This is not including broadacre crops 
that are accounted for by the wheatbelt 
abutting the Swan coastal plain. The 
figure of 0.1 ha per person is provided 
by Professor Kadambot Siddique of the 
University of Western Australia. 

4 Options for Bringing Water from the 
Kimberley to Perth: An Independent 
Review, (2006) Department of 
Premier and Cabinet. Government of 
Western Australia, p. 15. <http://www.
water.wa.gov.au/PublicationStore/
first/64772.pdf>.

5 Rockingham is omitted becasue it is a 
part of Perth and as such, in terms of 
this scenario it would have reached its 
population limit by mid-century.
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The vision for Australia’s major 21st century urbanisation is then around 36.3 million 
people distributed throughout the eastcoast megaregion and 10.5 million in the westcoast 
megaregion. This makes a total of 46.8 million people. The remaining 15.4 million of the 
total 2101 ABS (Series A) forecast of 62.2 million are presumably spread across the nation’s 
other smaller towns and rural landscapes. Perhaps many more would gravitate towards the 
megaregions over time, but it is also possible to speculate on whether certain parts of Australia 
will be more or less attractive to these people as the century unfolds. 

Certainly many will congregate along the northeast coast of Queensland where there is 
(at least in the short term) employment in the resource sector and high-quality retirement 
locations. Adelaide might absorb significantly more people than is expected and consolidate 
its outstanding urban form. It is also likely Canberra will become a much bigger city than 
envisaged. Connected by HSR to other proximate capital cities, replete with outstanding 
natural and cultural amenity, good infrastructure and a local economy tied to the nation’s 
governance, Canberra is well placed to become a city of potentially millions of people.

Climate change is also likely to render Tasmania increasingly attractive. Given its isolation 
and harsh landscape, the Pilbara in Western Australia is in or opinion unlikely to become a 
major population hub and nor are regions such as the Kimberley, the Gulf of Carpentaria 
and Central Australia. One place our analysis has, however, highlighted for potential growth is 
Australia’s most northern city, Darwin.

Named in honour of the great biologist, Darwin began as a settlement of 135 people in 
1869 and has been propped up by the federal government ever since. Offering the tourist 
trifecta of hedonism, nature and Indigenous mysticism in a climate requiring little more 
wardrobe than a T-shirt and shorts it is little wonder that Lonely Planet listed Darwin in its top 
ten of must see places for 2012.1 Woven through dendritic mangrove swamps, with only a tiny 
population of 123,000, Darwin’s landscape remains the most pristine of any Australian city. It 
was this setting and the city’s performance across 19 other indicators that led the Australian 
Conservation Foundation to award it the mantle of Australia’s most sustainable city in 2010.2

Having almost entirely rebuilt itself after Japanese bombardment in World War II and 
again after Cyclone Tracy in 1974, Darwin is also socially resilient. As opposed to the myopia 
that small-town life can inculcate, Darwinians seem remarkably open to the world. This might 
be related to a shared sense of place that is stretched by powerful and yet contradictory 
forces: over the horizon to the south is the vast wilderness of northern Australia and to the 
north, the vast urbanity of Asia. 

1 Lonely Planet, <http://www.
lonelyplanet.com/australia/northern-
territory/darwin/travel-tips-and-
articles/76861>.

2 Australian Conservation Foundation, 
Sustainable Cities Index, <www.
acfonline.org.au/sites/default/
files/resources/2010_ACF_SCI_
Report_Comparative-Table_and_
Fact-Sheets.pdf>. The indicators 
used in the assessment are: air 
quality, ecological footprint, green 
building, water, biodiversity, health, 
transport, density, employment, 
subjective wellbeing, education, 
food production, climate change, 
household repayments, public 
participation.
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Their worldliness notwithstanding, local talkback radio would suggest Darwinians like 
the place just the way it is and population growth is a convenient scapegoat for all that 
is not perfect. Darwin’s population is, however, projected to double by mid-century and it 
seems anomalous that it should stop there. Darwin is a small attractive town with a pristine 
ecosystem poised on the brim of the 21st century’s economic and geopolitical heartland. 
Darwin can at least afford to speculate on what it might really want to be when it grows up. 
As Nicolas Rothwell asks when questioning the shortsightedness of allowing the new INPEX 
gas hub to be built on the harbour ‘what exactly would well-judged, sustainable development 
look like in the Northern Territory’s miniscule capital…still waiting to play its role as a hub for 
the looming Asian century? How should we conceive the north today and remake its little 
administrative city-state?’3

There are two clues as to how to answer Rothwell’s question in the Territory’s overarching 
planning documents, Territory 20304 and Greater Darwin.5 The first is the proposal to build a new 
town for some 50,000 people in a greenfield site named Weddell, 30 km south of Darwin. The 
second is the emphasis on education. Developable land is scarce in Darwin and as a consequence 
the city is pushing further afield in order to manufacture a sufficient quantity of affordable housing 
to keep pace with its population growth. This is entirely understandable but it lacks vision. 

Weddell is touted as a ‘world class green city’ and declared as a ‘model for cities and towns 
of the future.’6 Weddell may indeed come to be well designed and innovative but it is Darwin 
as a whole that should be the new model, not some far-flung greenfield development. Seen at 
the larger scale of Greater Darwin, Weddell simply perpetuates the model of sprawl that every 
other Australian city has deployed and is now struggling to retrofit with 21st century values of 
sustainability. Thirty kilometres out from Darwin, Weddell will be extremely hard to underpin with 
real jobs and almost impossible to connect with public transport. In short, Weddell is the right 
place for an airport, not a large dormitory suburb. 

Darwin’s conjoined military and civilian airport is currently a massive 1,765 hectares, located 
in the middle of the city. If it were to move to Weddell and if the land were to be redeveloped at 
(very) high density (300 apartments per hectare) it could accommodate over 700,000 people. 
The extant Darwin airport is potentially the largest infill development site in the nation. It would 
be here that Darwin could seriously attempt to build a ‘model for cities and towns of the future’. 

Add to the site’s high-density development potential an emphasis on education and 
a compelling scenario for Darwin emerges. If Darwin were to think of itself as the premier 
Australian hub for global tertiary education in the 21st century and if the federal government 
were to allocate investment in proportion to the potential of the idea, then a university could 
be developed as the catalyst for urban growth. In addition to its forecast mid-century growth, 
Darwin could then become a city of around a million people, many of them students, with the 
primary industry being knowledge production. This genuinely ‘smart city’ would help secure the 
future of the southern megaregions by spearheading the cultural and intellectual relationships 
necessary to Australia’s global future as part of Asia.

3 Rothwell, N., (12–13 May 2012) 
City of Dreams Faces Another Rude 
Awakening. Inquirer. The Weekend 
Australian, p. 17. 

4 Northern Territory Government, Territory 
2030 Strategic Plan, <http://www.
territory2030.nt.gov.au/documents/
T2030_Strategic_Plan.pdf>.

5 Northern Territory Government, 
Department of Lands and Planning, 
<http://www.greaterdarwin.nt.gov.au/
documents/Greater_Darwin_Plan.pdf>.

6 Northern Territory Government, Territory 
2030 Strategic Plan  <http://www.
territory2030.nt.gov.au/documents/
T2030_Strategic_Plan.pdf>.
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as the continent went through climatic changes from wet to dry on its journey northwards, 
which resulted in an old worn down surface of largely elevated plateau blocks and recessive 
sedimentary basins. Further physical impacts have been made by external phenomena such 
as; tsunamis, cyclones and meteorites. 

Breaking away has also impacted on the nature and distribution of life, particularly plants 
and animals. The once humid coniferous forests shared by Antarctica and Australia changed 
with its status as an independent island continent to a warmer and drier condition. The once 
widespread rainforests were replaced with Eucalyptus woodlands and grasslands with areas 
of desertification, salt lakes and the remnants of rainforests taking refuge in select sites. These 
changes are also related to the beginning of human occupation.

The physical creation of Australia as a breakaway island can be read through its 
rocks and geomorphic history but to its Indigenous inhabitants its creation is part of the 
Dreaming told in story, song and dance. The Dreaming is the era of eternal beings who 
existed in the past and still exist today.3 The ancestral beings were shape-changing beings 
of immense power who travelled across the land and sea, performing great deeds of 
creation and now lie quiet in focal points of the landscape. A network of paths or songlines 
provided access to land that was sung into life through appropriate ceremonies and story-
telling associated with particular places.

 Different cultural territories were defined by language and are now referred to as country 
with each area having identity through language groups, linking trails, storylines and places 
of gathering and ceremony. The boundaries of each country are blurred such that people, 
creatures and nature are entwined in a complex interdependent relationship drawing on both 
the physical and mystical qualities of place. Song, dance and story are essential practices for 
understanding country. The established mosaic of Indigenous cultural areas has shifted with 
the physical changes to the continent but reflects an occupation of millennia compared to 
European occupation of at most three hundred years.

The Indigenous occupation also impacted the physical condition of the continent, 
particularly through the use of fire as a tool for clearing and hunting but the impact of 
European settlement, over a much shorter occupation period, has been more dramatic.4

The first European explorers rejected the Great South Land as dry, old, worn down and 
obviously unproductive compared to the Old World. Visitors such as the Macassan traders 
used the tropical northern coastline as a regular camping ground in their quest for obtaining 
trepang (sea cucumbers) from Australian coastal waters for a Chinese market. They adapted 

1 Welcome to Country address by Darug 
elder, Parramatta Park, NSW 2006.

2 Harrison, Max Dulumunmun, (2009), 
My People’s Dreaming, Finch 
Publishing, Sydney, p.9.

3 Flood, J. (2006), The Original 
Australians: Story of the Aboriginal 
People, Allen and Unwin, p.138. 

4 Kohen, J. L., (2009), Aboriginal 
Environmental Impacts, UNSW Press, 
Sydney, pp.106–116.

As this book considers our long-term future perhaps we can learn something from our long-
term past. 

‘Living with the land’ is a concept, which emphasises the human response to different 
environments, their perception of it, their value of it and the way in which it is used. The 
fundamental relationship between the human and the land is the degree of care associated 
with its ownership and use. From a modern perspective the land is generally seen as 
a commodity and a resource rather than an integral system interwoven with cultural and 
spiritual values.

To Aboriginal peoples the land is synonymous with the body where people, land and 
religion are one interconnected whole which is accordingly treated with great respect to 
provide continuity of life. This is encapsulated by Max Dulumunmun Harrison: 

Mother Earth births everything for us.
Father Sky carries the water and oxygen for us to breathe.
Grandfather Sun warms the planet, warms our body, gives us light so we can see, raises 
the food that the Mother births and raises most of our relations, all our plants and trees.
Grandmother Moon moves the water and gives us the woman – time and our birthing.2

The traditional Aboriginal knowledge of the land is concerned with three main truths: 
see the land, hear the land, feel the land. This relates to concepts of beauty (seeing), story 
(hearing) and spirit (feeling). The land is under the pressure of constant change through 
the forces of both geomorphology and culture. Australia is an island, a floating fragment 
of a once larger ancient continent, Gondwana. Its nature as a dynamic land mass owes its 
heritage to Gondwana and its ultimate separation and relative isolation drifting north as part 
of what is now known as the Indo-Australian Plate. The northward movement has both created 
new physical relationships with Asia as well as influenced its internal composition through 
evolutionary change.

Its journey as a breakaway fragment was the beginning of constant change involving 
climate change; sea level rises and falls together with periods of inundation; a variety of 
coastlines; erosion and deposition of sediments; volcanism; glaciation; coral reefs; and 
skirting continental shelf. The nature of its birth from Gondwana resulted in tectonic flaws 
in the plate, which has caused such phenomena as fault lines, uplifting and warping to 
ultimately influence the landforms. These forms were modified by erosion and deposition 

‘We don’t own the land, the land owns us.  
The land is our identity, it is what we are.’1



the land for their ephemeral use and introduced the Tamarind tree to mark camps and provide 
shade as well as providing edible fruit and medicinal uses.

First settlers often unfavourably compared the Great South Land with America and other 
familiar environments of the northern hemisphere. The colonists inherited a land of contrasts 
and great diversity despite its age. The diversity revealed itself slowly first from the coastal 
edge, then along the river systems and eventually by criss-crossing the hinterland to complete 
a picture of disappointment at not finding wide flowing rivers, large tracts of forests, high 
mountains and an inland sea. The map of Australia has its hinterland dotted with derogatory 
place names. 

What comprised the diversity was a warm northern coastal edge influenced by the tropics, 
a cooler southern edge influenced by the Southern Ocean, a dry west coast, a moist eastern 
coast, a fringing continental shelf with associated terrestrial and coral islands and a hinterland 
of a complex of uplands and lowlands with dissected plateaux, escarpments, hills, ranges, 
undulating plains, stony and sandy deserts.

The forces of European colonisation and permanent settlement in Australia resulted in 
widespread occupation of the land by both agricultural and industrial societies associated 
with the larger towns. Most were largely unplanned towns, except initially Adelaide and all 
evolved into cities of varying scale. These early settlements developed into cities through a 
complex of different strategies and processes with reliance on the market and concepts of 
democracy to create what Boyd would come to refer to as the Australian ugliness. Many of 
these more urban developments fail to live with the land but create their own ecologies in a 
scenario of constant change.

Living with the land often means living with the pattern of flood and fire regimes occurring 
throughout Australia and of an unpredictable nature. This is particularly heightened with the 
effects of global climate change.

The period of European colonisation has yet to destroy the landscapes associated with 
Aboriginal occupation but has impacted them in terms of biodiversity particularly in the 
destruction of some natural ecosystems such as temperate grasslands and an extinction of 
both individual plant and animal species. Furthermore, the introduction of invading plants and 
animals has generally followed human habitation where an attempt has been made to provide 
sustainable settlement or productive crops. These introductions such as cats, rabbits, foxes, 
cane toads and many weed species have impacted both natural and cultural environments 
without successful resolution and remain a threat to the conservation of biodiversity. Of 
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even greater concern is the appearance of Cinnamon fungus and Myrtle Rust, which have 
the potential to eradicate much of the Indigenous vegetation. There remains a need for the 
integration of future planning and land management to achieve conservation of the ‘Bush’ as 
a major landscape component and identity of Australia.

Australia has had few visionaries in terms of attempting to live with the land. People 
such as Governor and Mrs Macquarie, Walter Burley Griffin and Marion Mahony, the Eltham 
community in Victoria, the Bundagen community in NSW, P.A. Yeomans and Peter Andrews in 
NSW are examples. Despite their good intentions and efforts to change our ways of living with 
the land all have failed to create a better deal and a sustainable future at the larger scale.

The need to live with the land is even greater now than at the beginning of permanent 
settlement in the late 18th century. Tourism, agriculture and mining support regional 
economies. A living from the land is currently made through the apparently now dominant role 
of the extractive industries throughout Australia where the body of Australia is being abused 
through digging, removal, displacement and fracturing. The short-term gains may have long-
term consequences so that living with the land may prove difficult.



While a small blip globally, the future scale of Australian urbanisation faces comparable 
challenges in terms of location, structure and sustainability. Just where are those 60-odd 
new Canberras required by the mid-21st century going to go? A survey of past thinking and 
government initiatives on optimal settlement patterns doesn’t augur all that well for organising 
ourselves now. Hard questions have often been avoided, fatally dumbed down or downright 
ignored. Big ideas, products of their time, have been advanced but then retreated or just run out 
of puff as conditions and circumstances have moved on. This essay provides a speed history of 
this story, with the main thread being suggestions and policies for planning new cities. 

Invasion and settlement of the continent through the 19th century was driven by economic 
imperatives set within a complex bureaucratic maze of rudimentary design guidelines and 
approval processes. Gems produced were more often than not the places that bucked the 
penchant for a standardised template, like parkland Adelaide with an enduring genius loci 
to the present day. By the late colonial era, continental geography had solidified a pattern of 
metropolitan dominance, which American economist Adna Weber described as ‘a remarkable 
concentration’ that was ‘representative of the new order of things’. In the 1890s depression, 
with prospects of high unemployment and idleness in the big cities, came moves to create 
new cooperative village settlements. They were mere specks but they captured a rising tide of 
anti-metropolitanism critical of the parasitical ways of the coastal capitals. Highlighted by rural 
political and economic interests, the ‘centralisation curse’ helped underpin early moves toward 
piecemeal support for decentralisation as well as more radical prescriptions for creation of 
new states, but neither spilled into demands to build a new urban system. After all, there were 
by now hundreds of country towns, which were still rather freshly minted.

Australia thus entered the 20th century with a profound ambivalence towards big cities: 
simultaneously both demonstrable icons of imperial economic prosperity yet what poet 
A.D. Hope would later call ‘teeming sores’. Such tremulousness may well have dampened 
enthusiasm for a new federal capital. The prospective ‘city beautiful of our dreams’ was set to 
destroy the good grazing country of the Yass-Canberra district following a design competition 
won by Walter and Marion Griffin in 1912. Intriguingly the town planning movement organised 
in its wake seemed lukewarm to the idea of other new planned cities and at the first national 
conference held in Adelaide in 1917 even voted patriotically to park the progress of Canberra 
while the Great War continued. 

But the mood for post-war repatriation proved more beneficent. There was no national 
spatial framework as such, but scattered efforts through closer settlement, soldier-settler and 
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irrigation schemes yielded a new sprinkle of small urban settlements. In some instances, such 
as in South Australia under the leadership of progressive government town planner Charles 
Reade, design guidelines (in this case informed by the approach of the Canadian Commission 
of Conservation) were put in place. In retrospect these were overkill for the hamlets plonked 
down in a fragile frontier, which D.W. Meinig so memorably captured as ‘the margins of the 
good earth’. And they certainly fell well short of garden city maestro Ebenezer Howard’s vision 
reproduced in the Light Journal of Town Planning and Housing in 1920 for a ‘Commonwealth 
of magnificent open spaces peopled with a population of fifty instead of five millions’.

Many local boosterists still picked up on the idea of ‘Australia Unlimited’ including land 
speculators promoting new port cities at projected future harbours like Port Stephens and 
Jervis Bay in NSW. The plan by J.J.C. Bradfield for redirecting overflow of northern rivers to 
the inland to create a fertile heart for closer settlement was the apogee of this thinking. 
Complicating things were state rights and their control over land division, tenure and settlement 
as well as naysayers like the geographer Griffith Taylor whose more cautious views about the 
environmental carrying capacity of the continent were far less ebullient. 

In the 1930s a nexus between town-building and nation-building was slowly rekindled, 
driven on the one hand by perceptions of an unwholesome imbalance between urban and 
rural populations and on the other by the new professional rhetoric of ‘town and country 
planning’. By the 1940s, fuelled partly by the optimism of post-war reconstruction, populist 
views on this question were proving particularly expansive. Historian C.E.W. Bean captured the 
tone in his War Aims of a Plain Australian (1945) stating that ‘a people evenly distributed in 
small or medium sized towns tends to be stronger, morally and mentally as well as physically, 
than one concentrated in a few big cities’. William Hatfield’s more socialist perspective in 
Australia Reclaimed (1944) saw the good sense in ‘migrating inland, building beautiful new 
towns closer to our food supply’. In Onward Australia (1944) author Ion Idriess endorsed a 
whole different settlement fabric: ‘Australia’s cities of the future will not be found in five or six 
spots on our 12,000 mile coastline – they will stretch continuously along the Rivers of the 
Plains, from Roma to the Murray mouth and from Hughenden to Lake Eyre’.

As reconstruction segued to the cold war, the scientist Marcus Oliphant added another 
rationale: Australia should also be building new cities to reduce the risk from atomic attack. 
But it was the projected population growth, which needed to be accommodated, and the 
most cock-eyed scheme was the First Six New Cities (Australia) Movement dreamed up by 
two idealistic town planners A.A. Heath and R.W. Hewison. This envisaged recruiting British 

Its title carrying a timeless caveat, in their utopian text Dreams and Realities (1944) Edwin 
Brady and Leslie Rubinstein envisaged Mallacoota on Victoria’s Gippsland coast as a model rural 
residential city of 50,000 run on cooperative lines and welding ‘the agricultural and industrial 
activities of a community together, under efficient control’ to ensure ‘health, happiness and 
prosperity’ and demonstrating ‘on what lines the future development of Australia should proceed’. 
(Courtesy David Nichols)



migrants to actually build new towns for themselves, with a systematic resource-selective 
approach envisaging, say, Yorkshire coal miners building new coalfields towns in the Hunter 
Valley. Lewis Silkin, the minister responsible for new towns in Britain, strangely felt the scheme 
was ‘on the right lines’. 

Official industry, regional planning, rural development and housing initiatives in the 1940s 
and early 1950s fell collectively well short of a major national settlement strategy. What’s 
more, the reconstructionist fervour had a distinct cooling off period during the Menzies years. 
Commonwealth planners at one stage countenanced new ‘development towns’ of around 
300,000 people based on secondary industries and production clusters, but soon had second 
thoughts. At their inaugural national conference in Canberra in 1951 professional town and 
country planners overwhelmingly endorsed the development of new towns but the consensus 
favoured targeting existing country towns as ‘the logical course, generally speaking’. This 
helped bequeath selective post-war industrial decentralisation policies. The herculean Snowy 
Mountains scheme did spawn a string of small new towns but in scale and sophistication they 
fell well short of their inspiration in the Tennessee Valley Authority scheme in the United States. 
The more realistic endorsement was for metropolitan satellite towns of the kind realised at 
Elizabeth north of Adelaide and Kwinana south of Perth, both unusually pro-active initiatives 
in an era dominated by the national roll-out of regulatory land-use planning provisions. This 
was all overshadowed, however, by government and industry scrambling through the 1950s to 
meet the number one policy imperative – suburban housing. 

By the 1960s a more widely shared view of an Australian urban crisis was developing. 
Its roots lay in the metropolitan dominance observed at the turn of the century but now 
accentuated, with the percentage of the national population living in capital cities exceeding 
60 per cent for the first time. Three strands of policy critique converged. One was a debate 
about the inefficiency, social isolation, environmental profligacy, and aesthetic dreariness of 
low-density suburban sprawl. Second were fears surrounding the rising cost of residential and 
industrial land. Third came the endorsement for enhanced selective decentralisation policies to 
ease the pressure of metropolitan growth and create attractive alternative urban environments 
(urban renewal was of course another option). Robert Gardner, carrying the torch for the 
Victorian Town and Country Planning Association, slammed Australian cities as congested, 
polluted ‘antheaps’. The architects fuelled their own bandwagon with antipodean versions of 
British subtopia exposés like the Australian Ugliness (1960) and Australian Outrage (1966) 
with strip development and problematic fringe ‘slurbs’ centre stage.
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The theoretical case for new cities was developed by various ANU economists with 
Canberra on their minds. In 1965 David Bensusan-Butt, who had worked with Keynes in the 
1930s, outlined a ‘plausible hypothetical case’ for directing some additional population growth 
into new communities. The same year Max Neutze in the Economic Policy and the Size of 
Cities, a project admittedly supported by the NSW Department of Industrial Development and 
Decentralisation, likewise reasoned support for ‘a very limited number of new large regional 
centres’, most logically in NSW and Victoria. This work related to the applied growth pole 
research surfacing in the international spatial development and regional science literature 
at the time as well as the conceptual rubric nicely captured by geographer Brian Berry in 
1964: ‘cities as systems within systems of cities’. There was also wider interest in foreign 
new communities, either as icons of the welfare state or beacons of private enterprise. The 
accelerated development of Canberra through its golden era under the supreme authority of 
the National Capital Development Commission (NCDC) proved a powerful local exemplar. 

Other advocates bobbed up here and there. Colin Clark, arguably Australia’s greatest social 
scientist of his generation, was unequivocally supportive. He had promoted rural development 
and population decentralisation in Queensland since the 1930s and before an unresponsive 
audience at the 1951 Planning Congress proposed a radical urban form with clusters of 
neighbourhoods ‘separated by ranges of hills or other natural features’ reminiscent of Clarence 
Stein’s ‘regional city’. Nearly 20 years later new towns were his answer for almost everything: 
less pollution, less congestion, less crime, less pricey.

Two distinct types of new settlement emerged from the discourse: ‘metro towns’, as linear 
corridor-nodular development for metropolitan expansion, and ‘regional cities’, as genuine 
alternatives to metropolitan location. Compelling research by Ray Archer endorsed this 
distinction but the most influential champion was the Australian Institute of Urban Studies 
(AIUS), itself a product of the rising tide of interest in urban issues in the mid-1960s. Its 
Task Force on New Cities for Australia on the hunt for ‘efficient and humane alternatives to 
overconcentrated growth’ reported in 1972 that ‘there is a growing and by now urgent need 
for a national strategy for the location of population growth’. Demanding ‘a new quality of 
statesmanship’, the report endorsed government intervention to correct market failure in the 
urban development process. 

The message was not lost on a revitalised Labor opposition. Gough Whitlam addressed 
a University of Queensland audience on ‘Making New Cities’ in 1970 with the expectation 
that by 2000 there could be ‘many more than five new Canberras distributed across our 



great continent’. In late 1972 Labor was beaten to the punch in initiating a Commonwealth 
authority for urban affairs with formation of the National Urban and Regional Development 
Authority (NURDA) in the dying days of the McMahon Liberal government. Most of its key 
personnel including Chief Commissioner John Overall were raided from the National Capital 
Development Authority. 

Under Labor, NURDA was re-engineered into the Cities Commission with a primary role 
to conduct research to assist development of a new cities program. An extraordinary suite of 
studies ensued but a key focus was on prospective growth centre sites, be they metropolitan 
‘system cities’ or provincial settlements. Areas of interest included Holsworthy-Campbelltown, 
Gosford-Wyong, Geelong, and the Salvado corridor north of Perth, most already the sites 
preferred by state governments. The commission worked alongside the Department of Urban 
and Regional Development (DURD), the real powerhouse in a new ministerial portfolio 
overseen by Tom Uren. Whereas the commission tended to be preoccupied by conventional 
physical planning and design, DURD with its retinue of high-powered social scientists largely 
handpicked by Deputy Secretary Pat Troy worked more explicitly towards more expansive and 
redistributive national policy frameworks. Key objectives of the growth centres policy included 
attracting population and economic activity away from metropolitan regions, particularly 
Sydney and Melbourne; promoting more equitable access to resources, opportunities and 
social services; enhancing environmental conservation; and developing a wider set of urban 
lifestyle choices. 

In the heady early days it seemed like the growth centre program could effect what Lyndsay 
Neilson described as ‘a substantial change in the character of Australian urban development’. 
The most successful outcome was accelerated development of Albury-Wodonga, largely in 
new planned rural suburbs. Of the $164m in growth centre appropriations in 1973–1977, 
the twin cities strategically astride the NSW and Victorian bodies on the main land transport 
corridor between Sydney and Melbourne attracted over 60 per cent of the funding. The 
Macarthur corridor in southwest Sydney was the major metrotown project. But most others 
did not progress very far. The biggest disasters were Bathurst-Orange, attracting seed funding 
only through political pressures from the Askin Liberal government in NSW, and Monarto, a 
pre-DURD initiative of Dunstan Labor in South Australia and the one bona fide new city, but a 
project less ahead of its time than just in the wrong time and place. 

Overall, these national policy settings with a long gestation had a rather swift denouement, 
which sterilised productive debate about longer-term national settlement issues for decades. 
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In retrospect, whatever the strengths of the theoretical and rhetorical case made in the 1970s 
for a more ‘balanced’ population distribution, a substantive evidence-base for what proved an 
overly optimistic and simplistic policy was largely missing. The alternate case for tackling head-
on the problems of existing cities seemed at least as meritorious. Even decentralists conceded 
that both sets of policies were needed without specifying the cost of doubling up while the 
sceptics conceded that new cities had value as design laboratories. Specific projects were 
dogged either by intractable disputes with fractious state premiers like Joh Bjelke-Peterson 
or a lack of clarity as to the precise agendas of DURD vis-a-vis the Cities Commission. But 
the larger impediments were contextual, notably a deteriorating national economic situation, 
rising unemployment, and slowing population growth as documented in W.D. Borrie’s report 
Population and Australia (1975). In any event the national Liberal-Country Party governments 
of Malcolm Fraser onwards turned their back on urban and regional programs. 

The 1980s sparked a revival of metropolitan planning. This proved a more inward-looking 
and enduring urban policy turn in contrast to the flighty expansiveness of the 1970s. Higher 
densities and urban consolidation, sub-regional centres, improved governance and better 
integration of land use and transport planning came to the fore. The AIUS stoically called 
for continuation of the growth centres program in the interests of balanced development, 
but this was a forlorn hope, especially with the institute itself beginning to disintegrate as a 
federated body. Providing light relief was the Multi Function Polis, a futuristic new knowledge 
city first proposed by the Japanese Minister for International Trade in January 1987. This 
strung everyone along for a decade and adventurous plans were drawn up for a wetlands site 
north of Adelaide, but ended in disappointment when no one was prepared to foot the bill. 
Scattered moves beyond the metropolitan sphere were made through the development of new 
mining towns in the Pilbara until the new business model of ‘fly-in-fly-out’ became more viable. 
The real growth in the Australian non-metropolitan population came through spontaneous and 
speculative coastal urbanisation, locations largely missing as official government targets. If 
Canberra was the pin-up story of the 1960s and 1970s, then the Gold Coast-Tweed corridor 
developed by a very different paradigm took over this mantle in the 1980s, on its way to 
becoming Australia’s sixth largest urban complex.

In the 1990s anything resembling bolder national settlement ideas remained on hold. 
Big picture planning was largely constrained into metropolitan planning and based around a 
remarkably formulaic mantra of facilitating job creation, striving for compactness, encouraging 
polycentric and especially transit-oriented development, and maintaining commitments to 



social inclusion and environmental responsibility. While regional design carried little weight, 
the decade is notable for the renaissance of urban design values. Underpinning all of this was 
engagement with the sustainability paradigm in the wake of the sea-changing Brundtland 
Commission report of 1987. The major government report of the decade was the House of 
Representatives Standing Committee for Long Term Strategies’ Patterns of Urban Settlement: 
Consolidating the Future? (1992). The preoccupation was ‘urban Australia’. The committee’s 
most telling discovery was that ‘there is no ideal urban form that will solve urban problems’. 
Only the ground rules rather than the form of a ‘national settlement strategy’ are outlined: 
balanced, economically sensible, and not returning to the one-shot new town proposals 
of the past. The most considered analysis was commissioned from former CSIRO scientist 
Doug Cocks whose McHargian-style analysis identified preferred regions for future urban 
development on the mid Queensland coast, western Victoria, Gippsland, Geraldton, Mt Isa, 
and Darwin.

The start of the new millennium has entrenched popular and policy focus on existing 
large cities with a continuation of the main fin-de-siecle themes. More significance has been 
accorded the importance of culture in unpacking the mysteries of urbanisation. Richard 
Florida’s work in The Rise of the Creative Class (2002) posited many telling connections 
between creative capital, competitiveness, bohemians, and even gay lifestyles, all of which 
were seen to underscore the importance of the urban. The more encompassing hegemonic 
post-1970s narrative has been the wider appreciation of the role of cities in national 
economic development. Ed Glaeser’s Triumph of the City (2011) consolidates this standpoint, 
successfully squeezing out not just mandates for small and middle-sized cities but seemingly 
the whole design of the built environment as well.

One debate, which has emerged, revolves around the prospects and problems of a Big 
Australia, population-wise. Brian Haratsis has shed the comfortable veneer of the dispassionate 
planning and economics consultant to become an arena spokesman for economic growth 
and plenty of it as the only sensible pathway to unlocking national wealth creation. Blaming 
bureaucratic regulators, the timidity and complexity of red-tape planning, and the influence 
of pro-environmental and anti-growth doomsdayists, his transformative vision in Australia 
2050 (2010) envisages a post-metropolitan ‘national urban grid’ featuring competitive new 
urban spaces including regional cities like Darwin and Cairns. It is at the least a prognosis 
that injects a necessary national spatial perspective, something sadly lacking at the federal 
government level.
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None of three otherwise noteworthy commonwealth initiatives in this field since the mid-
2000s quite make the breakthrough to comprehending national urban geographies. The 
2005 House Standing Committee on Environment and Heritage report on Sustainable Cities 
captured a raft of concerns such as water issues, energy efficiency, alternate urban forms, and 
car dependence. But it backed away from any broader settlement strategy instead preferring 
a miscellany of recommendations including tariff policy on 4WD vehicles and boosting eco-
friendly first home owners’ grants. There were high hopes for the Sustainable Population 
Strategy for Australia and Our Cities, Our Future: National Urban Policy, both released in 2011 
and structured around the triple bottom line of economic prosperity, liveable communities, 
and environmental sustainability. But these largely emerge as tropes relevant to almost any 
urban environment: urban, suburban, regional, rural or remote. The placed-based, market-
led and evidence-grounded population strategy ultimately constitutes a rather loose matrix 
rounding up an uneven mix of regional development, sustainability, living and infrastructure 
funding programs to define a new brand of something-for-everyone decentralisation policy. The 
urban policy does something similar, but its iconic cover images conveying cool urban design 
values of active mixed-use big city streets are a dead giveaway for an approach remarkably 
undifferentiated by scale and location.

‘The People – where will they go?’ asked Ebenezer Howard around the turn of the 20th 
century. It is a question he vigorously pursued via the new town paradigm. This proved way 
less influential in the Australian context where colonial seaboard outposts set the platform for 
a ruling path-dependent and market-driven coastal metropolitan dominance. The one major 
exception to that, Canberra, is the product of unique political circumstances never to be 
replicated. Interest in decentralist policies to secure a better ‘balance’ of metropolitan and 
non-metropolitan activity has waxed and waned. There was some huffing and puffing in the 
1940s until BAU was soon reasserted. The early 1970s broke through to a national program of 
new growth centres flawed conceptually and botched in implementation. The time has come 
again to seriously explore possibilities, as the world is telling us. Capabilities of projecting 
forward exemplified by the technical dexterity in this volume are now unprecedented. But the 
longitudinal view proffered in this essay tries to inject a realistic grasp of what likely will and 
especially won’t work. There is quite a case history as it turns out. 
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options, which provide backup capacity. Translating to the urban context, this might mean 
diversity in fuel types as an energy source, production and supply chains, viable choices for 
transport and mobility, through to decentralised and distributed infrastructure. An issue to be 
overcome, however, is the tension between building resilience and economic efficiency. In other 
words, who bears the cost? Yet with rapid advances in sustainability technology, for example, 
we are now seeing decentralised and distributed water and energy options becoming more 
competitive. On the horizon, there are also opportunities for cross-sectoral innovations such as 
vehicle-to-grid technologies that can exploit synergies between electrified passenger transport 
infrastructure (electric vehicles and chargers) and stationary energy systems. Stored energy in 
vehicles can be used to reduce peak loads at times of high demand or constrained generation, 
whilst also providing backup during power disruptions.

Yet resilience is not just an attribute confined to physical systems. The structure and function 
of social systems and stocks of social capital are also important determinants of resilience. 
Urban systems with dense social networks and strong social capital have greater capacity to 
respond to environmental impacts. Take for example the community response following the 
Brisbane floods, where 55,000 volunteers registered to help clean up Brisbane’s streets and 
homes.4 Of concern, is that some features of the urbanisation process tend increasingly towards 
social stratification and declining social capital. For instance, housing developments designed to 
cater for specific price ranges resulting in pockets of social and economic homogeneity, through 
to urban sprawl where more time spent in the car means less time to engage with community, 
impacting social networks.

Urban resilience is traditionally thought of in relation to emergency management and the 
recovery from disaster. A broader view is taken in this essay, where cities are seen as ‘living 
systems’ that are complex, dynamic, and constantly evolving in response to internal interactions 
and external factors. With just over 50 per cent of the world’s population living in urban areas, 
contributing to more than 80 per cent of global greenhouse gas emissions, urbanisation is 
one of the most significant forces in global change and at the forefront of defining humanity’s 
relationship with the biosphere.5 While cities are often cast as sustainability villains, they also 
provide enormous opportunity. Cities are centres of people, economic activity, culture, and 
innovation, and are where the human and financial capital to address global sustainability 
challenges will most likely be found.6 It is this vision for ‘cities as heroes’ that should feature 
strongly in Australia’s urban future, with a focus not just on sustainability, but the underlying 
properties of a city that promote resilience and enable adaptation in the face of change.
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In January 2009, the city of Melbourne sweltered through a heatwave of unprecedented intensity 
and duration, culminating in three consecutive days of temperatures above 43°C. It resulted in 
an estimated 374 excess deaths,1 power outages for 500,000 residents, buckling of railway 
lines, and cancellation of train services.2 Two years later, we saw the Brisbane River burst its 
banks following record-breaking heavy rainfall, resulting in the flooding of low-lying areas of 
Brisbane. At its peak, an estimated 22,000 homes and 7,600 businesses across 94 suburbs 
were flooded.3 These recent natural disasters have severely tested the resilience of the people, 
infrastructure, economies and governance of two major Australian cities, and serve as important 
case studies from which we can learn about how our urban systems are able, or not, to cope with 
unexpected shocks and surprise.

In this regard, there is increasing interest in the concepts of urban resilience and adaptation. 
While resilience means different things to different people, in general terms it can be defined 
as the ability of someone or something to ‘bounce back’ following a shock or disturbance. 
Adaptation is defined by the nature of this ‘bounce back’ – the learning and adjustments to 
reduce future vulnerabilities. Significant advances in thinking about resilience and adaptation 
have come from the ecological and social sciences, where research into more natural systems 
such as coral reefs, freshwater lakes, and agricultural landscapes, have revealed important 
insights into how these systems are able to absorb and respond to disturbance. Cities aren’t 
dominated by nature to the same degree, but several key lessons appear relevant – valuing the 
benefits provided by ecosystem services, maintaining diversity as a source of future options, and 
building social capital and the capacity of our society to respond. 

Ecosystem services are the benefits humans derive from nature. They include the provision 
of shade and shelter, cleansing of water and air, flood mitigation, through to food production 
and human well-being. Ecosystem services are vital to urban areas, but for most Australian cities 
they remain largely unrecognised and are not adequately incorporated into spatial planning 
processes. With the advent of high-resolution remote sensing technologies that enable the rapid 
characterisation of urban features and patterns, this is now beginning to change. For example, 
the mapping of land surface temperatures can identify the parts of a city most exposed to 
extreme heat, which coupled with information on the built environment and sensitivity of the 
population, can be used to inform adaptation strategies and build resilience. This is now occurring 
in Melbourne and several other Australian cities following the January 2009 heatwave, with the 
development of heatwave early warning systems and the innovative use of urban landscape and 
design to provide cooling benefits. But it is not just ecosystem services within the city that are 
important, as urban systems are highly dependent on the productive capacity of ecosystems 
located beyond their boundaries for the supply of water, energy, food, materials and other goods 
and services. This reliance on distant zones renders cities vulnerable to shocks and surprise that 
disrupt chains of production and supply. 

When we look at natural systems, we find those that possess diversity and a degree of 
redundancy in key functions are generally more resilient to disturbance, as they have retained 

TOP Image showing normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) derived from Landsat TM data collected on 10 
December 2006. Blue/green areas indicate higher amounts of vegetation and yellow/red areas indicate lower amounts 
of vegetation. Landsat data were obtained from Geoscience Australia and were processed/analysed by CSIRO. 

BOTTOM Image showing land surface temperatures (LST) derived from Landsat TM data collected on 10 December 
2006. Red areas indicate warmer LST and blue areas indicate cooler LST. Landsat data were obtained from 
Geoscience Australia and were processed/analysed by CSIRO.  



Australia’s future cities will need to use water and energy more efficiently than today. By the 
beginning of the next century, for every living Australian, there will be two more to keep us 
company, mostly in our coastal cities and towns. Since we have limited water resources, an 
increasingly stringent carbon goals, if we want to maintain our same standard of living we’ll 
need to cut our per capita draw on the environment by 75 per cent. Alternatively we must 
increase our efficiency by an equivalent amount: a daunting task. Fortunately, the concept of 
urban metabolism has emerged as a powerful tool that can help discover where cities waste 
water and energy, and can show us how we can use them more effectively. 

At its simplest, urban metabolism is a technique that considers the flow of water, energy, 
and materials into and out of a city the way one might observe the biological functions of an 
organism.1 This perspective differs from the conventional ‘supply and demand’ water balance 
because it tracks all flows, not just those managed by water utilities. As a result, urban 
metabolism creates a more complete picture of a city’s hydrological performance that can 
reveal untapped water sources and previously unidentified discharges that might be reused. 
The urban metabolism approach also differs from other assessments such as the triple bottom 
line that accounts across economic, ecological and social goals2 and the Ecological Footprint 
which focuses on carbon accounting only.3

The urban metabolism perspective requires us to see the city as a single entity, and to 
evaluate resource flows regardless of origin, ownership, quality or jurisdiction. Figure 1 below 
shows this by tracking all water flows into and out of four major Australian cities. By accounting 
for all water, including wastewater, stormwater and water ‘lost’ through evapotranspiration we 
can quickly appreciate the extent to which cities have yet to harness these flows. Even when 
we were in the grip of a Millennium Drought and facing ‘Water Armageddon’,4 Australian cities 
still discharged more water as stormwater and wastewater than they distributed for use. Most 
cities received rainfall equal to more than twice the amount of water they needed to satisfy all 
demands. Between 2005 and 2008, 300,000 rainwater tanks were installed in South East 
Queensland alone. While this captured a portion of this water, imagine how different the city 
would look if it had been designed to enable this capture efficiently. 

On a more complex level, urban metabolism encourages us to view the city as an organism 
that breathes, eats, drinks and emits wastes. So we can think of water pipes as arteries that 
deliver water to the city’s ‘cells’ (the households). Wastewater treatment plants are the liver 
and kidneys that detoxify it before returning it to the organism for reuse. While the efficiency 
of treatment plants is being compared to their corresponding organs,5 benchmarking of cities 
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with organisms is yet to seriously begin. However it has the potential to reveal a lot. For 
example, each day humans replenish only about 5 per cent of the water in our bodies with 
fresh water.6 By comparison, few cities reuse even a small per cent of the water they consume, 
and none can claim to match this ‘organic’ standard of 20 cycles of reuse. 

Another insight offered by the perspective of urban metabolism stems from the amazing 
consistency of scalability demonstrated by living systems. From a tree shrew to a blue whale 
animals demonstrate a near linear metabolic rate as measured by their use of CO2 per 
mass of body weight, a behaviour known as ‘Klieber’s Law’.7 However, larger animals enjoy 
an economy of scale that allows them to maintain their higher CO2 consumption with only 
three-fourths the energy predicted by a linear progression. A city’s carbon footprint increases 
with population according to a similar pattern, although the size advantage is a more modest 
9:10 ratio over a linear projection, suggesting that a deeper understanding of the parallels 
between biological and urban water metabolism could offer clues to further improvements in 
energy efficiency.

Urban metabolism as metaphor also serves as a convenient polemical device. We have 
only to imagine how we would look if we used water and energy as inefficiently as our cities 
do to appreciate the wastefulness of our current urban organisation. Sprouting reservoirs to 
take in more water instead of reusing what we have, eating more, and more often to generate 
the energy we’d need to haul around our extra water weight, travelling farther and farther afield 
to locate the increasing amounts of food and water we crave we might in time more closely 
resemble a cross between a three-humped camel and a two-headed cow. 

This is not to imply that we have not already made notable improvements in the 
efficiency of our water use without the benefit of a unifying vision of the ‘organic city’. For 
example, Sydney has managed to add a million people to its population without increasing 
its total water use through a combination of water efficiency initiatives and a shift towards 
more compact housing. And throughout Australia, communities are transforming their 
wastewater treatment plants into resource recovery centres that generate energy and 
extract nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus from organic waste while manufacturing clean 
water for reuse. Holistic perspectives like urban metabolism will only help us accelerate 
these progressive trends.

Better performance metrics of urban performance are required. At present, even relatively 
simple population estimates for ‘cities’ can vary considerably depending on the boundaries 
selected. Water is significantly harder to track because hydrologic basins rarely conform to 
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administrative boundaries. For these and other reasons, it is usually not possible to optimise 
even the theoretical material and energy efficiency of a city. Likewise, urban planners can’t 
optimise the energy and water performance of a city by planning for the use of these individual 
components separately or in isolation from each other. And as no individual government agency 
or institution currently has responsibility for the performance of the entire city, problems may 
be shifted around instead of solved. 

There are many examples of how this lack of central authority and coordination impacts 
decision-making about water and energy, sometimes with unintended consequences:

 Typical urban development creates enormous volumes of stormwater runoff. While 
the stormwater is ‘wasted’, we then must pump back additional water from distant 
sources11 in order to meet the demand for freshwater. This has high-energy demand.

 The energy demand for urban water in Australia is expected to at least double 
over the next 30 years.12 However, the considerable capital investment required 
for powering desalination and reuse schemes that include long pumping 
distances and high levels of treatment may diminish investment in conservation 
because water sales are required to repay infrastructure debt as well as service 
the growing electricity costs.

 Many utilities and governments have promoted water-efficient washing machines 
as a hedge against climate-change induced water shortages. However, installing 
a water-efficient clothes washer can actually increase greenhouse gas emissions 
when the plumbing configuration shifts the water-heating energy source from a 
(common) natural gas hot water system (emitting 0.2 kg CO2/kWh) to coal-fired 
electricity (emitting 1.0 kg CO2/kWh). 

While these problems appear simple, they are complex, interconnected, confusing, 
value-laden, and changing over time. They also involve multiple stakeholders so in solving 
some problems, others are often created. The concepts and tools of urban metabolism 
can help us to assess and manage these kinds of risks as well as those related to supply 
chain disruption by natural or human-induced conditions. 

With all these advantages, why then has urban metabolism not been more widely 
adopted by water and energy utility managers? True, it has been proposed by academics 
as a framework for dealing with these interrelated issues for nearly 50 years,13 yet direct 
translation of theory into practice has not yet begun. Why not?
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While some may argue that the theory of urban metabolism is too complex, this limitation 
is increasingly being overcome by better and more integrated data and methodological 
development and tools.

Our argument is that it is a highly effective concept for understanding and managing the 
water, energy and materials efficiency of cities and identifying where interventions are likely to 
generate the largest biophysical returns. This essay does not propose that urban metabolism 
theory is grand universal theory that will solve all problems. Urban metabolism needs to be 
augmented with other concepts to support Australia’s urban future: risk, resilience, and cost-
benefit analysis.14

Cities come and go. Over the last 100 years cities have largely overcome challenges using 
cheap energy. However, when the era of cheap fossil energy ends our cities must adapt or 
decline. If we compare the systemic efficiency of our cities with organisms, they are likely to be 
primitive and hence vulnerable. Cities, which are water and energy self-reliant, will increasingly 
supply themselves from within. Urban metabolism is a necessary tool if we wish our cities 
to evolve toward more resilient and adaptable forms. We believe that in positioning for this 
efficiency, we will be more likely to create cities which are fabulous places to live.

8 Gardner, T., and A. Sharma, (2005) 
Water Resources for a Transit 
Orientated Sustainable Urban 
Development in Australia, OzWater.

12 Kenway, S. J., A. Priestley, S. Cook, 
S. Seo, M. Inman, and A. Gregory, 
(2008) Energy Use in the Provision 
and Consumption of Urban Water in 
Australia and New Zealand, CSIRO and 
Water Services Association of Australia.

13 Wolman, A., (1965) The Metabolism 
of Cities, Scientific American, 213, pp. 
179–190.

14 Priestley, T., (2012) Towards 
Assessment Criteria for Water 
Sensitive Cities, Technical Report No. 
43, Urban Water Security Research 
Alliance, Brisbane.
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Discussion of an ‘infrastructure backlog’ has been a feature of Australian political life for 
the past decade. Estimates of the size of the backlog, much of it located in cities, run to 
hundreds of billions of dollars. Somehow, we have to deal with this backlog and provide 
new infrastructure for our growing cities. To be fair, the estimates are contestable. They fail 
to articulate a service standard for assessing what level of infrastructure is thought to be 
reasonable. Still, the claims of a backlog point to the infrastructure funding challenge facing 
the country in a century that will be dramatically different from the last. 

Global economic shifts, responses to climate change, peak oil, an ageing population, the 
pursuit of food security, and the development of new technologies (robotics, 3D printing and 
bio-technology) will shape future Australian society, and therefore our cities and infrastructure. 
These drivers will shape the demand for infrastructure, as well as its type and scale. However, 
the capacity of governments to fund the infrastructure required to support the growth of our 
cities and adapt to these forces for change is seriously limited.

Funding new infrastructure is already proving a challenge. Concerns about the ‘cost of 
living’ and impacts of rising utility charges are common. Governments are often responding 
with caps on such charges, even if those decisions undermine our ability to maintain the 
networks that we have and develop the new infrastructure required for a growing population. 

All governments face long-term fiscal challenges. The last ‘inter-generational report’1 
suggested that on plausible (some would say optimistic) assumptions, the fiscal gap facing 
future Australian Governments would grow to around 2.75 per cent of gross domestic product 
by mid-century. In current terms, that equals an annual deficit (excluding interest payments) 
of around $40 billion, or more than 10 per cent of the 2012–13 budget. It puts current 
discussions about balanced budgets into perspective. 

The report assumes that infrastructure outlays would remain at the same proportion of 
gross domestic product as at present. Some equivalent state long-term projections assume a 
fall in infrastructure outlays. Yet there is reason to believe the cost of providing infrastructure 
will increase. The real cost of providing infrastructure has been rising globally for about a 
decade due to competition for construction and other resources, and rising oil prices. In 
addition, retrofitting infrastructure into established areas, e.g. introducing tunnels or rebuilding 
utility networks, involves costs that are poorly understood. The cost of a ‘typical’ six-lane road 
tunnel is now over $600 million per kilometre. 

Most of the proposals submitted to Infrastructure Australia have been urban transport 
projects – their estimated cost exceeds $120 billion. This figure:

1 Infrastructure Australia, (2012) 
Progress and Action: A Report to the 
Council of Australian Governments, 
Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra.
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and energy – will need to become more commonplace. Australians will need to find more 
efficient, lower cost means of building and maintaining infrastructure. Allowing infrastructure 
construction to occur 24/7, albeit with high levels of short-term disruption, would reduce costs 
appreciably. We will need to re-learn old skills in protecting corridors for new infrastructure. 
Placing new infrastructure in tunnels, at roughly 10 times the capital cost per kilometre of an 
equivalent surface link and with increased operating costs, is a luxury we will not be able to 
afford. We will need to be more ruthless about project prioritisation, and transparent about 
the arguments for and against proceeding with some projects and not others. More focused 
scoping and staging of projects will be necessary. We cannot afford to waste scarce funds on 
poorly conceived projects – the opportunity costs are too high.

These observations provide some context for some prognostications on the future for 
high-speed rail. 

The distance between Australian cities and high costs make high-speed rail a challenging 
proposition. A 2011 study estimated the cost of high-speed rail between Melbourne and 
Brisbane at between $61 and $108 billion (real $2011). By comparison, the National 
Broadband Network is estimated to cost $36 billion (and more according to some observers).

But in a world where Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane are conurbations of 8–10 million 
each, intermediate centres such as Coffs Harbour might also be significant cities; aviation is 
likely to be more expensive; and some modes are either cheaper than now (or emerging), very 
high or ultra high speed technologies might ‘stack up’ and play a role in shaping Australia’s 
future development. Moreover, the counterfactual is that we’ll still be facing multi-billion dollar 
outlays improving conventional transport services into and out of our cities.

Demand for infrastructure is unlikely to rise ‘one for one’ in line with population growth. 
Rather, infrastructure demand will also be determined by how we anticipate and respond to the 
drivers of change (including the form of urban development). This will shape the infrastructure 
and, to a significant degree, the quality of urban life we hand on to future generations.

Providing high quality infrastructure for cities that are two to three times larger than they 
are now is a daunting prospect – as it will be the world over. Given the fiscal constraints facing 
governments, managing demand and sequencing investment will be critical to addressing 
equitably any backlogs and meeting future infrastructure needs.

 Excludes many other urban projects;
 Assumes the projects can be delivered at the proponent’s cost estimate (history 

shows they can’t); and 
 Excludes non-city projects.

The graph on page 250 shows that land transport outlays at the Federal level (which 
collects around 80 per cent of Australian public sector revenues) have reached a high 
of around $8 billion. That amount is for everything – big roads, big railways, safety 
programmes – the lot.

And we face the prospect of having to spend more to maintain what we’ve already got. 
Reports by auditor’s general point to under-investment in maintenance. The cost of replacing 
assets damaged in major weather events (related to climate change or otherwise) will be 
significant, as shown by the $6 billion required to replace infrastructure damaged by the 2011 
floods in Queensland. The postponement of Brisbane’s Cross River Rail project following those 
floods was, in part, a response to that financial and political reality.

Governments are arguing about their respective share of project costs. The acrimonious 
arguments between the states and territories about a ‘fair share’ of the proceeds of the Goods 
and Services Tax are also symptomatic of the wider fiscal challenges. In short, the funds 
available for new infrastructure demanded by residents and businesses in our growing cities 
are likely to be both constrained and contested. 

Governments and industry are struggling to break out from short-term and ‘business as 
usual’ thinking. Infrastructure Australia has observed that, ‘The key weaknesses in infrastructure 
planning and project development remain at the level of strategy development...[M]uch of the 
debate around infrastructure is project-specific. Systemic issues and policy development are 
debated much less effectively’. 

At the national level, with a few notable exceptions, Federal Governments and the 
federal bureaucracy don’t ‘do’ cities. Urban policy is always the poor relation compared to 
tax policy, social welfare policy, industry policy and the like. So what to do in regard to funding 
infrastructure into the future? 

Increasingly we expect users to pay but this has political consequences from which 
governments will shy away. Cutting defence outlays by, say, $5 billion per annum, from around 
$21 billion in 2012–2013 would help, even if it raised other issues. ‘Off network’ solutions to 
our infrastructure needs – for example, on site collection/generation and disposal of water 
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During the last few decades Australia has witnessed the transformation of vast tracts of 
former rural lands on the fringes of its cities and towns to essentially urban-oriented land 
uses. At the same time, Australian metropolitan regions have experienced unprecedented 
rapid growth, which has been particularly noticeable on the fringes of cities through 
their outward expansion into their peri-urban1 zones.2 Peri-urban areas in the Australian 
context have been defined as ‘the urbanized edges of cities plus the spaces into which 
they expand, both physically and functionally’.3 However, peri-urbanisation can also be 
observed in a range of landscapes outside of metropolitan regions.4

Peri-urbanisation in this broader context has been defined as a dynamic urbanising 
process that involves the closer subdivision, fragmentation and land-use conversation of 
former rural lands, which results in blurred transitional zones comprised of temporary mixes of 
urban and rural activities and functions randomly existing without apparent order. The resulting 
peri-urban landscape comprises a range of land-use activities that initially exhibit a high 
degree of heterogeneity, continual change and conflicting values.5

A diverse range of inhabitants now occupy these new peri-urban spaces having chosen them 
as their preferred primary residential location over traditional urban and suburban localities. 
Others have sought these locations for their second (holiday) home. A distinguishing characteristic 
of many of these new settlers is the absence of prior experience with non-urban living and the 
consequential implications for sustainable management of these peri-urban landscapes.6

A range of influential global, national, regional and local drivers of change have been 
recognised as the principal stimuli for the peri-urban process, namely:

 Lifestyle & Affluence: changing societal values; changing community priorities; 
and greater access to finance.

 Demographics: the ‘baby boomer’ retirees, an ageing population and inter/intra 
state migration.

 Work Arrangements: diversity of work arrangements and more flexible leisure time.
 Urban Housing: increasing housing costs and decreasing availability of affordable 

housing in urban areas.
 Government Policies: national and state programs (eg ‘Roads to Recovery’ 

program) and the implementation of regional plans.
 Outdoor Recreation: changing lifestyles and leisure activities of urban residents, 

increasing demands for outdoor recreation opportunities in peri-urban areas.7 

1 ‘peri’: around, about or beyond.

2 Buxton, M., Tieman, G., Bekessy, S., 
Budge, T., Mercer, D., Coote, M., et al., 
(2006), Change and Continuity in Peri-
urban Australia: State of the Peri-urban 
Regions – A Review of the Literature, 
Monograph 1, RMIT University, 
Melbourne.

3 Burnley, I. H. and Murphy, P. A., (1995), 
‘Exurban Development in Australia 
and the United States: Through a 
Glass Darkly’, Journal of Planning and 
Education Research, 14, p. 254.

4 Low Choy, D.C., Sutherland, C., 
Scott, S., Rolley. K., Gleeson, B., 
Dodson, J. and Sipe, N., (2007), 
Change and Continuity in Peri-urban 
Australia – Peri-urban Case Study: 
South East Queensland, Monograph 
3, Urban Research Program, Griffith 
University, Brisbane;Buxton, M., 
Tieman, G., Bekessy, S., Budge, 
T., Butt, A., Coote, M., Mercer, D., 
O’Neill, D. and Riddington, C., (2007), 
Change and Continuity in Peri-urban 
Australia, Peri-Urban Case Study: 
Bendigo Corridor, Monograph 2, RMIT 
University, Melbourne.

5 Low Choy et al (2007), ibid.

6 Low Choy, D.C. & Harding, J., (2010), 
Exploring Agents of Change to Peri-
urban Weed Management, UMCCC 
Peri-urban Weed Management Study, 
Land & Water Australia.

7 Low Choy et al, 2007.

Brisbane’s peri-urban landscape.



These drivers have led to the repopulation of peri-urban areas worldwide and have been 
particularly influential in the recent Australian context.

Whilst this peri-urbanisation process is part of a worldwide trend, recent research has 
identified a typology of new settlers and their settlement patterns that typifies the Australian 
context of the last three to four decades. Whilst this (re)settlement process has been dominated 
by strong amenity motives, the research has highlighted a wider range of drivers behind the peri-
urbanisation process and this is consequently reflected in the resultant land use pattern. 

Low Choy et al (2007) have identified a wave of new settlers moving into peri-urban areas. 
This raft of new ‘actors’ on the peri-urban land-ownership stage, who now have stewardship 
responsibilities for increasing proportions of these landscapes, have been characterised as:

 The Seekers: ‘tree/sea change’ lifestylers, ‘blockies/homesteaders’, religious 
communities and alternative lifestylers

 The Survivors: DIY homebuilders, horse community, ‘truckies’ and ‘adaptive’ farmers
 The Speculators: farm stays & retreats, the pet industry, boutique farmers, recreational 

providers, landscape suppliers, the equine industry, and developers and real estate agents
 The Strugglers: characterised by the ‘holding-on’ farmers.

Environmental and natural resource management initiatives must now engage this full 
range of private landowners who have repopulated the peri-urban landscape and who now 
have a duty of care and full management responsibilities for these areas.

Demographic and socio-economic indicators provide a strong case to suggest that 
many 20 to 30 year old peri-urban areas are maturing from their original highly dynamic, 
heterogeneous and conflicting forms into new stable self-contained communities.8 For 
example, these areas are now characterised by less commuting and residential movements; 
a broadening employment base with more of the working population now employed within 
their local area; declining levels of social disadvantage and improvements in housing and 
dwelling stock.9 The emergence of a new and distinct form of settlement with respect to peri-
urban areas has been noted for some time now. For example, Nelson and Dueker (1990:91), 
quoting Herbers (1986), state that ‘There is emerging across the continental United States a 
new form of urban development. It extends far into the rural countryside but within the limits 
of commuting range to urban and suburban employment opportunities’. 

In the Australian context, over 30 years of continuous peri-urbanisation has led to some 
major and ongoing changes to the demographic and socio-economic profiles of these fringe 
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areas. Principal demographic changes to the growing population involve an increasingly 
diverse community with a noticeable outflow of young adults moving to the larger urban and 
metropolitan centres and a corresponding increase in older people (i.e. aged over 60 years). 
Emergent peri-urban settlements are being populated by a diverse composition of residents 
(the new settlers) resulting in a changing but mixed range of community values. Bunker and 
Holloway10 have observed that cultural and lifestyle choices are important independent 
attractors of people moving into peri-urban areas. They point to the emergence from 1975 
of strong environmental values and enriched images associated with fringe areas. Barr11 
supports this view, arguing that amenity landscapes close to urban centres are subject to the 
greatest pressure for residential development. This trend of persons seeking an alternative to 
the traditional urban lifestyle particularly in areas of high environmental and amenity values, 
which first emerged during the 1970s and 1980s and has continued to the present, has 
helped create locations that now possess considerable social and cultural capital, and in 
some cases, this has led to the increase of economic potential of those areas.12

In the wake of this recent growth, some state and local governments have responded with 
a range of growth management strategies, which have sought to achieve sustainable outcomes 
through initiatives aimed at containing and managing this urban growth and protecting regional 
landscape values including agricultural lands. However, these attempts to manage the outward 
expansion of our cities and the fringe peri-urban areas through conventional urban planning 
and growth management strategies have been brought into question as agricultural land and 
other regional landscape values continue to be compromised. Hence, in the face of increasing 
uncertainty associated with climate change, peak oil, continued globalisation, emergent ‘green’ 
economies, trends towards localisation and-the-like, the question must be asked: ‘in terms 
of continuing peri-urbanisation in high growth regions, will the planning policies of regional 
growth management strategies achieve their stated goals and objectives?’.13 

Low Choy et al (2007) and Buxton et al (2007)14 have shown that the diverse nature 
of peri-urban areas and their activities can present numerous challenges of both a socio-
economic and landscape management nature comprising:

 Landscape Management Challenges: involving loss of biodiversity (including 
loss of habitat), weed infestation, pest animals, loss of scenic amenity, water 
quality decline, changes to hydrological regimes, impacts to groundwater 
resources, potential high bushfires hazard, questionable landscape management 
capabilities and capacity of new settlers.

8 Low Choy, D.C.& Sutherland, C., 
(2008), ‘A changing peri-urban 
demographic landscape’, Australian 
Planner, 45(3), pp. 24–25.

9 Low Choy et al, 2007; Buxton et al, 2007.

10 Bunker, R. and Holloway, D., (2001), 
Fringe City and Contested Countryside: 
Population Trends and Policy 
Developments Around Sydney, Issues 
Paper 6, Urban Frontiers Program, 
University of Western Sydney, Sydney.

11 Barr, N., (2003), “Future Agricultural 
Landscapes”, Australian Planner, 
40(2), pp. 123-127; Barr, N., (2005), 
The Changing Social Landscape of 
Rural Victoria, Department of Primary 
Industries, Tatura, Victoria.

12 Curry, G. N., Koczberski, G., & Selwood, 
J., (2001), ‘Cashing Out, Cashing 
In: rural change on the south coast 
of Western Australia’, Australian 
Geographer, 32(1), pp. 109-124.

13 Low Choy, D. & Buxton, M., (in press): 
‘Farming the City Fringe: Dilemmas 
for peri-urban planning Farming the 
City Fringe: Di-lemmas for peri-urban 
planning’, in Farmar-Bowers, Q., 
Vaughan Higgins, V. & Joanne Millar, 
J. (eds), Food Security in Australia: 
Challenges and Prospects for the 
Future, Springer, New York.

14 The Continuity and Change in Peri-
urban Australia project, Land and 
Water Australia.



 Social & Economic Challenges: can involve skewed population (loss of young 
adults and ageing population); social conflicts (particularly between new peri-urban 
‘immigrants’ and longer long-term residents); social disadvantage; increasing social 
and economic divide; loss of a ‘sense of community’; emergence of new local and 
regional economies; and the intensification of agricultural activity.

The coexistence of rural residential developments in their many forms with agricultural 
enterprises, both traditional and emerging multifunctional forms, with the former continuing to 
make significant contributions to the nation’s agricultural output, has emerged as a major planning 
and management challenge. If the peri-urban tidal wave that has already engulfed the fringes of our 
urban areas is permitted to continue, and if we are dealing with a new form of settlement – one that 
is neither urban nor rural in the traditional sense, then the appropriateness and adequacy of our 
conventional urban and rural planning process, tools and instruments must be urgently confronted. 

Low Choy and Buxton (in press) have highlighted the importance of peri-urban agriculture 
in the Australian context. Consistent with international circumstances, the agricultural value 
of peri-urban areas is consistently high. In the absence of national and state level studies to 
quantify the importance of peri-urban land for agriculture, Houston (2005:210) has estimated 
that Australia’s peri-urban regions in its five mainland states are responsible for almost 25 per 
cent of the gross value of agricultural production on less than three per cent of the land used 
for agriculture. He further notes that this figure ‘consistently and substantially understates 
the value of agricultural production in peri-urban regions’ through underreporting that ignores 
smaller and intensive industries situated close to major population centres, such as flower, 
nursery and wine grape industries, fruit and vegetables production.15

Agricultural activities in peri-urban areas are increasingly being focussed on nearby urban 
markets. Growing urban populations, along with the locational and investment advantages that 
many of these agricultural enterprises enjoy has seen a significant increase in the scale and 
production of a range of high-value and comparatively high-employment industries, including: 
horticulture, poultry for meat production, nurseries and flower production in particular. Consequently, 
peri-urban areas have witnessed increasing changes to their agricultural production systems, ones 
that are highly specific and specialised, and characterised by more intense production with a 
higher degree of climate, water and pest control. The establishment of a number of non-traditional, 
non-agricultural, rural-based industries contribute to the resulting ‘industrialised’ landscape that 
also typifies many peri-urban areas.
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Hence, in the emergent context of food security and maintenance of local food networks, 
the importance of peri-urban agriculture is elevated to provide a sharper focus on the question 
of whether tradition and current forms of land-use planning can facilitate its protection or 
hasten its demise. These are important questions that the community must address, 
especially in view of the growth management planning paradigm currently being pursued 
in all metropolitan regions in this country, which promote and prioritise urban growth and 
associated infrastructure development. 

Assuming that there is community support to secure and to maintain the values of peri-
urban areas in the near to medium-term future and to protect them from the urban tidal wave, 
then clearly a stronger (more regulated) and more integrated proactive land-use planning 
and management approach is called for – one that involves all levels of government. To this 
end, essential changes are required now to achieve higher degrees of vertical and horizontal 
alignment of state and local government planning systems. Further, immediate steps should 
be undertaken to understand the capacity of the new landscape managers who are now 
responsible for these peri-urban lands; develop discrete agriculture and non-urban economic 
development policies; manage natural hazard impacts (especially bushfires and floods) and 
climate change adaptation; and address emerging biosecurity threats. Additional issues 
include development of a suite of peri-urban planning tools; an improved understanding of the 
new forms of agricultural production and emergent forms of non-urban industries; the advent 
of tree-farming and carbon-offsetting schemes; and the defining attributes and morphology 
of the new peri-urban settlements.

Peri-urban regions are at the crossroads of significant change. As Australian cities 
continue to expand and attempt to spread out into their regional landscapes throughout this 
century, there are indications that peri-urbanisation of these fringe landscape will continue. 
The evolution and maturing of this peri-urban growth in the form of the new settlements will 
perpetuate and exacerbate the complex issues canvassed here in regard to peri-urbanisation. 
Moving forward in a highly uncertain future will require an integrated and adaptive planning 
approach displaying flexibility, redundancy and balance to facilitate both the objectives of 
managing urban growth and the protection of good quality agricultural land and maintenance 
of a viable agricultural industry in peri-urban areas. This is not solely a planning challenge but 
one that the whole community must debate and address if we wish to maintain the quality of 
life that we currently enjoy and aspire to.

15 Houston, P., (2005), ‘Revaluing the 
Fringe: Some Findings on the Value of 
Agricultural Production in Australia’s 
Peri-Urban Regions’, Geographical 
Research, 43(2), pp. 209–223.



Large-scale infill or urban renewal is a long-term undertaking. Its solutions are context specific 
and, consequently, this essay does not profess to have all the answers. It does, however, 
explain how a team at Places Victoria1 have sought to bridge the gap between state planning 
policy and on-the-ground outcomes in one of Melbourne’s designated Central Activities Areas, 
Dandenong, in a project called Revitalising Central Dandenong (RCD). The essay also suggests 
a set of guiding principles for infill and urban renewal that could be applied elsewhere.

Grounded in economic and market reality
Urban design and aspiration are important, but too often they are the only things that drive the 
planning of infill and urban renewal projects. Economic and market realities, the community 
and/or how to implement are often overlooked with the project’s proponents then wondering why 
the proposed developments haven’t materialised and/or the community hasn’t been supportive.

VicUrban was asked to undertake the business case thinking for the RCD project in 2004–
2005. At that time, state planning policy (Melbourne 2030) was big on planning theory and 
rhetoric regarding infill and urban renewal but devoid of any serious thinking or guidance 
on how it was to be implemented. The first question we therefore asked regarding central 
Dandenong was what is its economic purpose or role in relation to the Melbourne CBD and 
the southeast of Melbourne? 

Historically, Dandenong has played the role of Melbourne’s second city, the capital of 
Melbourne’s southeast and the city to people living in the rural areas of southeast Victoria. It 
has been, and remains today, the place that many new migrant Australians first called home, 
found work and established their new lives. But in the 30 years leading up to the creation of the 
business case, Dandenong had lapsed into urban decay. Large multinational manufacturers 
abandoned the area, shedding jobs in their wake. The large shopping centres of Chadstone 
and Fountain Gate weakened Dandenong’s retail core. The office parks in locations with no 
amenity but with seas of at-grade car parking undermined Dandenong’s office market. The 
number of uneducated and unskilled migrants and refugees from war-torn areas of the world 
increased. In short, the city centre had become tired, unappealing and stigmatised as unsafe 
and undesirable. It was the perfect urban storm and development was bypassing the city. 

Having said this, deeper analysis of Dandenong and the economy of Melbourne’s 
southeast, indicated a distinct sense of opportunity.

Including the six local government areas surrounding Dandenong, a population of over 1 
million people sit on Dandenong’s doorstep. Forty per cent of Melbourne’s manufacturing, and 
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much of it smart manufacturing, lies within a 15 km radius of central Dandenong. Dandenong 
has enviable road, rail and public transport infrastructure that link it efficiently to the rest of 
Melbourne and beyond. In short, Dandenong has good foundations on which to rebuild a 
capital of the southeast and Melbourne’s second city. 

Our analysis then focussed on understanding and predicting the nature and size of the 
current and future office, residential, retail and other markets in the southeast. In particular, 
with a view to assessing how much of that growth could be attracted to central Dandenong 
over a 15 to 20 year period and, more importantly, what would have to be done to get it there.

This was step number one. Not a piece of yellow trace or pencil touched. Not an urban 
design guideline uttered. Instead, we established the targets for the type and amount of 
development activity and investment for central Dandenong – indeed how could you design 
or plan the city centre without this information? What would you be planning or designing?

The Guiding Principles for Getting it Done
We then set about planning how to attract the targeted activity and investment to central 
Dandenong. To that end, we devised a set of guiding principles to help determine what needed 
to be done and how it would be achieved. Those interrelated guiding principles were:

 Shared vision
 Planning certainty
 Supportive infrastructure
 Seed/Catalyst projects
 Land control
 Managing market conditions

Shared Vision
The RCD project was going to bring change – some of it substantial. Community consultation 
was the key to ensuring that there was a broad-based shared vision for this change and the 
benefits it would bring. 

As soon as government announced the initial funding for the RCD project in September 
2005, VicUrban, together with the City of Greater Dandenong (CGD), undertook six months of 
community consultation to produce the shared vision document for RCD. 

Launched in April 2006, the shared vision document encapsulated the qualitative 
outcomes the community wanted to see delivered in central Dandenong. This was important, 

1 And its predecessor organisation, 
VicUrban.

Dandenong main street, before and after.



not only in providing a yardstick against which the success of RCD could be measured, but 
also in guiding the master planning that would be undertaken for central Dandenong.

There was, however, an even more important purpose of the consultation. It gave the 
project team an opportunity to interact with the community on the economic and market 
realities of central Dandenong as part of setting the vision, and on the steps that would need 
to be undertaken to achieve their vision.

Planning Certainty
A lack of planning certainty is one of the largest risks that developers (and potential tenants) 
face in deciding whether to develop – even in strong market locations. In challenging market 
locations such as Dandenong, a lack of planning certainty is even more lethal to development. 
Developers won’t bother: as was evident in the fact that developers had overlooked central 
Dandenong for the better part of 25 years.

Consequently, in an attempt to attract developers and their tenants to central Dandenong, 
it was necessary to make the planning process as procedurally certain as possible. This was 
not about accepting any development, regardless of its quality. It was about working with 
developers to ensure they put forward the best proposals they could and with a very clear 
understanding as to whether or not they’d receive their planning approvals.

In RCD, planning certainty was provided in a number of ways. 
 A comprehensive development zone (CDZ) was implemented within the RCD project area. 
 The Minister for Planning was made the Responsible Authority for major planning 

approvals within the RCD project area. Recommendations to the Minister came 
from a committee consisting of representation from Places Victoria, the CGD and 
Department of Planning and Community Development. 

 The master plan for central Dandenong and supporting design guidelines are 
outcome performance based, rather than prescriptive and support the development 
objectives of RCD. Having said this, they are also clear on those major elements of 
the master plan that cannot be changed. 

 A one-stop-shop for developers was introduced to enable pre-application discussions 
before developers spent money on consultants and lodged their planning applications. 

Supportive Infrastructure
The economic and market assessment investigations and the shared vision process identified 
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a number of infrastructure projects as being necessary to help central Dandenong achieve its 
economic and other objectives.

The infrastructure projects have essentially been about improving the amenity of central 
Dandenong and improving connections between various parts of the city. The biggest 
infrastructure project has been the reinvention of Dandenong’s main street, Lonsdale Street. 

In the 1970s and early 1980s, Lonsdale Street was the second or third most expensive 
retail property in Melbourne. Since those days, Lonsdale Street had become a fenced arterial 
through-route effectively cutting the city centre in half. With the national retailers fleeing to 
a new shopping centre on the edge of the city centre, Lonsdale Street became a haven of 
$2 shops, a traffic sewer with three-minute cycle times for pedestrian lights and a far cry 
from its destination status of the 1970s and early 1980s. The Lonsdale Street project was 
about returning Lonsdale Street back to a destination: knitting the two halves of the city back 
together, giving priority to pedestrians and making it a place where people want to spend time. 

If only to highlight the importance of the community consultation and ongoing community 
engagement in these projects, it’s pertinent to recount the story of one of the Lonsdale Street 
shopkeepers – I’ll call him Bert. When talking about the possibility of the Lonsdale Street 
project during initial community consultation, Bert defiantly stated that he would poison any 
tree placed in front of his shop – Bert’s rationale being that it would block the view of his shop 
to the cars travelling along Lonsdale Street. 

By the time the Lonsdale Street works were undertaken three years later and after numerous 
interactions with Bert about RCD, Bert was not only happy to have a tree in front of his shop but 
had independently called a Melbourne talk-back radio station in response to a previous caller’s 
concerns about the works. Not satisfied in stating that the previous caller didn’t know what 
they were talking about, Bert went on to proclaim the virtues of the works and that they would 
‘make Toorak look like a shanty town’. While you need to know Melbourne to understand the 
full force of this tongue-in-cheek statement, Bert’s independent act of third party endorsement 
at a crunch time of a project is a great validation of the importance of community engagement.

Seed/Catalyst Projects
As attractors of private sector investment, seed projects must be economically sustainable in 
their own right or else run the risk of hindering rather then helping the achievement of objectives. 

In the case of central Dandenong, the economic analysis determined it necessary 
to seed approximately 20,000m2 of government tenanted offices in addition to the 



infrastructure amenity improvements that were being undertaken. 
At this time, the Department of Human Services (DHS) was seeking to bring together 

its four separate tenancies across central Dandenong and upgrade its substandard client 
facilities into one new tenancy. Having acquired and amalgamated a parcel of land, Places 
Victoria then ran a public bid process to find a developer to purchase the site and lease the 
building to the government tenants. 

This process resulted in Grocon being selected as the successful developer in October 
2009. Grocon’s six green star Government Services Office (GSO) was officially opened in 
April 2012 and has started to redefine both the street and the skyline in central Dandenong. 
Together with much of the RCD infrastructure, the GSO has also started to help redefine 
Dandenong’s amenity and identity. Dandenong is now being discussed in urban design blogs 
and similar forums in which it has never been involved – all part of the important exercise of 
changing perceptions to overcome Dandenong’s stigma of being undesirable.

But not all seed projects have come to fruition. A major disappointment has been our 
inability to convince government of the need to support a substantial tertiary education 
project. While a number of business cases outlining the benefits to the relevant institution, 
local community and vitality of central Dandenong have been submitted, they have not 
received the necessary government support. 

Land Control
Any time government seeks to make land-use change at scale and in locations where the 
market does not currently participate, it is an extremely difficult task without having control 
over at least a portion of the land in question.

In the case of RCD, it was clear that land control would be necessary for two reasons. 
First, to deliver the necessary supportive infrastructure. And secondly, to ensure that sites of 
sufficient size were created to deliver the seed projects and facilitate delivery of the other 
private sector developments. The paucity of larger sites in central Dandenong made acquisition 
and amalgamation of land necessary, as this was something the private sector could not do.

In this context, the importance of prior community engagement once again shone 
through. Approximately 170 land titles from 120 owners have been acquired. Most were 
acquired through negotiation, while others through compulsory acquisition, but all without any 
meaningful adverse community reaction. 
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Managing Market Conditions
This guiding principle is essentially about having the right people running the project. People 
who can deal with the public and private sectors and manage the project so it can deal with 
the inevitable market cycles that will occur during its journey. 

While preparing the RCD business case in 2004–2005, the demise of Lehman Brothers 
and the Global Financial Crisis that occurred in late 2008 were not foreseen. Indeed, even at 
the start of the GSO bid process in early 2008 there was little indication of the credit crisis 
that was about to occur. Notwithstanding this scenario, an acceptable purchase price and rent 
was negotiated and Grocon obtained its finance for the GSO. The storm was weathered and 
development delivered.

While the Global Financial Crisis has had its impact, the following outcomes have been 
delivered in the project area in RCD’s first five years:

 a 22 per cent increase in dwellings
 800 new residents
 a 10 per cent increase in commercial office space
 more than $300m of private sector investment
 an increase of 700 jobs reversing a trend of job losses between 1996 and 2004
 an increase of approximately 30 per cent in patronage at Dandenong train station.2

As I trust this essay has made clear, I do not subscribe to the notion of ‘plan it/design it 
and they will come’. If infill and urban renewal were that easy, it would have been done by the 
private sector long ago. Even if a location is market ready, there are likely to be community and 
infrastructure factors that still make the infill or urban renewal task far more complex than an 
urban design or statutory planning exercise.

Nor am I arguing, however, that every infill or urban renewal project requires the amount 
of intervention and state support as the RCD project. As stated at the outset, the solutions for 
large-scale infill or urban renewal are context specific and will depend on a number of factors, 
with the suggested guiding principles to help think through the issues.

What all infill and urban renewal should involve, however, is:
 a grounding in economic and market reality;
 engagement with the community to ensure the two way flow of information regarding 

concerns, benefits and outcomes; and
 dedicated, knowledgeable people across government providing the required stewardship.

And with this, the ability to create a great place is there for the taking.

2 Statistics sourced from SGS Economics 
and Planning’s Dandenong Trend 
Report (October 2010).



Recent occurrences of long periods of severe drought conditions, heat wave conditions, and 
fluvial and pluvial flooding highlight the vulnerability of future cities and towns to the chronic 
and acute effects of climatic extremes. The effects of increasing urbanisation and urban density 
on urban water resources manifest into such questions as the capacity of a city’s natural 
water resources to support a growing population; the vulnerability of these natural resources to 
climate change and urban pollution; the institutional and community capacity for transformative 
change to become more resilient; and ultimately, the question of liveability of the city. 

The wicked problem we face in building water resilience in the face of increased climatic 
variability and uncertainty is many-fold. It is not exclusively about water: strategies and solutions 
for sustainable urban water management will need to be integrated into the city in an inter-
disciplinary manner in order to foster a higher degree of climate resilience in cities of the future.

Concepts of adaptive and integrated management approaches offer an alternative to the 
traditional urban water regime, providing insights into some of the governance factors likely to 
support more sustainable and resilient practices. Sustainable urban water management regimes 
would emphasise a systems approach whereby interconnections between the management of 
each of the water streams and other related urban water governance functions such as land-
use planning, urban design, infrastructure delivery and maintenance, project financing would 
deliver and protect multiple benefits. They would also be adaptive and ready to respond to 
unanticipated outcomes by being prepared for multiple potential future conditions. Therefore, 
investing in a level of strategic redundancy would be part of a resilient system.

Integrated Water Cycle Management (IWCM) & Water Sensitive Urban Design
The emerging practice of IWCM has focussed on the integration of the various ‘silos’ of water 
management and land use in a more generic system encompassing water governance and 
infrastructure. This integrated water management approach can be expanded to include the 
integration of urban water infrastructure into the urban built form (including urban landscapes) 
that harnesses its potential in promoting many of the intangible attributes of urban liveability.

IWCM involves urban water planning and infrastructure investment to protect, maintain 
and enhance the ‘multiple’ benefits and services of the total urban water cycle that are highly 
valued by society. These benefits include1 water supply security; public health protection; 
flood protection; waterway health protection; supporting public amenity and recreation; 
carbon neutrality; economic vitality; intra- and inter-generational equity; and demonstrable 
long-term environmental sustainability. Urban water management strategies that best protect 
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and enhance the full suite of values and benefits from a total water cycle perspective are likely 
to result in more resilient solutions over the longer term. 

The way we manage urban water influences almost every aspect of our urban environment 
and quality of life. Community values and the aspirations of urban places govern urban 
planning and design decisions and therefore urban water management practices. The practice 
of Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) is the integrative process, whereas Water Sensitive 
Cities are the outcome.2 In most instances, the practice of WSUD will invariably encapsulate 
the principles of IWCM while the reverse may not always be the case.

Water Sensitive Cities, in which urban water cycles are designed and managed as 
integrated systems enmeshed with urban design and communities, form an important niche 
within this vision for ‘cities of the future’. Wong and Brown3 outlined three key principles of 
practice underpinning water sensitive cities as: 

 Cities as Water Supply Catchments: meaning accessing a portfolio of alternative 
water sources through a diversity of supply scales. 

 Cities Providing Ecosystem Services: meaning the built environment functions to 
supplement and support the function of the natural environment.

 Cities Comprising Water Sensitive Communities: meaning socio-political capital for 
sustainability exists and citizens’ decision-making and behaviour are water sensitive.

Envisioning Water Sensitive Australian Cities
Future water sensitive cities are envisioned to be resilient, liveable, productive and sustainable. 
They efficiently use the diversity of water resources available within towns and cities; enhance 
and protect the health of urban waterways and wetlands; and mitigate against flood risk and 
damage. They also create public spaces and green infrastructure that harvest, clean and recycle 
water, increase biodiversity, support carbon sequestration and reduce urban heat island effects. 

Attributes defining the liveability of cities are complex, highly subjective and encapsulate 
many considerations well beyond that of urban water management. Nevertheless, the role and 
contribution of water, its management, use and interactions with the environment, to the liveability 
of cities should be recognised and facilitated. It is envisaged by Wong et al.4 that there are at 
least eight measures of urban liveability that are influenced by the way urban water management 
and services are delivered. These are water supply security; clean and healthy water environment; 
flood protection; a low carbon future; urban design strategies around water; mitigating urban 
heat; supporting quality public spaces; and supporting urban productive landscapes.

1 Monash University submission to 
Parliamentary Inquiry into Melbourne’s 
Future Water Supply, 28th August 
2008, http://www.watersensitivecities.
org.au/wp-content/uploads/monash-
submission_melb-future-waters.pdf.

2 Wong T.H.F. (Ed.), Allen R., Beringer J., 
Brown R.R., Deletic A., Fletcher T.D., 
Gangadharan L., Gernjak W., Jakob 
C., O’Loan, T, Reeder M., Tapper N. 
and Walsh C., (2012), blueprint2012 
– Stormwater Management in a 
Water Sensitive City. Centre for Water 
Sensitive Cities, Melbourne, Australia.

3 Wong, T., and Brown, R., (2009). 
The Water Sensitive City, Principles 
for Practice, Water Science and 
Technology, 60:3, pp. 673-682.

4 Wong, T., Allen, R., Brown, R., Deletic, 
A., Griggs, D., Hodyl, L., McIIrath, 
B., Montebello, T., Smith, L., (2011), 
Transitioning to a resilient, liveable 
and sustainable greater Melbourne 
(localised case studies), report 
prepared for the Living Victoria 
Ministerial Advisory Council.

Stormwater outlet off the coast of Perth. 
(Photo by Margaret Grose)
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for ready access to stormwater and local recycled water. The increased distributed greening of 
the urban environment will also contribute to the mitigation of urban heat, improve the human 
thermal comfort of local communities, and increase the biodiversity of the urban environment. 

Contemporary approaches to stormwater management in built-up areas will include vertical 
greenscapes, localised ‘pocket’ parklands and streetscapes for improvement of stormwater 
quality for harvesting and environmental protection of urban waterways. These features will also 
deliver the many liveability outcomes and, more importantly, complement existing drainage 
infrastructure to avoid expensive system augmentation to support urban consolidation. 

The urban water sector has an important role in fostering the necessary transformative 
institutional change required to create more resilient cities. Incorporating decentralised 
technologies and practices alongside the conventional large-scale, centralised infrastructure, 
will require a new level of engagement with a variety of different stakeholders. Collective 
risk ownership amongst all stakeholders will need to be fostered as will an agreed level of 
service based on local context and community needs. Co-governance and co-design practice 
will emerge involving partnerships between water utilities and local government in strategic 
and structural planning of urban environments; partnerships across sectors of government 
(e.g. energy, health, planning, environment); and partnerships with the community in the 
governance, design and operation of water infrastructure.

Traditional finance models predicated on discounted cash flows (DCF) and standard net 
present value (NPV) structures fail to adequately capture the multiple benefits associated with 
urban water management and urban liveability. Expediting a transition to water sensitive cities 
will require explicit policy attention towards the economic value of urban water infrastructure 
and water reuse benefits; identifying decision-support frameworks for policy makers; and an 
understanding of current governance strategies.

With increasing urban densities, public spaces will take on higher prominence as essential 
features of public amenities. Water can be used as an essential element of place making, 
both from maintaining/enhancing the environmental values of surrounding waterways and in 
the amenity and cultural connection of the place. Public art features within the many water 
sensitive precincts can be designed to highlight the communities’ relationship with water, to 
espouse the ‘values of water’ and to continue to raise community awareness and encourage 
participation in future planning and decision making for urban water management.

Water Supply and Sewerage Services
A combination of water conservation through water efficiency measures and potable water 
substitution with alternative water sources for non-drinking purposes will provide the change 
required in reducing domestic water consumption of drinking water. Future resilient cities would 
secure their water supply through investment in a diversity of water sources underpinned by a 
range of centralised and decentralised infrastructure. Future water supply schemes will have 
the flexibility to access a ‘portfolio’ of water sources at optimal value and with least impact 
on rural and environmental water needs. System augmentation of existing infrastructure are 
decentralised to optimise the liveability benefits to the community and can be delivered within 
a timeframe that is synchronous with the rate of urban development and at a cost significantly 
lower than traditional water supply alternatives.

Future sewage treatment plants will be facilities for recovery of resources including 
energy, water and nutrients. Water recovery technologies are well developed and energy 
recovery technologies are advancing. Emerging research efforts are directed at phosphorus 
and potassium recovery to overcome imminent global peak production of phosphorus and 
potassium. Localised recycling of sewage linked to local productive landscapes is perhaps 
the simplest form of resource recovery (water and nutrients) from a city’s sewerage system.

Urban Stormwater Management 
Stormwater treatment is a fundamental pre-cursor to its management as an important 
source of water supply. Stormwater runoff is generated across distributed areas and therefore 
presents the best opportunity for green infrastructure to be distributed throughout the urban 
area for effective realisation of the multiple beneficial outcomes related to urban liveability.

New infrastructure investments in greenfield developments will present the opportunity 
to redefine the provision of stormwater management services that encapsulates the many 
attributes associated with WSUD. With contemporary approaches, stormwater runoff will 
be detained and treated on site with vegetated systems and, through a combination of 
stormwater harvesting and infiltration, managed to preserve key hydrological and water quality 
characteristics supporting the health of urban rivers and creeks. 

Future urban forms will be defined by a network of ‘green and blue corridors’ of open 
spaces as an integral element of the city’s stormwater infrastructure. These corridors cleanse 
urban stormwater through vegetated treatment systems, detain and convey flood waters, and 
consist of productive landscapes, which are themselves intrinsically linked to the opportunities 
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environmental significance; strengthening networks between capital cities and major regional 
centres; sequenced and evidence-based land release and an appropriate balance of infill and 
greenfields development; and encouraging world-class urban design and architecture. 

The review found that, whilst many of the issues were well addressed, none of the 
capital city strategic planning systems were wholly consistent with all of the agreed criteria. 
It expressed concern that, when it came to addressing nationally significant policy issues, a 
number of vital issues had not been adequately addressed including demographic change, 
housing affordability and social inclusion. 

The question remains as to whether the eight capital city planning systems, and those of 
the major regional cities such as Newcastle, Geelong, Wollongong, the Gold Coast and others, 
fully consider Australia’s long-term future as a whole.

If we are to properly address how Australian cities will be shaped then these strategic 
issues need to be addressed at a national, regional and local level. It is not simply a case 
of one body working alone: it takes the combined efforts of all three levels of government, 
working with business, academia and the community, to provide the strategic planning, 
implementation, review and reforms required. 

One particular criterion of the COAG cities review, to encourage world-class urban design and 
architecture, provides an example of the Australian Government working in collaboration with 
peak community and industry organisations, state, territory and local governments. 

Creating Places for People – an urban design protocol for Australian cities is a web-based 
tool (www.urbandesign.gov.au) that establishes 12 broadly agreed principles for quality urban 
places in the Australian context. These principles are intended to be applied to any project 
or location – whether in a large capital city, regional centre or rural town. The aim is ‘to create 
productive, sustainable and liveable places for people through leadership and the integration 
of design excellence’.2 It recognises that urban design is both a process and an outcome. It 
has four principles about process, and eight principles about the characteristics or outcomes 
that urban design is aiming to achieve.

The Urban Design Protocol is currently championed by forty organisations including several 
Australian government agencies, state and territory governments, the Australian Local Government 
Association, the Council of Capital City Lord Mayors, National Growth Areas Alliance, several 
local governments, the Planning Institute of Australia, Australian Institute of Architects, Australian 
Institute of Landscape Architects, Green Building Council, Australian Green Infrastructure Council, 
Property Council of Australia, Consult Australia, National Heart Foundation, Water Services 
Association, and a range of academic institutions and private organisations. 

The principles of the protocol have been incorporated into the Australian Green Infrastructure 
Council’s Infrastructure Sustainability rating tool and the Green Building Council of Australia’s 
Green Star-Communities rating tool. A number of state and local governments have also started 
to incorporate the protocol into their practices, guidelines and planning instruments.

As a model for how these disparate bodies can work together, the Urban Design Protocol is 
a good start. Its future success will be influenced by whether the protocol remains relevant, and 
is supported by its champions into the future.

1 COAG Communiqué, 7 December 2009, 
item 4.

2 Australian Government, 2011, Creating 
Places For People – an urban design 
protocol for Australian cities, p. 7.

Currently, at a national level, there is much activity underway to increase our understanding of 
urban systems and thereby improve the way we plan, design, build and govern our major cities. 

By mid 2012 we had a national objective on the strategic planning of our eight capital 
cities agreed by the Council of Australian Governments (COAG), a National Urban Policy, an 
Urban Design Protocol, annual reports on the State of Australian Cities, and a National Ports 
Strategy. Progress was also being made on an active travel policy, a national land freight 
strategy and a feasibility study on high-speed rail linking the main cities of the east coast.

The challenges we’re grappling with at a national level are significant: a growing and ageing 
population; inadequate housing supply and pressure on housing and living affordability; urban 
transport congestion; the implications of increased globalisation; uncertainties about how to deal 
with climate change; and pressures on our environment from increasing wealth and consumption. 

In May 2011 the Australian Government released Our Cities, Our Future: a national urban 
policy for a productive, sustainable and liveable future (www.majorcities.gov.au). It was the first 
time that an Australian Government had outlined its overarching goals for the nation’s cities and 
what role the government plays in making cities more productive, sustainable and liveable.

Our Cities, Our Future focused on the 18 major cities with populations over 100,000. It 
recognised the role of state, territory and local governments, the private sector and individuals, 
in planning, managing and investing in cities to ensure their prosperity into the future. It also 
acknowledged that the Australian Government makes decisions that have an impact on urban 
Australia, and that it could facilitate better outcomes in our cities in its direct investments and 
through influencing the actions of others. 

The importance of the cities agenda was also recognised by COAG, which is comprised of 
the Prime Minister, State Premiers, Territory Chief Ministers and the President of the Australian 
Local Government Association. COAG agreed to a reform objective ‘to ensure Australian cities 
are globally competitive, productive, sustainable, liveable, socially inclusive and well placed to 
meet future challenges and growth.’1

The COAG Reform Council was tasked to independently review the consistency of capital 
city strategic planning systems against nine criteria which included: providing future-oriented 
plans for up to 30 years; providing for nationally significant infrastructure such as transport 
corridors, international gateways, major communications and utilities infrastructure, and 
reservation of lands to support future expansion; addressing nationally-significant policy issues 
such as population growth, global competitiveness, climate change, connectivity of people 
to jobs, social inclusion, health and wellbeing, housing affordability, and matters of national 
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The future of urbanisation in Australia will not be ‘Made in Australia’. The history of urbanisation 
in Australia has been dictated by public and private investment, which has driven colonisation, 
federation, resource extraction from the 1850s and defence of the Australian land mass. 
The wartime Curtin government recognised our need to grow in its famous ‘Populate or 
Perish’ policy, aimed at populating Australia; while the motor of growth in Australia is now 
Asia.  Australia’s economic growth in Asia is being driven by free-trade agreements (ASEAN, 
Thailand) plus those under negotiation (China, Japan, Korea, Malaysia), proximity to Asia and 
the weight of international trade, which is flowing through Asia, which accommodates 13 of 
the top 20 container ports in the world (see table opposite). Because of the small, open 
nature of the Australian economy, growth in Gross Domestic Product has driven growth in 
population. The population growth question rings true not only on an Australia-wide basis, but 
also on a state-by-state basis. For example in the period 2006 to 2011, the fast growth states 
have been resource rich. Population growth follows growth in Gross State Product or in other 
words, follows the money.

Australia’s economic booms (and busts) have all been resource driven or induced with 
the exception of the Great Depression in the 1930s and 2008 Global Financial Crisis. This 
includes the 1860s, 1890s, 1970s, the 1990s and the 2000s. Australia’s urbanised form is 
simply derived from trade, i.e. port cities. Resource booms (Kalgoorlie, Ballarat, Pilbara etc.) 
accentuated economic growth based on the sheep’s back. 

The suburbanisation of Australia began in the 1920s and accelerated in the 1950s 
‘Populate or Perish’ era as a result of economic cooperation between the public and private 
sectors. The production of the first Australian Holden in 1948 is one example of government 
support of manufacturing at that time. As national wealth grew it supported the growth of post-
war population homeowners in new suburbs, corporate house builders such as A.V. Jennings 
emerged and perfected the ‘Australian Dream’. The public and private sector supported 
demand, which underpinned the emerging institutional framework in Australia. For example, 
AV Jennings became the foundation town builder in the Pilbara, utilising capital and expertise 
developed in suburban Australia. 

From World War II until the idea of economic growth in Australia being ‘good’ was challenged 
in the 1970s, a symbiotic relationship existed between urbanisation and capital investment 
both private and public. The twin ideas of ‘slum abolition’ and major private investment in 
master planned communities, were challenged by growth sceptics (as seen in the books 
The Limits to Growth, Club of Rome, etc.) supported by a fast-growing academia in planning 

1 Source: The Journal of Commerce, 
August 23–30, 2010 edition, The 
Alphaliner Weekly, Issue 14, 2011, 
World Shipping Council (2011).

RANK PORT COUNTRY VOLUME 2010  
(million-TEUS)

VOLUME 2011  
(million-TEUS)

GROWTH  
10-11

1 Shanghai China 29.07 31.74 9.18%

2 Singapore Singapore 28.43 29.94 5.31%

3 Hong Kong China 23.7 24.38 2.87%

4 Shenzhen China 22.51 22.57 0.27%

5 Busan South Korea 14.18 16.17 14.03%

6 Ningbo-Zhoushan China 13.14 14.72 12.02%

7 Guangzhou Harbour China 12.55 14.26 13.63%

8 Qingdao China 12.01 13.02 8.41%

9 Jebel Ali United Arab Emirates 11.6 13.01 12.16%

10 Rotterdam Netherlands 11.14 11.88 6.64%

11 Tianjin China 10.08 11.59 14.98%

12 Kaohsiung Taiwan 9.18 9.64 5.01%

13 Port Kelang Malaysia 8.87 9.6 8.23%

14 Hamburg Germany 7.91 9.04 14.29%

15 Antwerp Belgium 8.47 8.66 2.24%

16 Los Angeles U.S.A. 7.83 7.94 1.40%

17 Keihin Ports Japan 7.48 7.64 2.14%

18 Tanjung Pelepas Malaysia 6.47 7.5 15.92%

19 Xiamen China 5.82 6.47 11.17%

20 Dalian China 5.24 6.4 22.14%
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schools (with British origins and British values) and a fast-growing federal bureaucracy in 
Canberra focused on planning and slowing urbanisation, which it believed (and still believes, 
hence the Major Cities Unit, Capital City Development Guidelines, Infrastructure Australia and 
federal EPA) was ‘out of control’. For the first time in Australian history the idea that money 
should not be followed was challenged.

Proponents of anti-growth strategies (population and economic) for Australia believed that 
the nexus between social harmony and environmental integrity were fundamentally broken by 
increasing urbanisation in Australia and the ‘opening up’ and regionalising of Australia.

The insular and highly protected Australian economy envisioned by anti-growth 
proponents struggled through the opening up of the Australian economy in the 1980s (i.e. 
floating the Australian dollar, reducing tariffs, etc.), causing the recession we ‘had to have’ 
in the early 1990s. Net overseas migration stalled due to high levels of unemployment, 
and the ‘anti growth’ movement pushed inquiries into population (1990–93, 2008–2010), 
devising Malthusian concepts of carrying capacity, installing urban growth boundaries and 
insisting on a federal EPA Act, which overrode state legislation and began the debate on 
climate change. The environmental movement began to flex its muscle and by the time the 
Rudd Labor government was swept to power in 2007 the money trail was becoming less 
clear. Almost every state government was Labor run and successive states instituted layers 
of environmental legislation, renewable energy targets, dramatically reduced levels of land 
supply and fringe metropolitan infrastructure provision. The theme of urban and regional 
‘consolidation’ was redirecting the money trail to build European cities to host increasing 
numbers of international tourists and students just as the Global Financial Crisis and peak 
of the latest commodities boom hit in 2008.

The ‘anti-growth’ segment had tapped the Australian psyche to the point where many in 
the community (particularly in NSW, Victoria, Tasmania and the ACT) had a clear anti-growth 
disposition. As the commodity boom of the early 2000s emerged the critical differences 
between the resource rich states (WA, QLD, NT and SA) and the service sector states emerged.  
This was reflected in steep increases in private fixed capital investment in the resource rich 
states (see table opposite).

The 1980s and 1990s are the key to understanding future capital flows in Australia and 
hence where to follow the money. The Australian Stock Exchange was created in 1987 followed 
by the Futures Exchange. The Australian economy careered out of control in 1990 resulting in 
inflation of 17 per cent, interest rates of 12 per cent and unemployment of 10 per cent – as 

2 Australian National Accounts, ABS June 
2012; Macroplan Dimasi 2012.
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the residential housing boom of the late 1980s dissipated. The money in the 1980s followed 
the growth and restructure of capital cities as major building and construction companies 
emerged and the fledgling real estate investment trust sector emerged. Institutional and 
corporate funding searched for high returns and low risks, i.e. suburban and central city 
investment locations. Firms like Civil and Civic and Westfield flourished, however the recession 
in the early 1990s wiped out much of the second tier of the property development industry.

The money trail was re-established after the election of the Howard Government in 1996 
and the subsequent independence of the RBA was established in 1996 with an inflation 
target of 2–3 per cent. Institutional investment in Australian property and the stock exchange 
began in earnest fuelled by banking deregulation. This resulted in the longest sustained boom 
in residential property in Australian history. Suburban and CBD Australia was ignited (i.e. 
demand) at a time when the environmental movement was at its peak (i.e. reduced supply) 
resulting in Australia having the highest residential housing prices in the world. Again, the 
boom increased population growth to the fastest rate in decades as net overseas migration 
surged to over 300,000 persons per annum in 2008 to meet employment requirements. 
Shortly after that, however, the Global Financial Crisis (i.e. post 2008) temporarily broke the 
nexus between growth in GDP and Net Overseas Migration.

What have we learned?
The future of Australia is not controlled by Australia. Globalisation in trade together with 
increasing wealth and demand for resources in Asia, China and India in particular will put 
Australia at the epicentre of world growth until at least 2030. The growing middle classes of 
the world (see map opposite) are on our doorstep. HSBC has forecast Australia’s trade growth 
to be second only to that of China over the next five years (at 7.7 per cent p.a. compounding). 
The size of the Australian economy is forecast to almost double by 2020 and this will bring a 
new money trail and new map of Australia, based on its role and function in a global network 
of spaces and places. 

Asian Australia (WA, NT & QLD) will invent itself as a new place, fragmenting from the 
anachronistic port cities of Melbourne and Sydney. New ports and airports are planned as new 
gateways and new freight and logistics hubs will emerge from Perth to Darwin and throughout 
Queensland. The mid-west, Pilbara, Kimberley and Northern Territory economies are integrating 
and major corporate headquarters of resources companies are increasingly relocating to Perth 
(BHP Billiton, Rio Tinto, Chevron, etc.). Growth and development in Australia has continued to 
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follow the money. Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane are becoming fundamentally connected 
by freight and logistics (half of all road freight in Australia moves between Melbourne and 
Sydney) and in the future, new airports, ports, fast rail and freeways will see the functional 
integration of the Eastern Seaboard.

Very little has been learned. The federal government has not only failed to plan and invest 
but has actively reduced levels of infrastructure funding and reduced the allocation of funding 
to locations securing major increases in private fixed capital expenditure (e.g. WA). Regional 
Australia has seen reduced levels of infrastructure funding as the federal government has 
focused on capital cities and major cities and marginal electorates (see map opposite). The 
benefits of the resources boom will not be fully realised or shared. Resources development 
is not and will not be planned. The coming boom in agriculture and food production has not 
yet been considered. Political and academic Australia have not learned where the money 
is and that the growth and development of Australia will continue to follow the money. As 
Australia hurtles towards full global integration, increasing levels of net overseas migration and 
increasing levels of international investment the nation will still be navel-gazing over the need 
for infrastructure planning and funding and the need to take a holistic approach to economic 
and environmental planning. 

Nowhere is this fact better exemplified than in the inability in Australia to agree on 
future population levels or targets. For example, current federal government population 
forecasts made by Treasury (Intergenerational Report 3, 2010) indicate an Australian 
population of 36 million by 2050. This is based on the (unlikely) assumption that average 
Gross Domestic Product growth will reduce to 2.3 per cent p.a. on average from 3.4 per 
cent p.a. from 1990–91 to 2008–09. The population of Australia is likely to exceed 40 
million by 2050 (i.e. in excess of the ABS A Series projection), which almost doubles the 
Australian population in 40 years.

Given the confluence of factors driving world trade, aging of the Australian population, 
Australian resource wealth and the coming Asian century it is more than plausible that 
Australia’s population will reach 60 million well before 2100.
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In his wholesale damnation of Australian urbanism, Robin Boyd drew specific attention to 
Melbourne’s contrasting cheek by jowl urban juxtapositions, describing them as a ‘dressmaker’s 
floor strewn with the snippings of style’. His tome, ‘The Australian Ugliness’ (TAU)1 has long 
served as a mantra for those who would have us believe in the inferiority of the Australian 
urban sensibility. Boyd’s unbridled invective literally demolished its status by lambasting the 
quality of our handicrafts, the design of our furniture, our interiors and our built environment, 
fostering a sense of national inferiority about who we are. It also bestowed a counterfeit elitism 
on those who regaled in disparaging Australian urban sensibility in the half century since the 
publication of TAU.

Yes, Australian cities are eclectic admixtures of many architectural orthodoxies and styles 
but now, a half century since Boyd published his tome, the discordant eclecticism Australian 
cities embody appears more like a natural consequence of our social and political history than 
an inferior urbanism. Indeed from a socially historic perspective, the cacophony of materials, 
colours, shapes, sizes and styles that so offended Boyd can now be seen as a vital expression 
of an open, pluralist and populist culture. 

New urbanists, heritage trusts and local authorities who, like Boyd, would prefer our cities 
prescribe to regulated aesthetic principles, needn’t worry. 

As I hope to demonstrate with the research project documented here, Australian cities 
can, and I think should, become even more diverse in their architectural form to absorb the 
new typologies of our changing demographics and the innovative typologies of sustainability 
that are now required. 

The metaphor that equates the city to a book written in stone invites us to re-evaluate 
our ‘urban writing’ recognising the palimpsest that each generation layers on our urban fabric. 
Contemporary ‘urban writings’ must therefore reinterpret the ‘dressmaker’s floor’ affirmatively 
with an urbanism unbridled by the outdated aesthetic idylls and compromises that our 
planning policies now embody. 

To demonstrate this I selected some of Melbourne’s most historic streetscapes that 
are subject to stringent heritage overlays for my analysis. My instruction to students was to 
deliberately ignore the heritage regulation so as to create progressive visions that would serve 
the burgeoning public demand for accommodation in the area, thereby enabling more people 
to take advantage of the abundant infrastructure the precinct offers. 

The results illustrated in the montaged streetscapes that follow have been organised such 
that you may decide for yourself by making comparisons between the middle, top and bottom 

1 Boyd, R., (1961) The Australian 
Ugliness, The Hawthorn Press, 
Melbourne, p. 34.

WOOLWORTHS 249–55 SMITH STREET FITZROY 
The absurdity of planning compromise in trying to serve history,  
the present and future equally, blights all three.
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rows. The rows represent three versions of the same streetscapes vertically juxtaposing the 
existing one with speculations on what might have become in diametrically different regulatory 
environments above and below. 

The selected streetscapes are from Melbourne’s oldest suburb, Fitzroy circumscribing its 
main streets comprising Brunswick, Johnston, Smith and Gertrude Streets. These comprise 
approximately three kilometres of different architectural expressions dating from the Victorian 
era to the present. The variegation of the existing streetscapes challenges their description in 
the South Fitzroy Conservation Study, which describes them as of the most historically intact 
in Victoria.

On the evidence of their construction from 1850 to 1901, six of the seven buildings 
comprising the block at 174–92 Brunswick Street, between King William and Moor Streets, can 
be described as Victorian and therefore ‘of a predominantly 19th century character’, (as they are 
in their heritage assessments), yet their formal and stylistic character is anything but consistent.

The former National Hotel at number 174 on the Condell Street corner, anticipates its 
own continuation in the corbelling of its upper storey facade. Contrary to this anticipated 
continuation, the diminutive former Ballarat Hotel was constructed next door. Beside it, 
stretching from numbers 178–82, two single and one double-fronted two-storey terraces 
were constructed in substantially pared down versions of the Victorian idiom. These abut a 
considerably more decorative three storey Victorian building at 174–84 Brunswick Street. 
Ironically, the most dominant, a postwar industrial building comprising one third of the block 
located at 188–92 Brunswick Street, is designated as non-contributory.

Appreciating this location in the main street of Melbourne’s oldest suburb, gives one a 
measure of how conservation overlays apply. In the ‘South Fitzroy Heritage Study’ the precinct 
is described as having more ‘documented buildings by prominent architects of the 1850s and 
1860s than any other locality in Victoria, other than central Melbourne’ suggesting a prevailing 
consistency and intactness. Aside from Gertrude Street which is the exception rather than the 
rule, these streetscapes are demonstrably variegated, more like a version of ‘urban jazz’, a 
continuity of ‘architectural samples’ or a ‘dressmaker’s floor strewn with the snippings of style’ 
than of ‘a predominantly Victorian character’.

Two rows of simulations illustrated in the top and bottom rows (pages 286–89) are 
separated by a middle row of existing streetscapes enabling direct comparisons. Here the viewer 
is invited to speculate on visions of what our heritage might have constituted in the bottom row, 
had regulation been more stringent enforcing a Victorian version of Neighbourhood Character 

AUSTRALIAN URBAN CHARACTER 174–92 BRUNSWICK STREET FITZROY 
TOP New World Urbanism Existing Streetscape 2011. 
BOTTOM Taking the “best type” and repeating it over a city block, these 
entirely consistent streetscapes are reminiscent of the most austere of 
European precincts.



Policy. In the top row the simulations assume a far more liberal regulatory environment. The 
idiosyncrasies here were consequent of their multiple authorships. Collaged by seven RMIT 
University students of different skill levels at different stages of their scholarship, they were 
encouraged to respond to the high residential demand in the area by ignoring planning 
regulation. The results are streetscapes of their preferred ‘snippings of style’. 

These simulations were calculated to promote urban contrasts, a ‘violence of artistic 
conflict’ using Boyd’s florid description, to test the validity of neighbourhood character policy 
against the urban preferences of the exhibition audience. Being predominantly architectural 
it was not surprising to find that most preferred the improvisation of the top row. These 
simulations prompt a re-evaluation of ‘the dressmaker’s floor’, in terms of its urban generative 
possibilities vis-a-vis neighbourhood character policy, which limits possibilities by preserving 
nostalgia for the past at the expense of the future.

Boyd may have respected the ambition of the planning process in its role as moderator of 
the ‘dressmaker’s floor’, however there is no doubt he would have savaged its results with his 
razor wit. Planning regulation has shaped a new genre of architectures that look like deformed 
caricatures of urban correctness; a species of thalidomide architecture that frustrates urban 
zeitgeist producing an urban in-between-ism that offers little of cultural value to the public 
realm. The tragedy of compromise that preferred neighbourhood character policy fosters has 
spread through the planning system like a virus. It is now being adopted for middle and outer 
suburban contexts comprising the recent architectural genres of sprawl.

The English planning ideology we have inherited fails the reality of Australian urbanism 
since it has been developed for different cultures and urban histories that predate 
industrialisation. Our history is but a small fraction of the content and the volume of European 
urbanism and this condition of relatively limited historic resource seems to have prompted an 
over exuberance in the retention of the little we have at the expense of both new architectures 
and those retained.

Given the challenges our cities now face the ‘dressmaker’s floor’ might be considered as 
a blessing in disguise since it is a far more absorbent urbanism. It accepts the aesthetics of 
the varying typologies and urban expressions that embody the technological innovations of 
modern construction and sustainable architecture far more readily than the historic cityscapes 
of European urbanism. 

Bridling emergent urban design with the obligation to respect neighbourhood characters 
developed for the 19th century and postwar cultural context is a regressive practice that 
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shadows the future. In fostering the vitality of our cities the prime objective of planning policy 
should be to let our culture breathe by encouraging progressive cultural expressions now. 
It is therefore time we discard TAU as a national brand, remove repressive neighbourhood 
character provisions and recalibrate our derivative planning policies, which promote the 
‘urban muzak’ of compromise, with progressive ones that place a far greater emphasis on the 
possibilities of the future.

PHOTOGRAPHY & PHOTOMONTAGE GRAPHICS 
Gollings Photography: Photography, IT & Printing, Emery Studio: Graphic design collages.

PHOTOMONTAGES BY RMIT STUDENTS 
Owen Castley, Mathew Cosoleto, Jack Crocker, Zenas Deng, David Kenny, Harry Nguyen, Jacqueline O’Brien.

IMAGE PRODUCTION & EXHIBITION SPONSORS 
ARM Architecture, Charles Rose Fine Jewellery Since 1923, Fender Katsalidis Architects, Gollings Photography, Grace Darling Hotel, Jackson 
Clements Burrows, John Wardle Architects, Katsieris Origami, Lovell Chen Architects & Heritage Consultants, Lyons, McBride Charles Ryan, 
Nelson Alexander Real Estate Agents, Peter Elliot Architecture & Urban Design, Pin Up Project Space, Rijavec Architecture, RMIT Architecture, 
Two4k audio design.
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top rows simulations of what might become in a more relaxed planning environment. 
middle rows existing streetscape 2011. 
bottom rows What might have become if contemporary planning regulations had been 
enforced since the Victorian era.
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To meet the challenges of population growth in an era of climate change and ecological limits, 
our cities will increasingly be submitted to programs of urban reform. This will involve new and 
innovative development approaches, as well as the physical transformation of established 
urban areas and their accompanying built-form typologies. Australia’s suburbs, which comprise 
the majority of our metropolitan regions, present the greatest challenge in this context.

Compared to higher density inner-city areas and new outer suburbs, the post-war 
middle-ring regions of our cities are characterised by larger allotment sizes and less 
housing variety. The dominant dwelling form is the detached house, representing a nominal 
density of around 10 dwellings per hectare. Well serviced by employment opportunities, 
education and amenity, the middle suburbs still symbolise for many, Australia’s aspiration 
for a clean, uncongested, safe ‘home’. 

While community attachment to these locations needs to be respected, the middle 
suburbs also represent our greatest challenge for successful urban transitioning. With variable 
levels of access to public transport, much of the low density and dispersed fabric is highly car 
dependent. The ageing housing stock, building systems and infrastructure are environmentally 
inefficient and the large, well-serviced land parcels represent under-utilised assets in terms of 
both density targets and capital investment. In short, significant areas of the middle suburbs 
are in need of physical, technological and environmental upgrade as part of our transition 
to more sustainable cities. Yet very few regeneration strategies have been proposed within 
these zones. Uncertain planning processes, high levels of community resistance and low levels 
of development viability are significant among the many impediments to sustainable urban 
change. Charged with accommodating population growth within existing urban boundaries, 
current planning frameworks respond by promoting intensification in strategic locations 
around local activity centres and transport corridors. These strategies do not address the 
regeneration of the intervening suburban form. 

In reality, high levels of redevelopment activity are occurring in the middle suburbs, however 
it is somewhat unregulated and piecemeal. A recent study1 completed in the City of Monash 
between 2002 and 2006 revealed that 98 per cent of redevelopment across the entire Local 
Government Area during this period was housing infill comprising 2–7 dwellings. The projects 
were broadly distributed across the LGA and, significantly, 80 per cent of the new housing 
generated was more than 800 m from a nominated Activity Centre. The study demonstrated 
that the redevelopment undertaken in this middle suburban location was not driven by 
current planning strategies for intensification around transport or Activity Centres; rather, it 

1 Phan, T., J. Peterson & S. Chandra, 
(2008) Urban Infill: Extent and 
Implications in The City of Monash, 
People and Place, vol. 16, no. 4, pp. 
23–31.

INFILL PRECINCT REDEVELOPMENT  
Sustainable regeneration of the middle suburbs.
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was related to the size of land assets and the age of housing stock. The more likely scenario 
for the scattered pattern of infill projects is that small owner-builders are redeveloping private 
land holdings as profitable opportunities are presented. This is indicative of redevelopment 
patterns across several middle-suburban areas throughout the country. 

This type of informal redevelopment is of inadequate density or quality to contribute to 
the sustainable transformation of our cities and, in fact, limit future opportunities for urban 
regeneration. The cost obstacles implicit in large-scale, intensive redevelopment and the 
proliferation of small-scale, profit-driven infill projects points to questions around the viability 
of, and market demand for, higher density housing models in the middle suburbs. 

The Australian city is now characterised by two divergent forms of redevelopment: high 
rise, high-density apartments that can generate adequate profit, usually in areas of higher 
land value; and small scale, low-density infill that avoids unnecessary risk, including design 
and performance innovations. Higher density housing alternatives are required if we are to 
achieve effective intensification of established middle suburbs. New design and development 
models must be able to respond to price drivers, housing needs and location preferences of 
contemporary society. 

If informal redevelopment currently taking place in the middle suburbs could be 
coordinated in an overall precinct approach, significant advantages would ensue. Rather than 
redeveloping individual lots in a piecemeal manner, a number of projects could be assembled 
and strategically managed to achieve more sustainable built outcomes. Through appropriate 
design and delivery models, infill precincts could increase housing diversity and density and 
improve the social and environmental performance of redevelopment in the middle suburbs. 
An investigation led by Newton, Murray and Wakefield for AHURI2 considered alternative 
approaches to a range of consolidated, dispersed and hybrid greyfield precincts3 models 
based on current infill redevelopment patterns. Significantly, the project proposed that even a 
series of non-contiguous, dispersed allotments, redeveloped by a single entity as a precinct, 
could achieve considerable advantages. 

The diversity of building forms and flexible dwelling designs made possible through an infill 
precinct approach could accommodate a broader range of household types and occupations 
and respond to societal shifts emerging in pressured housing and rental markets. This might 
include multi-generational families, home offices, shared ownership or leasing options. This is 
particularly pertinent in relation to the ‘baby-boomer’ cohort who, as homeowners approaching 
retirement, look for more equitable opportunities to downsize, relocate in place and still retain 

2 Newton, P., S. Murray, R. Wakefield, C. 
Murphy, L-A. Khor & T. Morgan, (2011) 
Towards a New Development Model 
for Housing Regeneration in Greyfield 
Residential Precincts, research report 
for the Australian Housing and Urban 
Research Institute.

3 Greyfield residential precincts are 
under-utilised property assets 
located in the middle suburbs 
of large Australian cities, where 
residential building stock is failing 
(physically, technologically and 
environmentally) and energy, water 
and communications infrastructure is 
in need of regeneration. Greyfields are 
usually occupied and privately owned 
sites typical of urban development, 
undertaken from the 1950s to the 
1970s. Newton, P., (2010) Beyond 
greenfields and brownfields: The 
challenge of regenerating Australia’s 
greyfield suburbs, Built Environment, 
36(1), pp. 81–104.

The extent of small, informal redevelopments taking place across the middle regions of our cities is rapidly changing the suburban fabric. On an 
individual basis, these projects are of inadequate density and quality to contribute to the sustainable transformation of these areas and, in fact, limit 
future opportunities for urban regeneration. With appropriate community engagement, imminent redevelopments could be strategically coordinated 
as a larger precinct, enabling better integration between dwelling design and broader urban strategies. Individual redevelopments completed on a lot-
by-lot basis result in the repetition of open space, car parking and building setbacks requirements. If developed as a precinct, these provisions could 
be more effectively distributed across the project area. One allotment might be given over to collective parking or public open space, while standard 
boundary setbacks could be reconsidered with appropriate building typologies and uses. 

Infill Precinct Redevelopment

Infill Redevelopment 2002 Infill Redevelopment 2006 Infill Redevelopment 2012



Melbourne metropolitan area4

Study Location (Ashwood, Victoria)
Heritage
1950–80 development

Ashwood neighbourhood context5

Proposed precinct
Parks + recreation
Train station
Shops/Business
Bus routes
Community
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some liquidity to fund their retirement. 
Infill precinct redevelopment offers management and construction advantages through 

economies of scale over piecemeal development. These include efficiencies and innovations 
primarily relating to increases in operational scale and proximity advantages, such as the 
use of prefabricated elements and alternative supply-chain processes, the cost of which can 
be borne across the entire precinct redevelopment. Linking off-site manufacture and on-site 
modular assembly reduces many negative impacts of a traditional construction site such as 
time to ‘construct’ and cost of delivery, while increasing quality to more closely align with a 
manufactured product. 

The potential for shared facilities and open-space enhancements are significant benefits 
of a coordinated approach to infill redevelopment over several sites. Facilities and equipment 
could be ‘pooled’ offering cost savings to residents and encouraging social interaction. For 
example, workshops and recreation facilities along with tools and equipment could be shared 
by a community rather than duplicated by individual households. Other advantages might 
include informal child-minding arrangements in common spaces or concentrating car parking 
to prioritise pedestrian and bicycle movement throughout the remainder of a precinct. 

District-wide sustainable systems relating to energy production, water capture and reuse 
and waste management are more effective on a collective level and more viable at this 
scale of development. Benefits such as these could also extend beyond the boundary of a 
precinct redevelopment whereby new infrastructure upgrades, community programs or open-
space enhancements are utilised by surrounding residents and businesses. With appropriate 
community engagement, the precinct-scaled infill model could increase buy-in and support 
for sustainable urban change. This type of regeneration may also warrant sponsorship from 
local authorities or organisations creating further opportunities for innovative financing 
arrangements and community capital initiatives. 

Clearly, an infill precinct redevelopment model in residential zones of the middle 
suburbs would require substantial shifts in how our urban environments are envisaged, 
designed and delivered. An integrated approach of this kind depends on the realignment 
of planning and development processes as well as political cycles, which has been an 
intractable challenge to date. However, promising advancements are being made within 
both the industry and research sectors, and market awareness (if not demand) for 
sustainable development appears to be increasing. 

Production credit: Lee-Anne Khor; Rutger Pasman; Deborah Rowe; Barend Mayer

4 Melbourne’s middle suburbs are 
defined here to be 7 km to 25 km from 
the CBD. Generally developed between 
1950 and 1980, the dominant dwelling 
form is detached housing on large 
allotments. The low density and ageing 
urban fabric is in need of physical, 
technological and environmental 
upgrade as part of our transition to 
more sustainable cities. 

5 The study area is representative 
of typical greyfield precincts in 
Melbourne’s middle suburbs, well 
serviced by public transport, services 
and amenity. Buses and local shops are 
within 400 m of the precinct. Two train 
stations and a neighbourhood activity 
centre are approximately 1 km away. 
Several schools, child care centres, 
medical and recreation centres are 
between 2 km and 5 km away. 

25 km

7 km

400m

800m



Infill Precinct Plan6

Dwelling Yield 135
No. of allotments 30
Net Density 50 dwellings per hectare
Net Site Area 2.7 hectares
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6 The proposed infill precinct is 
designed across several non-
contiguous allotments where informal 
redevelopment has taken place between 
2006 and 2012. It demonstrates an 
alternative approach that increases 
dwelling density, housing diversity and 
design quality for the well-serviced 
middle regions of our cities. The 
compact dwelling designs accommodate 
four times the number of people than 
conventional detached housing but only 
increases the building mass by threefold. 
The precinct design enables more 
appropriate siting and orientation of 
higher density building forms; program 
distributions can be reconsidered across 
the precinct and better open space 
relationships to support the higher 
density environments. 

7 Integration of high quality open 
space and pedestrian networks 
enhances amenity for both the precinct 
residents and surrounding community. 
Increased porosity and walkability at 
a neighbourhood scale encourages 
social interaction, passive security and 
incidental exercise. 

8 Shared facilities and services contribute 
to lowered costs of living and levels of 
consumption. For instance, a common 
entertainment room or shared kitchen 
facility could minimise the equipment 
required by each dwelling and avoids 
cumulative energy uses for common 
activities. Other examples, such as 
common garages/sheds, community 
gardens or shared studio/office space 
also encourage social interaction and 
help build a sense of community. 

9  The distribution of programs within 
a precinct can also be reconsidered, 
adapting to residents’ needs. One 
allotment is given over to car parking, 
prioritising bike and pedestrian movement 
in the neighbourhood and enabling streets 
to be occupied by new activities. 

10 District-wide sustainable systems are 
incorporated into the street scape 
and open space upgrades, potentially 
servicing both the precinct and 
surrounding community. Infrastructure 
costs would be shared across the 
development, including trigeneration 
energy and heating system, storm/
ground water bio-filtration, greywater 
collection for non-potable uses, waste 
management/recycling and hi-speed 
communications networks.

Public open space 
& pedestrian networks7 

Shared amenity 
& community facilities8 

Program distribution9

Live/work
Community
Centralised parking
Local Business/retail
Medical

District-wide sustainable systems10

Energy
Water
Waste
Technology
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The task of intensifying the habitation of an existing city is a complex one – exacerbated 
when the urban structure is dominated by owner-occupied standalone dwellings, creating 
a field of individual interests. Paradoxically, however, this suburban pattern is also a highly 
contiguous physical and social fabric,1 which tends to resist top-down intervention and 
transformation. The suburban plan, although fragmentary, is united by a powerful collective 
ambition to exist in the ‘best of both worlds’ – the compelling union of town and country 
seized by Ebenezer Howard.

This existing settlement pattern is analogous with a natural cellular structure – at once 
individuated and conjoined and generally only reproducing through subdivision. In Australian 
cities the process of subdivision, in one form or another, is currently the dominant pattern of 
residential intensification in existing suburbs. Unlike its natural counterpart, however, the urban 
structure is spatially confined and the outcome of this process is a general degradation of the 
qualities of both the individual and collective settings for habitation. Therefore, comparable to 
a more insidious biological process, unchecked subdivision creates problems. Significant for 
a host of reasons are the loss of trees, the absence of semi-private and communal spaces 
and the impacts of increased spatial provision for vehicular movements. The uncoordinated 
pattern of intensification resulting from subdivision would appear to threaten the coveted 
qualities of the residential setting it attempts to recreate – undoing the social integrity of the 
suburb – dismantling in place what Michael Sorkin describes as ‘the binding agents of human 
ecologies’.2 Where then, and in what form, in the seemingly impregnable suburban structure, 
are there viable options for intensification? – strategies that promise a significant yield of 
dwellings without the deleterious impacts on the health of the suburb.

In modern and democratic cities, property development is chiefly a private commercial 
enterprise and urban intensification schemes will therefore be more probable in those places 
where the risk profile is minimised and opportunity enhanced. Risk for property developers 
is principally a financial and political argument and includes such factors as identifying sites 
that are relatively neutral (avoiding vociferous opposition) whose land values are not inflated 
(relatively) and construction complexity is manageable. Opportunity is significantly promoted 
or retarded through zoning and planning mechanisms.

One location, where supportive conditions are emergent for intensification in Perth 
and other Australian cities, is the compromised edges of residential precincts along busy 
roadways. Additionally, these sites often coincide with high-frequency, public transport services 
– supporting transit-oriented development, and the wide-ranging benefits associated with this 

1 Gandelsonas, M., (1999) X-urbanism: 
architecture and the American 
city, 1st ed, New York Princeton 
Architectural Press.

2 Sorkin, M., (2008) Keynote Address, 
The ECOEDGE – Urban Environments or 
Urban Disasters?, Melbourne, VIC.

The ‘Radburn Rib’ road corridor typology identified in the north west 
planning sector of Perth metropolitan area.
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pattern of settlement. Over time these edges, typically located in the inner and middle sectors 
of modern auto-centric cities, have lost their affinity with their contented neighbourhood 
hinterland. The relentless passage of motor vehicles has eroded the quality of traditionally 
configured residential environments clinging to these routes. 

This dislocation is at once evident in the condition of the residential environments 
and buildings along these roadways – they are typically of older stock, have been poorly 
maintained, are subject to repeated short durations of household tenure and generally 
display various hallmarks of obsolescence and blight. Assessments such as the ‘property 
redevelopment potential’ of these flanking properties remains to be undertaken in detail 
however it is speculated that in many cases these would most likely reveal a high propensity 
for redevelopment given the appropriate policy settings.3

On closer inspection, however, the habitation potential of these sites is threatened by 
the roadside environments they occupy, which are often hostile to pedestrian and non-
motorised road users. The capability of these streets to provide a social setting is substantially 
diminished4 challenging traditional interpretations of these thoroughfares. There is very little 
pleasant or amenable character and, correspondingly, a lack of occupation evinced by the 
built-form response in many cases. 

A more sinister and potentially significant characteristic of these settings is the generally 
unstated and yet well-documented health and wellbeing implications of dwelling in close 
proximity to traffic noise and air pollution.5 Typical redevelopment models in Australia do little 
to address these contextual constraints and may in fact exacerbate exposure characteristics 
of household occupants. If this pattern of intensified urbanisation unfolds, as appears to be 
the case, and dwelling configurations remain ill considered in this regard, then there is the 
very real possibility of costly social and health burdens that could quite literally be cemented 
into the fabric of our cities. 

Given an understanding of the general problems with the typical uncoordinated pattern 
of intensification and with foreknowledge of the specific health and wellbeing implications 
of applying these models along busy roadways, what, then, are the objectives to guide the 
design of housing in these locations? The work presented here uses noise exposure as a 
first-order indicator of the potentially hazardous nature of the residential environment along 
roadway corridors. High levels of noise generally result from a direct line of sight to the source 
and therefore also indicate a propensity for a number of other exposure characteristics such 
as air quality.

3 Newton, P., S. Murray, R. Wakefield, 
C. Murphy, L-A. Khor & T. Morgan, 
(2011) Towards a New Development 
Model for Housing Regeneration in 
Greyfield Residential Precincts. AHURI 
Final Report No. 171, J. Davison (ed), 
Australian Housing and Urban Rsearch 
Institute (AHURI), Melbourne, VIC, pp 
42-49.

4 Sennett, R., (1996) The fall of public 
man, W.W. Norton, New York; London; 
Appleyard, D., (1976) Liveable Urban 
Streets:Managing Auto Traffic in 
Neighborhoods, Final Report, U.S. 
Dept. of Transportation, Federal 
Highway Administration, Washington.

5 American Lung Association, (2011) 
State of the Air, Washington DC; 
Krewski D., M. Jerret, R. T. Burnett, R. 
Ma, E. Hughes, Y. Shi, M. C. Turner, C. 
A. Pope III, and E. E. Calle, G. Thurston 
& M. J. Thun, (2009) Extended 
Follow-Up and Spatial Analysis of the 
American Cancer Society Study Linking 
Particulate Air Pollution and Mortality, 
HEI Research Report 140, Health 
Effects Institute, Boston MA; Braubach, 
M., (2007) Residential conditions and 
their impact on residential environment 
satisfaction and health: results of 
the WHO large analysis and review of 
European housing and health status 
(LARES) study. International Journal of 
Environment and Pollution 30 (3/4), 
pp. 384–403; Bureau of Transport & 
Regional Economics, (2005) Health 
Impacts of Transport Emissions in 
Australia: Economic Costs, BTRE 
Working Paper 63: Department 
of Transport & Regional Services 
(Australian Government).

A comparison of typical suburban ‘greyfield’ patterns with the top image 
showing a mostly original single dwelling configuration and the bottom image 
showing the results of uncoordinated intensification through subdivision. 
(© 2012 GeoEye/ © 2012 Google)
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6 Noise Modelling: PEN3D2000; courtesy 
Noise Mapping Australia.

Along Charles Street in North Perth there is no avoiding the cumulative 
impact of 30,000 vehicles per day across the property frontage on the 
residential setting (above) – traditional approaches to housing cannot 
cope with this relentless passage and occupants modify their dwellings 
in whatever way seems appropriate and cost effective. Mapping the 
extent of these poorly performing residential environments (below) 
reveals a diagram of potential redevelopment sites.

MEAN STREETS
ANTHONY DUCKWORTH-SMITH

Progressive sequence of built form models and their resulting 
environmental noise exposure profiles from a traffic noise source. The 
typical single lot housing redevelopment model along a busy roadway 
(right and above right) does little to address the constraints of its 
exposed context. Most windows are unable to be opened without 
exposing inhabitants to elevated levels of pollution which have long-
term ramifications for health and wellbeing. Amalgamated lots however 
provide increased flexibility for building configurations within the 
protected zone.6
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Specific noise-related quality objectives have been developed that concern two 
fundamental aspects of habitation. Firstly, the ability to naturally ventilate a habitable room 
through the use of a window or other opening without admitting unacceptable noise levels. 
Secondly, being able to converse at a normal level in an outdoor living environment without 
costly attenuation devices. These objectives, in conjunction with other quality criteria of a 
more general nature, such as those contained within the NSW SEPP65 legislation7, have been 
pursued in the design exercises, which are illustrated here. 

Significantly, the design investigation has identified the importance of lot assembly in 
safeguarding the contextual health and wellbeing objectives of residential environments in 
these locations. Amalgamated sites provide far better opportunities to configure building 
aspects toward protected zones that sit within an acoustic shadow, as well as generally 
promoting a more efficient use of the site for vehicular movement, significant tree planting 
and opportunities for communal space. 

If sprawling cities are to adapt to an alternative, consolidated pattern of settlement and 
retard the march of suburban expansion, then viable opportunities for urban intensification 
must be found. Busy roadways on the edges of existing precincts present as worthy sites for 
this intervention chiefly as a result of their social dislocation, apparent obsolescence and 
proximity to public transit. Given our foreknowledge of the contextual constraints in these 
locations, conventional models of dwelling, however, cease to be applicable, and the sites 
demand an alternative and intelligent approach if they are to be successfully and sustainably 
integrated into the intensified city.

7 New South Wales Government, 
(2002) State Environmental Planning 
Policy No 65 – Design Quality 
of Residential Flat Development 
in Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979, Sydney, NSW.

A precinct approach to urban intesification seks to identify the potential 
for existing neighbourhoods to accommodate greater population whilst 
enhancing and improving the positive attributes of the existing setting. 
Busy roadway corridors form an edge to these precincts. Under the right 
conditions the development of roadway corridors could be coordinated 
and staged (below) to deliver positive design outcomes for the existing 
and new residents.
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Green Infrastructure is ... 

An interconnected network of natural areas and other open spaces that conserves 
natural ecosystem values and functions, sustains clear air and water, and provides a 
wide array of benefits to people and wildlife ... green infrastructure is the ecological 
framework for environmental, social, and economic health – in short, our natural life-
support system.1

This essay summarises research into the planning and design of a national green 
infrastructure for Australia: the National Green Network. This is a framework, which can provide 
greater resilience for our landscapes, biota and peoples, in a country facing significant 
population growth, land conversion and the impact of climate change. This trans-continental 
system extends the notion of ‘infrastructure’ from ‘grey’ to green, from ports, roads and 
telecommunications to the health of our landscape systems. Without a healthy landscape this 
nation will not survive.

The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), of which Australia is a signatory, requires 
setting aside a minimum 10 per cent of terrestrial bioregions as protected areas; lands 
legislated primarily for the protection of biodiversity.2 In line with this agreement, the Australian 
federal government strives for a ‘Comprehensive, Adequate and Representative’ National 
Reserve System (NRS).3 However, despite this mandate, currently only 46 of Australia’s 85 
bioregions have this minimum degree of protection. 

To secure the future of Australia’s biodiversity, the NRS needs to be increased to meet 
these minimum targets, but also, such areas need to be interconnected. Despite some 
debate in the scientific community,4 ecological connectivity has been embraced within 
specific policies at state and national level such as the National Wildlife Corridors Plan 
Draft5 and Australia’s Biodiversity Conservation Strategy 2010–2020,6 which explicitly 
embrace connectivity as policy. 

Worldwide, the popularity of ecological networks, greenways and green infrastructures is 
evident from local and regional initiatives to country-wide and even continental schemes.7 
In Europe and North America, bold planning moves such as the Pan European Ecological 
Network (PEEN) or the Wildlands Project (USA) attempt to plan for biodiversity protection 
and mobility via protected area networks, to theoretically provide continental-scale landscape 
connectivity. Such projects often employ persuasive mapping and graphics where geographical 

1 Benedict, M.A. & McMahon, E., 
2006, Green infrastructure : Linking 
landscapes and communities, Island 
Press, Washington, DC.

2 Protected areas by definition are those 
that have some legislative protection, 
and fit within one of the classes defined 
by IUCN 1994, Guidelines for protected 
area management categories, IUCN, 
Cambridge, UK. pursuant to the CBD. 
This includes, but is not limited to 
National and State Parks, Indigenous 
Protected Areas and Conservation 
Reserves, both private and public.

3 Commonwealth of Australia & National 
Reserve System Task Group, 2009, 
Australia’s Strategy for the National 
Reserve System 2009–2030, 
Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra.

4 “...hard to imagine any realistic 
alternative that would be conducive to 
species persistence” Hilty, J.A., Lidicker, 
W.Z. & Merenlender, A.M. (eds), 2006, 
Corridor Ecology: The Science and 
Practice of Linking Landscapes for 
Biodiversity Conservation, Island Press, 
Washington, DC. See discussion of 
the benefits of ecological connectivity 
in Simberloff, D., Farr, J.A., Cox, J. & 
Mehlman, D.W., 1992, ‘Movement 
Corridors: Conservation Bargains or Poor 
Investments?’, Conservation Biology, 
6:4, pp. 493-504, Hobbs, RJ 1992, 
‘The role of corridors in conservation: 
Solution or bandwagon?’, Trends in 
Ecology & Evolution, 7:11, pp. 389–92.

5 National Wildlife Corridors Plan Advisory 
Group, 2012, Draft National Wildlife 
Corridors Plan.

6 National Resource Management 
Ministerial Council (Australia) & National 
Reserve System Task Group (Australia), 
2010, Australia’s Biodiversity 
Conservation Strategy 2010–2030, 
Australian Government, Department 
of Sustainability, Environment, Water, 
Population and Communities, Canberra.

LEFT The vignettes: seven study areas sampling different land-uses were 
chosen to test the system at a finer grain.8

FOLLOWING PAGE Evaluation of the proposed NGN over three scales: 
Continental, Transect and Vignette. At each scale, the further resolution 
and move from abstract to real occurs.9
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the typical range of Australian land uses from ‘urban’ to ‘wilderness’ over the breadth of its 
journey from coastal Perth towards the interior. Here a detailed investigation of the transect’s 
character through a site analysis process reveals its heterogeneity and questions the potential 
for application see image overleaf. 

From this transect, seven study areas were chosen to test the system at a finer grain. 
The seven vignettes from west to east sample urban, suburban, peri-urban, agricultural, 
peri-agricultural, wilderness and rangelands land uses. In each case the grid is adjusted 
to link remnant, fragmented habitat in the most efficient manner to the requisite 10 per 
cent (CBD). This occurs objectively through utilisation of ‘Linkage Mapper’,12 a GIS-based 
conservation planning software and then by ‘ground-truthing’ of results by a landscape 
architect in conjunction with relevant stakeholders through design charette workshop. This 
represents the ‘expert human dimension’ as suggested by Remm et al.13 and moves the 
project from the theoretical to the real. Fine-tuning in response to existing urban areas, 
high-productivity farmland and areas of high ecological significance articulate a potential 
for the approach to be implemented nationally. 

The idea of an NGN is more than habitat restoration to protect the Australian gene pool 
against climate change. As well as protecting biodiversity the system has other benefits. 
It creates recreational greenways and cultural corridors that can be related to Indigenous 
culture. Through agro-forestry such a system sequesters carbon and could help regional 
landscapes deal with salinity and water security. This system sets out the ecological 
superstructure for a megaregion. 

A broad spectrum of landscape possibilities such as these will help to establish greater 
ecological and cultural resilience to future climate change shocks and land conversion, related 
to Australia’s population projections. Planning of this sort needs to be in place prior to the 
expansion of our cities. 

Note: All imagery reproduced by permission of the Western Australian Land Information Authority, Perth, Western Australia, P507/2012.

7 Pungetti, G. & Jongman, R.H., 2004, 
Ecological Networks and Greenways: 
Concept, Design Implementation, 
Cambridge University Press, New 
York; Soulé, M.E., Terborgh, J. & 
Wildlands Project, 1999, Continental 
conservation: Scientific Foundations 
of Regional Reserve Networks, Island 
Press, Washington, D.C.; Worboys, 
G., Francis, W.L. & Lockwood, M., 
2010, Connectivity conservation 
management: a global guide, 
Earthscan, London; Hilty, J.A., Lidicker, 
W.Z. & Merenlender, A.M. (eds), 2006, 
Corridor Ecology: The Science and 
Practice of Linking Landscapes for 
Biodiversity Conservation, Island Press, 
Washington, DC.

8 (Western Australian Land Information 
Authority 2012; Commonwealth of 
Australia (Geoscience Australia) 2007).

9 (Western Australian Land Information 
Authority 2012; Commonwealth of 
Australia (Geoscience Australia) 2007).

10 Similar and significant Australian 
examples Whitten, S 2011, A 
Compendium of existing and planned 
Australian wildlife corridor projects and 
initiatives, and case study analysis of 
operational experience : a report for 
the Australian Government Department 
of Sustainability, Environment, Water, 
Population and Communities, CSIRO, 
Canberra, A.C.T. include the Gondwana 
Link, Kosciuszko to Coast and the 
Trans-Australia Eco-Links.

11 United Nations, Convention on 
Biological Diversity (CBD), www.cbd.int.

FOLLOWING PAGE The Transect: complexity of the study area.14

distance, land-use, boundaries and tenure are frequently disregarded through macro ‘moves’. 
Currently, despite the science, global practice and supporting policy, the actual spatial 

planning or application of these principles to the Australian landmass has been limited.10 
Ideally, for Australia to meet its international obligations and to have a truly resilient ecology 
it would require an even distribution of interconnected protected areas replete across the 
nation. The intent of this research is to explore how this could occur. If we are serious about 
protection (and our obligation to the CBD suggests that we are) what could this look like? 

The research method, illustrated on previous page, explains how this new green 
infrastructure, the National Green Network (NGN) could be configured as a vital new 
infrastructure, equally important as rail, road or broadband infrastructures. 

The NGN is designed according to two guiding principles: 

 10 PER CENT OF AUSTRALIA’S BIOREGIONS. In accordance with the International 
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), a minimum 10 per cent of Australia’s 
existing bioregions must be protected.11 This theoretically means that legislated 
‘protected areas’, those lands allocated primarily to the protection of biodiversity, 
should be evenly distributed across the entirety of Australia’s landmass. 

 ECOLOGICAL CONNECTIVITY. The spatial configuration of protected areas should 
maximise ecological connectivity, maintaining or reconnecting otherwise isolated 
fragments of existing habitat and hence maximising the potential for genetic exchange.

The research creates and evaluates the proposed NGN through increasingly fine resolution 
over three scales: continental, transect and vignette. At each scale, the further resolution and 
move from abstract to real occurs.

The system of national green infrastructure begins as a hypothetical (policy) ‘grid’ of 
protected areas cast over the entire landmass of the nation. This grid is 25 km square, its 
bandwidth is 1,280 metres and it is scaled accurately to represent an allocation of (re)
vegetated land, protected so as to meet our commitments to the CBD. This mechanistic 
approach of course ignores any appreciation of the existing landscape but it is not intended 
as a plan, it simply articulates policy and represents an allocation of space to biodiversity. The 
project then becomes one of adjusting this grid across the nation to meet local specificity.

To test the practical complexity of such a national system, a 25 km wide and 1,250 
km long transect establishes a detailed study area. This transect includes representation of 

12 McRae, B.H. & Kavanagh, D.M., 2011, 
Linkage Mapper Connectivity Analysis 
Software, The Nature Conservancy, 
Seattle.

13 Remm, K, Külvik, M, Mander, Ü & Sepp, 
K 2004, ‘Design of the Pan-European 
Ecological Network: a national level 
attempt’, in Ecological Networks and 
Greenways, eds RHG Jongman & G 
Pungetti, Cambridge University Press.

14 (Western Australian Land Information 
Authority 2012; Commonwealth of 
Australia (Geoscience Australia) 2007).
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DOMINIC ARCARO joined CBRE in July 2012, after seven years with Places 
Victoria (formerly VicUrban) where he was the Chief Development Officer. 
In his time at Places Victoria, Dominic was the executive responsible for 
projects with a development value in excess of $2bn and with particular 
emphasis on activity centres, urban infill/renewal and new business 
projects across metropolitan Melbourne. Dominic is a lawyer by training 
and commenced his career in 1994 with Minter Ellison before joining the 
Docklands Authority (predecessor to VicUrban) as a lawyer and Project 
Manager in 1997. He then went on to other Corporate Counsel and General 
Management roles in both the public and private sector with companies 
including Gascor, Spotless and Healthscope. Dominic returned to VicUrban 
in September 2005. Dominic has a wealth of diverse commercial and 
management experience and a track record in the visioning, planning 
and delivery of complex urban renewal mixed use, mixed tenure and 
infrastructure projects.

STEPHEN ALCHIN has 30 years’ experience in urban and infrastructure 
planning, across all spheres of government and in the private sector. 
Stephen is the Executive Director, Planning at Infrastructure Australia (IA) 
where, amongst other things, he has responsibility for reporting to the 
Council of Australian Governments and urban infrastructure policy. Prior to 
joining IA, Stephen worked as a consultant, both in his own practice and in 
an international firm. Stephen headed up transport planning in Transport for 
NSW and at the NSW Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural 
Resources. Stephen was Project Director for the Ultimo-Pyrmont Light Rail 
Project (the first PPP in the public transport domain in Australia). Stephen 
started in local government, working on policy development for the Local 
Government Association of NSW, and as Executive Director of the Western 
Sydney Regional Organization of Councils.

GUY BARNETT is a Research Team Leader with CSIRO Ecosystem 
Sciences in Canberra. He joined CSIRO in 1995 after graduating with a 
First Class Honours Degree in Resource and Environmental Management 
from the Australian National University.  Since joining CSIRO, he has 
worked on a variety of projects resulting in the publication of three 
book chapters, 17 peer-reviewed articles, and 52 technical reports. His 
research interests are the study of cities as ecosystems and the way 
ecological knowledge can be integrated with urban design and planning 
to foster urban resilience and adaptation.

JULIAN BOLLETER Dr Julian Bolleter is an Assistant Professor at the Australian 
Urban Design Research Centre (AUDRC) at the University of Western Australia. 
His role at the AUDRC includes teaching a master’s program in urban design 
and conducting urban design research and design projects. Since graduating 
in 1998 Dr Bolleter has practiced as a landscape architect in Australia 
and the Middle East on a diverse range of projects. In 2009 he completed 
a PhD that critically surveyed landscape architectural practice in Dubai 
and advanced scenarios for Dubai’s proposed public open space system. 
Alongside his AUDRC colleagues Dr Bolleter is currently exploring possibilities 
for high performance public open space in Australian cities.

CRAIG BURTON lives and works in Pittwater NSW and is director of Cab 
Consulting Pty Ltd. He practices as an architect, landscape architect, 
horticulturalist, fine arts historian, heritage consultant and environmental 
studies. He has been involved with environmental heritage issues, particularly 
in the areas of architecture, cultural landscape identification and assessment 
since 1982 and education since 1979. He is equally experienced as an 
architectural, landscape and urban designer having undertaken a wide 
range of design projects and always strives for design excellence through 
the integration of different disciplines and particularly the interpretation of 
heritage values and understanding place with contemporary design.

ANTHONY DUCKWORTH–SMITH is a teacher and researcher at the 
Australian Urban Design Research Centre. Prior to his PhD Anthony 
completed degrees in both Architecture and Civil Engineering at the 
University of Western Australia. Anthony has worked in the fields of 
Architecture and transport planning in the public and private sector of 
Western Australia and internationally. Anthony ‘s current research is related 
to the urban intensification of cities and recently concentrated on the 
design of different housing types and their residential environments along 
road based transit corridors in Perth. His engineering experience and 
knowledge combined with an aptitude for architectural design places him in 
a distinctive position to pursue urban design research and practice.

DORTE EKELUND is Executive Director of the Major Cities Unit, a division 
of the Australian Government’s Department of Infrastructure and Transport. 
Dorte has over 25 years experience in urban and regional planning.  
Prior to joining the Australian Government in 2008, she was the Deputy 
Director General of the Western Australian Department for Planning 
and Infrastructure, and a member of the Western Australian Planning 
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ecological planning and urban design and specifically the potential of a 
green infrastructure approach to maximise ecological and cultural resilience 
across urban and rural landscapes at continental, regional and local scales.

DARRYL LOW CHOY is Professor of Environmental and landscape Planning, 
School of Environment, Griffith University. His research is focused on 
climate change adaptation and post disaster recovery; landscape resilience 
and peri-urbanisation; values led planning and Indigenous landscape 
values; climate change adaptation for peri-urban and urban Indigenous 
communities; and local government’s role in environmental and natural 
resource management. He leads the Human Settlements research into 
climate change adaptation under the SEQ Climate Adaptation Research 
Initiative – a CSIRO Climate Change Adaptation Flagship Cluster. He is a 
member of the new Cooperative Research Centre for Water Sensitive Cities 
researching catchment scale landscape planning for water sensitive cities in 
an age of climate change.

SHANE MURRAY (BArch, MArch, PhD, FAIA, Reg. Architect) is Dean of 
the Faculty of Art Design & Architecture at Monash University. He is an 
award-winning architect and academic in the field of architectural design. 
Shane joined Monash in 2008 as Foundation Professor of Architecture to 
establish the university’s architecture program. He was previously Professor of 
Architectural Design and Director of the Architecture Program at RMIT University. 
He is a recipient of research funding from both industry and government 
including the Australian Research Council and continues to conduct research 
into contemporary housing and urban design issues. Shane’s buildings and 
theoretical projects have been extensively published and he has participated in 
numerous architectural exhibitions and forums and has been invited to lecture 
about his work nationally and internationally. He was Co-Artistic Director of the 
Australian Pavilion exhibition, Micro Macro City, for the 2006 Venice Architecture 
Biennale. Shane is the 2012 recipient of the Australian Institute of Architects 
Neville Quarry Medal for services to architectural education.

IVAN RIJAVEC (B. Arch. RMIT, M. Arch RMIT, FRAIA) is the Founder of 
Rijavec Architects. Ivan has participated in most of the theatres of the 
architectural realm as an architect, educator and urban designer. He has 
been a multiple AIA award winner and finalist and was the co director 
of the 2010 Venice Architecture Biennale, Australian Urbanism NOW + 
WHEN. Rijavec has exhibited widely and his work has been published in 
numerous books and design journals. www.rijavec architects.com.

SARA STACE is a Director National Urban Policy in the Major Cities Unit, 
where she led the creation of the first national Urban Design Protocol, 
and represents the Department of Infrastructure and Transport on the 
Australian Bicycle Council. Prior to taking up her current role in 2008 
Sara worked mostly in the private sector including Associate Director 
at Urbis; General Manager of an ASX-listed property fund; coordinator 
of the Year of the Built Environment and Houses of the Future under 
former NSW Government Architect Chris Johnson; and project architect 
at Alexander Tzannes Associates. Sara has an MBA from the Australian 
Graduate School of Management and a Bachelor of Architecture from the 
University of Western Australia.

RICHARD WELLER is the Martin and Margy Meyerson Professor of 
Urbanism and Chair of Landscape Architecture at the University of 
Pennsylvania. He is also an Adjunct Winthrop Professor in the School 
of Architecture, Landscape and Visual Arts at the University of Western 
Australia. He has taught and practiced landscape architecture and urban 
design for over 25 years. In that time he has been the Winthrop Professor of 
Landscape Architecture at the University of Western Australia and Director of 
both the Australian Urban Design Research Centre and the design company 
Room 4.1.3. He has received a consistent stream of awards for his teaching 
and his design work, published over 70 papers and given hundreds of 
public lectures around the world. Professor Weller’s conceptual designs have 
been published as a monograph by the University of Pennsylvania Press in 
2005 and his large scale urban planning work was published under the title 
‘Boomtown 2050’ by UWA Publishing in 2009. 

TONY WONG is Chief Executive Officer of the Cooperative Research 
Centre for Water Sensitive Cities. He is internationally recognised for 
his research and practice in the sustainable urban water management, 
particularly in Water Sensitive Urban Design. His expertise has been 
gained through national and international consulting, research, and 
academia and he has led a large number of award-winning urban design 
projects in Australia and overseas. He has been commended for having 
defined ’a new paradigm for design of urban environments that blends 
creativity with technical and scientific rigour’. Tony was presented the 
prestigious Sir John Holland Award as Australia’s 2010 Civil Engineer of 
the Year by the Institution of Engineers, Australia.

Commission. Dorte previously held the role of Deputy Chief Planning 
Executive at the ACT Planning and Land Authority, and formerly worked for 
a number of local government authorities. Dorte has a Bachelor of Urban 
and Regional Planning and a Master of Business Administration.

ROBERT FREESTONE is Professor of Planning in the Faculty of the Built 
Environment at the University of New South Wales in Sydney. He has held 
previous appointments in the Department of Geography at the University 
of Melbourne, the Urban Research Program at the Australian National 
University, the NSW Department of Planning, and Sydney planning 
consultancy Design Collaborative. His research interests are in planning 
history, metropolitan planning, and education. He has written and edited or 
co-edited eleven books. These include Urban Nation: Australia’s Planning 
Heritage (2010), Cities, Citizens and Environmental Reform (2009), 
Designing Australia’s Cities (2007), and The Australian Metropolis: A 
Planning History (2000).

BRIAN HARATSIS is highly regarded as one of Australia’s foremost strategic 
advisors, with a particular focus on economic forecasting as it relates to 
private sector property involvement, understanding communities, tourism and 
social trends. Having studied at the University of Melbourne and the London 
School of Economics, Brian is the Chairman of MacroPlan Dimasi with more 
than 25 years’ experience as an economist, futurist, and strategic planner. 

STEVEN KENWAY is a senior research fellow at the University of 
Queensland, Brisbane (s.kenway@uq.edu.au) and former team leader 
future cities, CSIRO. Francis Pamminger is manager of Research 
and Innovation at Yarra Valley Water, Melbourne. Tony Priestley is an 
independent consultant, formerly CSIRO. Ted Gardner is a senior research 
fellow at the University of Central Queensland, formerly Queensland 
Government and CSIRO, Brisbane. Gary Wolff is the Executive Director 
of StopWaste.Org, Oakland, California. Slav Hermanowicz is professor of 
Environmental Engineering at the University of California, Berkeley. Eric 
Rosenblum is CEO of Envirospectives and former manager of South Bay 
Water Recycling, San Jose, California.

SIMON KILBANE has worked as a landscape architect and urban designer 
in the UK, France, New Zealand and Australia. He is currently undertaking 
a PhD at UWA under the supervision of Richard Hobbs and Richard 
Weller. His research explores the nexus between landscape architecture, 






